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APPELLATE DIVISION 

NEGLIGENCE 

Question of Fact About Negligent Operation 
of a Ski Lift 

  
The Fourth Department determined plaintiffs had 
raised a question of fact about whether the 
operators of a ski lift were negligent in failing to 
notice plaintiff’s skis were entangled as they 
approached the point where they were to get off 
the lift.  Supreme Court had determined the 
cause of action was prohibited by the 
assumption of the risk doctrine: 
  

It is beyond debate that there is inherent 
risk of injury to participants in downhill 
skiing . . . Moreover, there is undoubtedly 
some risk of injury inherent in entering, 
riding and exiting from a chairlift at a ski 
resort.  However, . . . the latter is not of 
such magnitude as to eliminate all duty of 
care and thereby insulate the owner from 
claims of negligent supervision and 
training of the lift operator or negligent 
maintenance and operation of the lift itself 
since such negligence may unduly 
enhance the level of the risk assumed” 
(…see General Obligations Law § 18-
101…). … 
  
We conclude … that defendants’ own 
submissions raised triable issues of fact 
whether they were negligent in their 
operation of the chairlift, thereby unduly 
enhancing the risk to plaintiff … . … Upon 
reaching the sign directing passengers to 
prepare to unload, plaintiff noticed that 
her skis were entangled with her son’s 
skis.  Defendants did not slow or stop the 
chairlift, and plaintiff was unable to unload 
from the chairlift before it passed the 
unloading area.  Plaintiff was injured 
when she either jumped or was thrown 
from the chairlift before it reached the 
safety gate that would have stopped the 
chairlift.  Tone v Song Mountain Ski 
Center…, 1377, 4th Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/cl
erk/decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1377.pdf 

  
  

Plaintiff Did Not Raise a Question of Fact 
About Whether the Municipality Had Notice 
of the Sidewalk Defect or Was Affirmatively 

Negligent 
  

The Fourth Department, over a dissent, 
determined the plaintiff failed to raise a question 
of fact about whether the municipality created a 
dangerous condition by placing a piece of 
plywood over a hole in a sidewalk.  There was 
evidence the municipality had received a work 
order for the area in question and the area was 
inspected but no problem was found.  There was 
no evidence the municipality was responsible for 
placing the plywood over the hole: 
  

Contrary to plaintiff’s contention, the court 
properly determined that the City’s prior 
written notice requirement applies 
inasmuch as the area where the accident 
occurred is part of the sidewalk … 
.  Because the City established in support 
of its motion that it did not receive prior 
written notice, the burden shifted to 
plaintiff to demonstrate the applicability of 
an exception to that requirement … . 

 
 
We agree with defendants that the court 
erred in determining that plaintiff met that 
burden by establishing that such an  
exception applies, i.e., that the City was 
affirmatively negligent … .  Although 
plaintiff submitted a preaccident “work 
order” to the City for the location in 
question, she failed to adduce any 
evidence that the City placed the plywood 
over the hole in which she fell.  Further, 
the City established that, in response to 
the “work order,” it dispatched an 
employee who testified that he inspected 
the area in question, found nothing wrong 
with it, and performed no work. Thus, 
plaintiff failed to raise an issue of fact 
“whether the City created a defective 
condition within the meaning of the 
exception” to defeat defendants’ motion 
… .Pulver v City of Fulton …, 1086, 4th 
Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/cl
erk/decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1086.pdf 

 
 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1377.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1377.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1377.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1086.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1086.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/clerk/decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1086.pdf
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No Constructive Notice of Icy 
Condition/Allegation Defendant Created the 

Condition Based on Speculation 
  

The First Department, over a dissent, affirmed 
the grant of summary judgment to the defendant 
in a slip and fall case. Plaintiff alleged she 
slipped and fell on a thin sheet of ice in a plaza 
in front of defendant’s building.  Defendant 
demonstrated that the area had been inspected 
an hour before the accident and no ice was 
visible.  Plaintiff acknowledged she could not 
see the ice.  Plaintiff’s allegation that defendant 
created the dangerous condition by running a 
fountain which was the source of a wind-borne 
spray of water on the plaza was deemed too 
speculative: 
  

The evidence submitted by defendant, 
including security logs, establishes that 
defendant’s employees routinely 
inspected the area where plaintiff fell, had 
conducted an inspection one hour prior to 
her accident, and did not observe any ice. 
In opposition and in support of her cross 
motion, plaintiff failed to provide evidence 
showing that the ice was discernable. 
  
On appeal, plaintiff does not dispute 
defendant’s lack of actual notice of ice on 
the plaza, having conceded, at her 
examination before trial, that it was not 
visible. She testified that although 
conditions at about 9:30 a.m. were bright 
and clear, it “looked like a thin layer of ice 
that wasn’t noticeable enough for me to 
see it before I fell.” Thus, the record 
establishes that the hazardous condition 
was not “visible and apparent” so as to 
enable defendant’s employees to 
discover it and take remedial measures… 
. Tompa v 767 Fifth Partners LLC, 2014 
NY Slip Op 00276, 1st Dept 1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00276.htm 

 
 
 

In a Slip and Fall Case, the Flawed 
Constructive-Notice Jury Instruction 

Required Reversal of the Verdict (Plaintiff 
Had Won) and a New Trial on Liability 

  
The First Department, over a dissent, reversed 
the verdict in plaintiff’s favor in a slip and fall 
case because of a flawed jury instruction and 

ordered a new trial on liability.  Plaintiff alleged 
she slipped and fell on ice on a subway 
platform.  The First Department determined that 
the jury instruction on constructive notice was so 
flawed that a new trial was necessary: 
  

Over objection and despite defendant’s 
request for the correct instruction, the trial 
court instructed the jury that it had to find 
that “defendant either knew about the 
dangerous conditions or circumstances 
and that would be actual notice or a 
reasonable person would conclude that 
such a condition existed, and that would 
be called constructive notice.” This 
instruction does not make it clear that in 
order to find constructive notice, the jury 
must conclude that the condition was 
visible and apparent, and that it existed 
for a sufficient length of time for 
defendant to have discovered it and taken 
curative action (see PJI 2:90; 2:11 
A…).  Harrison v New York City Tr 
Auth, 2014 NY Slip Op 00277, 1st Dept 
1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00277.htm 

 
 
 

Failure to Accurately Identify Where Slip and 
Fall Occurred in Notice of Claim Warranted 

Dismissal of Complaint 
  

The First Department, over a dissent, 
determined a slip and fall complaint should have 
been dismissed because the notice of claim did 
not accurately identify the place where the fall 
occurred: 
  

Under these circumstances, Supreme 
Court should have granted defendant 
summary judgment dismissing the 
complaint. In addition to giving a vague 
description in his notice of claim that did 
not describe the location of the alleged 
defect with sufficient particularity …, 
plaintiff gave contradictory versions of the 
accident location, which further rendered 
the notice of claim defective, since it 
served to obscure the correct location. 
Plaintiff did not advise defendant of the 
revised location until more than three 
years after the alleged accident, which 
prejudiced defendant’s ability to conduct 
a meaningful and timely investigation of 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00276.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00276.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00277.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00277.htm
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the claim… . Robles v New York City 
Hous Auth, 2014 NY Slip Op 00181, 1st 
Dept 1-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00181.htm 
 

  
Question of Fact About Negligent 

Supervision at Skating Rink 
  

The Second Department determined there was 
a question of fact whether injury incurred at 
defendant’s skating rink was the result of 
defendant’s negligent supervision: 
  

Those charged with supervising a skating 
rink cannot be held liable for an injury if 
the act precipitating the injury was so 
sudden that no amount of supervision 
could have averted the accident … . 
Thus, where reckless behavior that is 
over and above the usual dangers 
inherent in the activity of skating is 
claimed to have caused the injury, the 
issue of whether the proprietor was 
negligent in supervising the skaters turns 
on whether the proprietor had sufficient 
notice of the allegedly reckless conduct 
so as to permit it to prevent the injury 
through the exercise of adequate 
supervision … . The duration and nature 
of the allegedly reckless conduct are 
factors that bear on this issue… .  Fader 
v Town of Oyster Bay, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00324, 2nd Dept 1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00324.htm 

 
Parked Garbage Truck Furnished Condition 

for the Accident, But Was Not Proximate 
Cause of the Accident 

  
The Second Department determined plaintiff’s 
complaint was properly dismissed because the 
accident was caused by plaintiff’s failure to see 
what he should have seen.  Plaintiff’s vehicle 
struck a garbage truck which was stopped 
partially in the roadway: 
  

Although the issue of proximate cause is 
generally one for the jury …, liability may 
not be imposed upon a party who "merely 
furnished the condition or occasion for the 
occurrence of the event" but was not one 
of its causes … . Here, the defendants 
demonstrated their entitlement to 

judgment as a matter of law by presenting 
evidentiary proof that [defendant’s] 
conduct in stopping his truck partially in 
the roadway merely furnished the 
condition for the accident, but was not a 
proximate cause thereof… . Lee v D 
Daniels Contr Ltd, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00487, 2nd Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00487.htm 

 
There Can Be More than One Proximate 

Cause/Defendants Did Not Establish 
Freedom from Comparative Fault 

  
The Second Department determined that 
Supreme Court should not have dismissed 
causes of action against a restaurant and a valet 
parking service.  Plaintiff’s decedent was struck 
and killed as she attempted to cross the street 
when defendant driver passed cars double-
parked in front of the restaurant: 
  

" There can be more than one proximate 
cause of an accident'" … . Thus, " the 
proponent of a summary judgment motion 
has the burden of establishing freedom 
from comparative negligence as a matter 
of law'" … . The issue of comparative 
negligence is generally one for the trier of 
fact … . 
  
Contrary to the Supreme Court's 
determination, [the restaurant] and the 
[parking service] defendants each failed 
to establish their prima facie entitlement 
to judgment as a matter of law dismissing 
the complaint insofar as asserted against 
each of them. On this record, even 
assuming, arguendo, that the actions of 
[the driver] and the decedent were 
negligent and were proximate causes of 
the accident, the evidence submitted by 
[the restaurant] and the [parking service] 
defendants, in support of their motion and 
cross motion, respectively, failed to 
eliminate all triable issues of fact as to 
whether those defendants were free from 
comparative fault….  Spadaro v Parking 
Sys Plus, Inc, 2014 NY Slip Op 00494, 
1st Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00494.htm 
 
  

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00181.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00181.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00324.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00324.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00487.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00487.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00494.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00494.htm
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Question of Fact Whether Snow Removal 
Contractor Created Hazardous Condition by 

Inadequate Salting 
  

In a slip and fall case, the First Department 
determined there was a question of fact whether 
defendant, who contracted to provide snow and 
ice removal, had created or exacerbated a 
hazardous ice condition by not adequately 
salting the ice: 
  

…[T]he record presents a triable issue of 
fact as to whether Waldorf owed plaintiff a 
duty of care by having "launched a force 
or instrument of harm" in failing to 
exercise reasonable care in the 
performance of its snow and ice removal 
duties … . The evidence, including 
photographs and videos taken at the 
scene of the accident showing the icy 
condition and deposition testimony that 
there was no sand or salt in the area 
where plaintiff fell, raises questions as to 
whether Waldorf had adequately salted 
the … pathway, and therefore, whether it 
created or exacerbated the hazardous ice 
condition… . Jenkins v Related Cos LP, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00727, 1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00727.htm 

 
  

In the Absence of a Defect, Inherently 
Smooth Floors Do Not Give Rise to Liability 

  
In a slip and fall case, the First Department 
noted that inherently smooth floors do not give 
rise to liability in the absence of a defect.  The 
plaintiff slipped and fell on a cotton bath mat on 
a smooth bathroom floor: 
  

In cases involving inherently smooth, and 
thus potentially slippery tiled or stone 
floors, absent competent evidence of a 
defect in the surface or some deviation 
from an applicable industry standard, no 
liability is imposed … . The same 
standard applies to allegedly defective 
bath mats … . 
  
The motion court properly found that 
defendants made a prima facie showing 
that the accident was not attributable to a 
defect in the floor or the bath mat, and 
that they were therefore entitled to 
summary judgment. Kalish v HEI 

Hospitality LLC, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00729, 1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00729.htm  

  
 

Vehicle Owner’s Uncontradicted Deposition 
Testimony Not Enough to Overcome 

Presumption Vehicle Driven with Owner’s 
Consent 

  
The Second Department determined that the 
defendant vehicle owner (Witsell) did not 
overcome the presumption her vehicle was 
being driven with her consent: 
  

Vehicle and Traffic Law § 388(1) "makes 
every owner of a vehicle liable for injuries 
resulting from negligence in the use or 
operation of such vehicle . . . by any 
person using or operating the same with 
the permission, express or implied, of 
such owner'”… .. Under this statute, there 
is a presumption that the operator of a 
vehicle operates it with the owner's 
permission … . The presumption may be 
rebutted by substantial evidence that the 
owner did not give the operator consent 
… 
  
Here, Witsell failed to establish her 
entitlement to judgment as a matter of 
law. … "The uncontradicted testimony of 
a vehicle owner that the vehicle was 
operated without his or her permission, 
does not, by itself, overcome the 
presumption of permissive use" … . Since 
Witsell failed to meet her initial burden as 
the movant, the burden never shifted to 
the party opposing the motion to raise a 
triable issue of fact… . Ellis v Witsell, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00630, 2nd Dept 2-5-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00630.htm 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00727.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00727.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00729.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00729.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00630.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00630.htm
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Medical Malpractice Stemming from “Lack of 
Informed Consent” Explained/Signing a 

Generic Consent Form Does Not Preclude 
Suit 

  
The Second Department determined that a 
question of fact had been raised about medical 
malpractice stemming from a lack of informed 
consent.  The plaintiff’s signing of a generic 
consent form did not entitle the doctor to 
summary judgment: 
  

…"[L]ack of informed consent is a distinct 
cause of action which requires proof of 
facts not contemplated by an action 
based merely on allegations of 
negligence" … . A cause of action 
premised on a lack of informed consent 
"is meant to redress a failure of the 
person providing the professional 
treatment or diagnosis to disclose to the 
patient such alternatives thereto and the 
reasonably foreseeable risks and benefits 
involved as a reasonable medical . . . 
practitioner under similar circumstances 
would have disclosed, in a manner 
permitting the patient to make a 
knowledgeable evaluation'" … . Thus, 
"[t]o establish a cause of action [to 
recover damages] for malpractice based 
on lack of informed consent, [a] plaintiff 
must prove (1) that the person providing 
the professional treatment failed to 
disclose alternatives thereto and failed to 
inform the patient of reasonably 
foreseeable risks associated with the 
treatment, and the alternatives, that a 
reasonable medical practitioner would 
have disclosed in the same 
circumstances, (2) that a reasonably 
prudent patient in the same position 
would not have undergone the treatment 
if he or she had been fully informed, and 
(3) that the lack of informed consent is a 
proximate cause of the injury" … . Walker 
v Saint Vincent Catholic Med Ctrs, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00653, 2nd Dept 2-5-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00653.htm 
 
  

 
 

Eugenics Argument Should Be Rejected in a 
Lead-Paint Poisoning Case/Notice Criteria 

Explained 
  

In a lead-paint poisoning case, the Fourth 
Department determined that the trial court’s 
denial of plaintiff’s motion to preclude the 
defendant from “claiming socioeconomic, 
genetic, eugenic or euthenics alternative and/or 
negating cause[s]” was not appealable. But 
Justice Fahey made it clear in a concurring 
opinion that the eugenics argument should be 
rejected.  In addition the Fourth Department 
explained the notice criteria in lead-paint cases: 
  

We note at the outset that the appeal 
from the order insofar as it denied that 
part of the motion seeking to “preclud[e] 
defendants’ attorneys and hired experts 
from claiming socioeconomic, genetic, 
eugenic or euthenics alternative and/or 
negating cause[s]” must be dismissed.  “ 
‘[A]n evidentiary ruling, even when made 
in advance of trial on motion papers 
constitutes, at best, an advisory opinion 
which is neither appealable as of right nor 
by permission’ ”… . 
  
[Justice Fahey, in a concurring opinion, 
wrote:] … I am troubled by the concept 
that an individual’s family history may be 
relevant to establishing a baseline for the 
purpose of measuring cognitive disability 
or delay.  I acknowledge that an 
explanation for cognitive problems may 
arise from one’s personal history, but as a 
conceptual and general matter I cannot 
agree with the principle of the eugenics 
defense that defendants propose 
here.  To my mind, the family of a plaintiff 
in a lead paint case does not put its 
medical history and conditions at issue, 
and the attempt to establish biological 
characteristics as a defense to diminished 
intelligence, i.e., a eugenics argument, 
cannot be countenanced and is 
something I categorically reject.   
  
[With respect to notice, the Fourth 
Department explained:] .  “It is well settled 
that in order for a landlord to be held 
liable for injuries resulting from a 
defective condition upon the premises, 
the plaintiff must establish that the 
landlord had actual or constructive notice 
of the condition for such a period of time 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00653.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00653.htm
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that, in the exercise of reasonable care, it 
should have been corrected” … .  Under 
the circumstances of this case, we 
conclude that there is an issue of fact 
whether defendants had notice of the 
dangerous lead paint condition in the 
subject apartment “for such a period of 
time that, in the exercise of reasonable 
care, it should have been corrected” 
…  With respect to constructive notice, 
we note that the Court of Appeals in 
Chapman v Silber (97 NY2d 9, 15) wrote 
that constructive notice of a hazardous, 
lead-based paint condition may be 
established by proof “that the landlord (1) 
retained a right of entry to the premises 
and assumed a duty to make repairs, (2) 
knew that the apartment was constructed 
at a time before leadbased interior paint 
was banned, (3) was aware that paint 
was peeling on the premises, (4) knew of 
the hazards of lead-based paint to young 
children and (5) knew that a young child 
lived in the apartment.” Heyward v 
Shanne, 1358, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1358.pdf 
 
  

 Fall from Subway Platform Not the Result of 
Negligent Crowd Control 

  
The Second Department reversed Supreme 
Court and dismissed a lawsuit stemming from 
plaintiff’s decedent’s fall from a subway platform 
to the tracks below. The court explained the 
negligence criteria with respect to the crowd on 
a subway platform: 
  

"A subway company is not negligent 
merely because it permits crowds to 
gather on its platform. Before proof of 
negligence in this regard may be said to 
exist, it must be shown that the crowd 
was so large and unmanaged that a user 
of the platform was restricted in his free 
movements or was unable to find a safe 
standing place, and that as a result of 
either of those conditions an injury was 
sustained" … .Here, there is no evidence 
that the crowd on the subway platform 
was so large and unmanaged that it 
restricted the decedent's freedom of 
movement to the extent necessary to 
impose liability on the Transit Authority. 

The evidence in the record was 
insufficient to make out a prima facie 
case of negligence against the Transit 
Authority and, in effect, was insufficient to 
establish that any negligence was a 
proximate cause of the decedent's 
injuries… . Garcia v New York Tr Auth, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00961, 2nd Dept 2-13-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00961.htm 
 
  

Hospital Does Not Have a Duty to Prevent a 
Patient from Leaving the Hospital Against 
Medical Advice or to Ensure Patient’s Safe 

Return Home 
  
The Fourth Department, over a two-justice 
dissent, concluded a cause of action against 
defendant hospital brought by a patient who 
suffered frostbite after leaving the hospital 
against medical advice should have been 
dismissed: 
  

…[P]laintiffs alleged that defendant was 
negligent in failing to prevent plaintiff from 
leaving the hospital and in failing to 
ensure plaintiff’s safety when he left the 
hospital inasmuch as defendant’s staff did 
not contact plaintiff’s wife or make 
arrangements for someone to pick him 
up. We agree with defendant that, 
pursuant to Kowalski v St. Francis Hosp. 
& Health Ctrs. (21 NY3d 480, 484-485), 
which was decided after the court 
rendered its decision …, it did not have a 
duty to prevent plaintiff from leaving the 
hospital against medical advice. We 
further agree with defendant that it did not 
have the concomitant duty to ensure 
plaintiff’s safe return home … . Inguitti v 
Rochester General Hospital, 1302, 4th 
Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1302.pdf 
  
  

Evidence Sufficient to Demonstrate No 
Constructive Notice of Ice on Step 

  
Over a dissent, the Fourth Department 
determined defendants had demonstrated they 
did not have constructive notice of ice alleged to 
be on a step. The proof submitted by the 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1358.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1358.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1358.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00961.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00961.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1302.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1302.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1302.pdf
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defendants included evidence that the step was 
routinely inspected every morning, although no 
evidence of such an inspection on the morning 
in question was submitted: 
  

The facilities supervisor testified that he 
routinely inspects the bank’s steps and 
sidewalk upon his arrival at the bank 
between 6:30 a.m. and 7:30 a.m. He or 
his employees salt or shovel “first thing” 
in the morning, if the conditions require 
such action. In addition to inspecting the 
property upon their arrival, facilities 
personnel regularly monitor conditions 
throughout the day and “re-salt or re-
shovel” as needed, and do so more 
frequently during inclement weather or if 
a customer complains. Defendants did 
not receive any complaints about snow, 
ice, or any other dangerous condition on 
the step prior to the accident. After the 
accident, which occurred at 
approximately 12:15 p.m., the facilities 
supervisor did not salt the steps or direct 
an employee to do so because he saw 
nothing to salt. Defendants also 
submitted the deposition testimony of 
their regional manager, who testified that 
there was no ice on the step when he 
arrived at the bank between 8 a.m. and 
8:30 a.m. on the morning of the accident 
and that, after the accident, he inspected 
the step and the surrounding area and did 
not observe any snow or ice. A bank 
security officer testified that he 
photographed the step approximately two 
hours after the accident, at which time 
there was no snow or ice on the step. The 
security officer testified that he was 
“perplex[ed]” when he viewed the 
accident scene because he observed 
“nothing . . . to slip or fall on.” The 
postaccident photographs of the step 
depict what appears to be salt residue, 
but no ice. Austin v CDGA National 
Bank Trust and Canandaigua National 
Corporation…, 1298, 4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1298.pdf 
 
  

 
 
 

Skiers Do Not Assume the Risk of 
Recklessness on the Part of Another Skier 

  
The Fourth Department determined the doctrine 
of assumption of the risk did not rule out a 
novice skier’s lawsuit against a skier who ran 
into her. There was a question whether 
defendant’s conduct was reckless: 
  

It is well established that, “by engaging in 
a sport orrecreational activity, a 
participant consents to those commonly 
appreciated risks which are inherent in 
and arise out of the nature of the sport 
generally and flow from such 
participation” … . “While awareness or 
appreciation of such risks must be 
‘assessed against the background of the 
skill and experience of the particular 
plaintiff’ . . . , ‘[t]he risk of injury caused by 
another skier is an inherent risk of 
downhill skiing’ ” … . Nevertheless, “a 
sporting participant ‘will not be deemed to 
have assumed the risks of reckless or 
intentional conduct’ ” … . “ ‘Generally, the 
issue of assumption of [the] risk is a 
question of fact for the jury’ ”… . Moore… 
v Hoffman, 138, 4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/0138.pdf 
 

 
Questions of Fact Raised About Whether 

Insufficient Warnings On Flammable Floor 
Refinishing Materials Constituted the 

Proximate Cause of the Injuries 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Gische, the 
First Department determined a lawsuit based 
upon failure to warn survived summary 
judgment. While plaintiff’s decedent [Carino] was 
using highly flammable floor refinishing 
materials, the materials caught fire and plaintiff’s 
decedent was burned. There were warnings 
about fire on the containers and plaintiff’s 
decedent had worked with the materials before. 
But questions of fact were raised about exactly 
what dangers plaintiff’s decedent was aware of 
and, therefore, whether defendants were 
relieved (by the level of his knowledge) of the 
duty to warn of the dangers not addressed on 
the labels: 
  

A product may be defective due to 
inadequate warnings of the risks and 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1298.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1298.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1298.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0138.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0138.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0138.pdf
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dangers involved in its foreseeable use … 
. The duty also extends to forseeable 
product misuse … . To be actionable, 
however, the absence of warnings must 
be a proximate cause of the claimed 
injuries … . Even if a duty to warn 
otherwise exists, recovery may be denied 
to a knowledgeable user, i.e. one who 
was fully aware of the specific hazard 
without receiving the warning … . While in 
a proper case the court can decide as a 
matter of law that there is no duty to warn 
…, in most cases whether a party is a 
knowledgeable user is a factual question 
… . Even if a user has some degree of 
knowledge of the potential hazards in the 
use of a product, summary judgment will 
not lie where reasonable minds might 
disagree as to the extent of the 
knowledge ….While there is evidence 
that Carino had some knowledge about 
general hazards associated with using 
floor refinishing products, it cannot be 
said, as a matter of law, that his 
knowledge base was sufficient to relieve 
defendants of any duty they may have 
had to provide adequate warnings. There 
is evidence that Carino had used floor 
refinishing products before and that he 
had been told by his employer that they 
were flammable and required certain 
safety precautions, such as shutting off 
the gas and electricity. There is no 
evidence, however, that he knew about 
the particular properties of each product 
he was using, including their flashpoints, 
the fact that one product was much more 
volatile than the other and the 
specifications for proper ventilation when 
using these products, or that he knew one 
product was prohibited for indoor use in 
the City of New York. Thus, it is for a jury 
to determine whether Carino had 
sufficient knowledge of the specific 
hazards attendant to the use of the floor 
finishing products to relieve defendants of 
any duty to warn of those hazards. Public 
Adm’r of Bronx County v 485 E 188th 
St Realty Corp, 2014 NY Slip Op 01142, 
1st Dept 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01142.htm 
 
  
  

 

 
A Prima Facie Case Under the Dram Shop 

Act Had Been Made Against Both Bars 
Which Served Plaintiff’s Decedent, Even 

Though the Alcohol Served at the First Bar 
Would Have Metabolized by the Time of the 

Accident Had Plaintiff’s Decedent Not 
Continued to Drink at the Second Bar 

  
The Second Department determined a bar, 
defendant Mulinos, could be liable under the 
Dram Shop Act even though the alcohol 
consumed at Mulinos would have metabolized 
by the time of the vehicle accident had plaintiff’s 
decedent not consumed more alcohol. After 
leaving Mulinos, however, plaintiff’s decedent 
went to another bar, defendant Trotters Tavern, 
and was served more alcohol. A jury could have 
found the alcohol served at Mulinos contributed 
to his intoxication as he continued drinking at 
Trotters Tavern. The Second Department 
determined plaintiff had made out a prima facie 
case at trial that both bars were liable under the 
Dram Shop Act and, therefore, the trial judge 
should not have granted the defendants’ 
motions for judgments dismissing the complaint 
as a matter of law: 
  

Contrary to the Supreme Court's 
conclusion, accepting the evidence 
presented at trial by the plaintiff as true, 
and according it every favorable 
inference, the plaintiff established, prima 
facie, that there was a "reasonable or 
practical connection" between the alleged 
unlawful sale of alcohol at Mulinos and 
the resulting damages … . Although the 
Medical Examiner acknowledged that the 
alcohol that Sullivan consumed at 
Mulinos would have been metabolized by 
the time of the accident, "assum[ing] that 
[he] did not consume anymore alcohol 
that evening," she also opined, based on 
the testimony of the witnesses and 
Sullivan's blood alcohol content at the 
time of the accident, that Sullivan did 
indeed consume numerous drinks after 
leaving Mulinos. Considering the 
evidence presented, a jury could have 
reasonably concluded that Sullivan 
remained intoxicated throughout the 
night, that the alcohol consumed at 
Mulinos contributed to his intoxication to 
an appreciable degree, and thus, that 
there was a reasonable and practical 
connection between the alcohol served at 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01142.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01142.htm
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Mulinos and the damages sustained in 
the accident … . Sullivan v Mulinos of 
Westchester Inc, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01161, 2nd Dept 2-19-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01142.htm 
 
 

Defendant Not Entitled to Dismissal of 
Complaint On Ground that Condition of the 

Property Was Open and Obvious 
  
The Second Department determined defendant 
was not entitled to summary judgment 
dismissing the complaint on the ground that the 
condition causing plaintiff’s injury was open and 
obvious. Plaintiff stepped back when fireworks 
were being set off in defendant’s yard. Plaintiff 
tripped on blocks forming a border around a tree 
and was impaled on a wooden stake within the 
border. The Second Department also 
determined the defendant was not entitled to 
dismissal of the negligent supervision cause of 
action (re: third persons setting off fireworks): 
  

A property owner is charged with the duty 
of maintaining its premises in a 
reasonably safe condition … . A property 
owner has no duty to protect or warn 
against an open and obvious condition, 
which as a matter of law is not inherently 
dangerous … . Whether a dangerous or 
defective condition exists on the property 
so as to give rise to liability depends on 
the particular circumstances of each case 
and is generally a question of fact for the 
jury … . The issue of whether a 
dangerous condition is open and obvious 
is also fact-specific, and usually a 
question of fact for a jury to resolve … . 
Whether a hazard is open and obvious 
cannot be divorced from the surrounding 
circumstances … . A condition that is 
ordinarily apparent to a person making 
reasonable use of his or her senses may 
be rendered a trap for the unwary where 
the condition is obscured or the plaintiff is 
distracted …. .The evidence relied upon 
by the defendant in support of his motion, 
which included the photographs attached 
to his affidavit as well as the parties' 
deposition testimony, did not establish his 
prima facie entitlement to judgment as a 
matter of law by demonstrating that the 
subject condition was open and obvious 
under the circumstances of this case… 

. Pelligrino v Trapasso, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 01304, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01304.htm 
 
  

Height Differential Between Concrete Slabs 
in Sidewalk “Trivial” As a Matter of Law 

  
The Second Department determined a defect 
which caused plaintiff to trip was “trivial” as a 
matter of law. The defect was a difference in 
height between two concrete slabs in a 
sidewalk: 
  

A property owner may not be held liable 
for trivial defects, not constituting a trap or 
nuisance, over which a pedestrian might 
merely stumble, stub his or her toes, or 
trip … . In determining whether a defect is 
trivial, the court must examine all of the 
facts presented, including the "width, 
depth, elevation, irregularity and 
appearance of the defect along with the 
time, place and circumstance of the 
injury" … . "[T]here is no minimal 
dimension test' or per se rule that a defect 
must be of a certain minimum height or 
depth in order to be actionable" … . 
Photographs which fairly and accurately 
represent the accident site may be used 
to establish that a defect is trivial and not 
actionable… . Slattery v Sachen N High 
Sch, 2014 NY Slip Op 01310, 2nd Dept 
2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01310.htm 
 
  

Failure to Allege that But for the Legal 
Malpractice the Causes of Action Would 

Have Succeeded Required Dismissal 
  
The Third Department determined plaintiff did 
not make out a prima facie case of legal 
malpractice because there was no allegation the 
causes of action would have been successful 
but for the alleged malpractice: 
  

…[D]efendants correctly argue that 
Supreme Court should have granted their 
motion to dismiss the legal malpractice 
claim. It is well established that, "[i]n order 
to sustain a claim for legal malpractice, a 
plaintiff must establish both that the 
defendant attorney failed to exercise the 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01142.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01142.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01304.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01304.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01310.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01310.htm
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ordinary reasonable skill and knowledge 
commonly possessed by a member of the 
legal profession which results in actual 
damages to a plaintiff, and that the 
plaintiff would have succeeded on the 
merits of the underlying action but for the 
attorney's negligence" … . Here, although 
the complaint is replete with allegations of 
[the attorney’s] alleged failures to use 
reasonable and ordinary skill in 
connection with both of plaintiff's 
underlying claims, it contains no 
allegation that, but for these alleged 
failures, plaintiff would have been 
successful on either claim. Therefore, 
even if we accept the allegations as true 
and liberally construe the complaint to 
allege negligent representation by [the 
attorney] …, the allegations are 
insufficient to make out a prima facie 
case of legal malpractice… . Hyman v 
Schwartz, 516728, 3rd Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516728.pdf 
 
  

NEGLIGENCE/CHIROPRACTOR 
MALPRACTICE/CIVIL PROCEDURE 

  
Malpractice by Chiropractor Governed by 

Three-Year Statute of Limitations 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Sweeney, the 
First Department determined that a malpractice 
action against a chiropractor (Dr. Fitzgerald) is 
governed by the three-year statute of limitations 
(CPLR 214(6)), not the 2 ½ year statute of 
limitations (CPLR 214-a) governing actions 
against physicians and those providing medical 
services at the direction of a physician: 
  

Here, plaintiff was not referred to Dr. 
Fitzgerald by a licensed physician and Dr. 
Fitzgerald's chiropractic treatment was 
not an integral part of the process of 
rendering medical treatment to a patient 
or substantially related to any medical 
treatment provided by a physician. 
Indeed, plaintiff did not even inform her 
physicians, including her primary care 
physician, that she was receiving 
chiropractic treatment for her neck and 
back. Further, the record establishes that 
the treatment provided by Fitzgerald, 
consisting of adjusting or applying force 

to different parts of the spine, massages, 
heat compression, and manipulation of 
plaintiff's neck, constituted chiropractic 
treatment (see Education Law § 6551). 
The fact that defendant provided 
treatment to the human body to address a 
physical condition or pain, which may be 
within the broad statutory definition of 
practicing medicine (Education Law § 
6521), does not, by itself, render the 
treatment "medical" within the meaning of 
CPLR 214-a, since the use of such a 
broad definition would result in the 
inclusion of many "alternative and 
nontraditional approaches to diagnosing 
[and] treating . . . human disease'" which 
are clearly nonmedical in nature … . 
  
…Here, there is no doubt that Dr. 
Fitzgerald's treatment was separate and 
apart from any other treatment provided 
by a licensed physician and was not 
performed at a physician's request. 
Accordingly, as with the psychologist in 
Karasek [92 NY2d 171], and the 
optometrist in Boothe [107 AD2d 730], 
defendant is not entitled to invoke the 
benefit of the shortened limitations period 
applicable to medical, dental and 
podiatric malpractice, and is subject to 
the three-year statute of limitations of 
CPLR 214(6). Perez v Fitzgerald, 2014 
NY Slip Op 00744, 1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries
/2014/2014_00744.htm 

 
NEGLIGENCE/EVIDENCE 

  
Dismissal of Slip and Fall Case at Summary 

Judgment Stage Was Premature Where 
Relevant Evidence Is Entirely Within the 

Control of the Defendants 
  

The Third Department determined summary 
judgment granted to the village and county in a 
slip and fall case should have been 
denied.  Plaintiff tripped on patched pavement 
on an approach to a bridge.  There was a 
question of fact whether the county or the village 
was responsible for repairs in that 
area.  Because the information regarding the 
repairs was totally beyond the control of the 
plaintiff, dismissal at the summary judgment 
stage was premature: 
  

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516728.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516728.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00744.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00744.htm
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…[P]laintiffs have not produced any direct 
evidence that either the County or the 
Village performed the patching that 
plaintiffs' expert says caused plaintiff's 
injury.  Notably, however, neither 
defendant produced written policies, 
repair logs, inspection reports or other 
documentation – other than the survey – 
to support their respective claims; both 
deny that any pertinent records exist and 
rely exclusively upon the testimony of 
their officials.  The pertinent facts are 
entirely outside plaintiffs' knowledge and 
within the exclusive knowledge of the 
parties moving for summary judgment – a 
circumstance in which summary judgment 
is inappropriate … .  In the absence of 
direct evidence, plaintiffs are forced to 
rely solely on circumstantial evidence to 
oppose defendants' summary judgment 
motion – that is, the inference that, given 
the claim of each defendant that the other 
bears responsibility for maintaining the 
bridge approach, and the dearth of 
evidence that any other entity has such 
responsibility or authority, one of them 
must have performed the repairs that 
allegedly caused plaintiff's accident … 
.   In these circumstances, "[a]lthough 
plaintiffs clearly will bear the burden of 
proof on the issue at trial, they raised 
sufficient issues of fact in the context of 
[these] summary judgment motion[s] to 
warrant having the circumstantial 
evidence and defendants' credibility 
concerning the [creation of the defect] 
tested by cross-examination and 
assessed by the trier of fact"… 
. Guimond v Village of Keeseville, 
515869, 516320, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/515869-516320.pdf 
 
  

NEGLIGENCE/MUNICIPAL LAW 
  

Accident Occurred Within 15-Day Grace 
Period Allowed for Repair of Road 

Defects/City Could Not Be Held Liable 
  

The First Department reversed Supreme Court 
and held that the 15-day grace period allowed 
for the repair of an identified roadway defect 
precluded plaintiff’s lawsuit: 
  

Eight days before plaintiff's accident, a 
City highway inspector employed by the 
Department of Transportation prepared a 
Highway Inspection and Quality 
Assurance Report identifying a two-inch-
deep defect in the street at the location of 
the accident, and issued a Corrective 
Action Request for repairs. These 
documents constitute a "written 
acknowledgement from the city of the 
defective, unsafe, dangerous or 
obstructed condition," i.e., one of the 
three alternative prerequisites to bringing 
an action against the City for personal 
injuries caused by a defect in the public 
street (see Administrative Code of City of 
NY § 7-201[c][2]…). However, the same 
provision of the Administrative Code also 
provides the City with a 15-day grace 
period within which to repair or otherwise 
render safe the defective condition (§ 7-
201[c][2]). Since the "written 
acknowledgement" was received by the 
City only eight days before the accident, 
this action may not be maintained against 
the City. Berrios v City of New York, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00733, 1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00733.htm 

 
  

Under City Administrative Code, Accident 
Occurred Before Time Had Expired for 

Property Owner to Address Ice on Abutting 
Sidewalk/Lessee Did Not Exacerbate the 
Dangerous Condition/No Liability for Slip 

and Fall 
  

The Second Department determined that neither 
the owner nor the lessee of commercial property 
could be held liable for a slip and fall on ice 
covering the abutting sidewalk.  Under the 
Administrative Code of the City of New York the 
owner had until 11:00 am to address the ice that 
formed the night before (the accident occurred 
prior to 11:00 am). And the lessee was not liable 
because it did not undertake any ice removal 
efforts which made the condition more 
hazardous: 
  

"The owner or lessee of property abutting 
a public sidewalk is under no duty to 
remove ice and snow that naturally 
accumulates upon the sidewalk unless a 
statute or ordinance specifically imposes 
tort liability for failing to do so" … . 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515869-516320.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515869-516320.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00733.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00733.htm
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Section 7-210 of the Administrative Code 
of the City of New York (hereinafter 
section 7-210) places such a duty on 
commercial property owners, and 
imposes tort liability for injuries arising 
from noncompliance (see Administrative 
Code § 7-210[a], [b]…). "[T]he language 
of section 7-210 mirrors the duties and 
obligations of property owners with regard 
to sidewalks set forth in Administrative 
Code sections 19-152 and 16-123" … . 
Pursuant to Administrative Code section 
16-123(a), owners of abutting properties 
have four hours from the time the 
precipitation ceases, excluding the hours 
between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., to clear 
ice and snow from the sidewalk (see 
Administrative Code § 16-123[a]…). 
Here, the owners had until 11:00 a.m. on 
the day of the accident to comply with the 
ordinance. Since that period had not yet 
expired at the time of the injured plaintiff's 
fall, the owners demonstrated, prima 
facie, that they could not be liable for any 
failure to clear the sidewalk at the time of 
the accident … . 
  
The tort liability imposed by section 7-210 
extends to "the owner of real property 
abutting [the subject] sidewalk" 
(Administrative Code § 7-210[b]). In the 
absence of a statute or ordinance 
imposing tort liability on the lessee, it can 
be held liable only if it, or someone on its 
behalf, undertook snow and ice removal 
efforts which made the naturally-occurring 
conditions more hazardous … . Schron v 
Jean’s Fine Wine & Spirits Inc, 2014 
NY Slip Op 00648, 2nd Dept 2-5-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00648.htm 

 
 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
  
Revocation of Day-Care License “Shocking 

to One’s Sense of Fairness” 
  
The Third Department determined revocation of 
petitioner’s day-care license was too severe a 
penalty for a situation in which two children were 
left unsupervised for 20 to 30 minutes. The 
children, ages 11 and 13, had a cell phone and 
were never in any imminent danger of harm: 
  

Although petitioner violated a regulation, 
the penalty of revocation is too 
disproportionate to this isolated violation 
that was the result of extenuating 
circumstances. An administrative penalty 
"must be upheld unless it is 'so 
disproportionate to the offense, in the 
light of all the circumstances, as to be 
shocking to one's sense of fairness'" …, 
"thus constituting an abuse of discretion 
as a matter of law" … , * * *Based on the 
children's ages and their possession of a 
cell phone that they used to contact 
petitioner, the children were not put in 
danger by this incident, despite the 
potential danger that existed from 
children being left unsupervised …. . 
Although the regulation makes clear that 
it is not appropriate to leave children 
unsupervised (see 18 NYCRR 417.8 [a]), 
petitioner did not violate the regulation 
intentionally, as she had established a 
plan for the supervision of the children in 
her absence, and the violation occurred 
as "the result of extenuating 
circumstances"… . Matter of Lewis v 
NYS Office of Children and Family 
Services, 516650, 3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516650.pdf 
 
 
  

Termination of Petitioner’s Tenancy Based 
Upon An Isolated Angry Outburst Targeting a 
Housing Authority Employee Is “Shocking to 

the Conscience” 
  
The First Department, after finding substantial 
evidence to substantiate the charges made by 
the housing authority (NYCHA) against the 
tenant-petitioner, determined the termination of 
the tenancy was “shocking to the conscience.” 
Petitioner had acted out angrily in a 
confrontation with a housing authority employee: 
  

…[W]e find that termination of petitioner's 
tenancy, is, based on the reviewable facts 
in this record, a penalty that is shocking 
to the conscience and that must be 
vacated. We have found this to be so in 
similar cases of tenants engaging in fits of 
rage targeted at NYCHA employees, 
where the conduct was isolated or 
specifically related to circumstances that 
gave some explanation for the behavior. 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00648.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00648.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516650.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516650.pdf
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For example, in Matter of Winn v Brown 
…, this Court found that, while NYCHA's 
determination of nondesirability was 
supported by substantial evidence of the 
petitioner's actions, which "[included] 
screaming profanities, racial epithets and 
making threats to respondent's 
employees," the termination of the 
petitioner's tenancy was shocking to the 
conscience given that the incidents in 
question occurred when the tenant was 
having difficulty securing a transfer 
despite threats being made against the 
life of her son. In Matter of Spand v 
Franco …, this Court remanded to 
NYCHA for imposition of a lesser penalty 
where the tenant engaged in conduct that 
was "serious" and "appropriately 
condemned," but eviction was 
disproportionate because the incident 
was isolated, the tenant was the mother 
of three small children and there was no 
evidence of other problems which posed 
a risk to other people or property. Even 
where a tenant "accosted" a NYCHA 
representative, termination was 
considered too harsh because the 
incident was isolated and because, like 
here, the target of the tenant's wrath was 
not seriously injured … . Matter of Rock 
v Rhea, 2014 NY Slip Op 01268, 1st 
Dept 2-25-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01268.htm 

 

 
 

AGENCY 
  

Agent for Partially Disclosed Principal Is 
Personally Liable on the Contract 

  
In finding the agent (Sussman) liable for a 
contract because the principal was not fully 
disclosed, the Second Department wrote: 

…[The evidence] indicates at best that 
Sussman was acting as an agent for a 
"partially disclosed principal," in that the 
agency relationship was known, but the 
identity of the principal remained 
undisclosed (Restatement [Second] of 
Agency § 4[2]…). As an agent for an 
undisclosed principal, Sussman became 
personally liable under the contract 
(…Restatement [Second] of Agency § 

321). Stonhard v Blue Ridge Farms, 
LLC, 2014 NY Slip Op 00985, 2nd Dept 
2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00985.htm 
 

 
ARBITRATION 

  
Court Does Not Have the Power to Determine 
Whether Arbitrator Misinterpreted Collective 
Bargaining Agreement/Court Can Not Review 

Merits of Arbitrator’s Determination 
  

The Second Department determined Supreme 
Court should not have vacated the arbitrator’s 
award because the award was not “irrational:” 
  

"[J]udicial review of arbitration awards is 
extremely limited" … . In determining any 
matter arising under CPLR article 75, "the 
court shall not consider whether the claim 
with respect to which arbitration is sought 
is tenable, or otherwise pass upon the 
merits of the dispute" (CPLR 7501). 
Accordingly, it is " not for the courts to 
interpret the substantive conditions of [a] 
contract or to [otherwise] determine the 
merits'" … . "An arbitration award must be 
upheld when the arbitrator offer[s] even a 
barely colorable justification for the 
outcome reached'" … . 
  
The Court of Appeals has recognized 
"three narrow grounds that may form the 
basis for vacating an arbitrator's award—
that it violates public policy, is irrational, 
or clearly exceeds a specifically 
enumerated limitation on the arbitrator's 
power"… . As relevant here, an arbitrator 
exceeds his or her power if the award 
"g[ives] a completely irrational 
construction to the provisions in dispute 
and, in effect, ma[kes] a new contract for 
the parties" … 
  
The petitioner's contention that the 
arbitrator misinterpreted the terms of the 
collective bargaining agreement 
constitutes a challenge to the merits of 
the arbitrator's determination … . Since 
the arbitrator's determination was not 
"completely irrational" … , the petitioner's 
challenge to the merits of the arbitrator's 
determination does not provide a ground 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01268.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01268.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00985.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00985.htm
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for vacating that determination… . Matter 
of Sheriff Officers Assn Inc v Nassau 
County, 2014 NY Slip Op 00108, 2nd 
Dept 1-8-14  
 http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dserie
s/2014/2014_00108.htm 
 

 “Common Law Arbitration” 
Explained/”Common Law Arbitration” 

Waived by Seeking Relief in a Counterclaim 
  
The Second Department explained “common 
law arbitration,” i.e., an oral agreement to 
arbitrate, and determined defendant had waived 
the agreement to arbitrate by raising a 
counterclaim which related to the subject of the 
agreement to arbitrate: 
  

Although there was no written agreement 
to arbitrate in this case, where one party 
demands arbitration, and the other party 
accepts the demand, an oral agreement 
to arbitrate may be formed … . Oral 
agreements to arbitrate are not covered 
by CPLR article 75, and are referred to as 
"common-law arbitration" agreements… . 
* * *However, the defendants, by their 
conduct in this lawsuit, waived arbitration. 
As this Court explained in Reynolds & 
Reynolds Co., Automotive Sys. Div. v 
Goldsmith Motor Corp. (251 AD2d 312, 
313),"[t]here is no inflexible or mechanical 
rule as to what constitutes a waiver of the 
right to arbitrate. Rather, determination of 
the issue depends on the facts and 
circumstances of each particular case . . . 
Among the factors to be considered are 
the extent of the party's participation in 
litigation and conduct inconsistent with 
the assertion of a right to arbitrate, the 
delay in seeking arbitration, and whether 
the other party has been prejudiced"… 
.Willer v Kleinman, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01164, 2nd Dept 2-19-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01164.htm 
 
  

Limited Role of Courts in Determining 
Applications to Stay Arbitration (Re: a 

Collective Bargaining Agreement [CBA]) 
Explained 

  
The Third Department determined the petition to 
stay arbitration in a teacher-tenure matter should 
have been denied. In so finding, the Third 

Department explained the limited role of the 
courts in determining applications to stay 
arbitration: 
  

The court's role in determining 
applications to stay arbitration is limited 
and, as relevant here, requires a 
determination of whether the parties have 
agreed to arbitrate the dispute at issue … 
.Inasmuch as respondent has asserted a 
violation of the evaluation procedures 
agreed to by the parties as part of the 
CBA, there is a rational relationship 
between the subject of the grievance and 
the CBA … . The question of whether 
petitioner violated these procedures 
"goes to the merits of the grievance, not 
to its arbitrability" … . "[T]he fact that the 
substantive clauses of the contract might 
not support the grievances . . . is 
irrelevant on the threshold question of 
arbitrability. It is for the arbitrator, and not 
the courts, to resolve any uncertainty 
concerning the substantive rights and 
obligations of the[] parties'" … . Matter of 
Brunswick Central School District …, 
517060, 3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/517060.pdf 
 
  

ARBITRATION/CONTRACT 
  

Federal Arbitration Act Applies When 
Interstate Commerce Involved 

  
The Second Department determined the parties 
had entered an agreement to arbitrate and, 
because interstate commerce was involved, 
federal arbitration law applied.  A New York 
architectural firm was hired re: the renovation 
and construction of buildings in Connecticut: 
  

As a threshold matter, the defendants are 
correct in asserting that this action is 
governed by the Federal Arbitration Act 
(hereinafter the FAA) (9 USC § 1 et seq.), 
which applies to any arbitration 
agreement evidencing a transaction 
involving interstate commerce (see 9 
USC § 2). * * * 
  
Through the FAA, Congress has declared 
"a strong federal policy favoring 
arbitration as an alternative means of 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00108.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00108.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01164.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01164.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517060.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517060.pdf
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dispute resolution" … . In accordance 
with this policy, doubts as to the 
arbitrability of a claim are to be resolved 
in favor of arbitrability … . 
  
On the other hand, arbitration is "a matter 
of consent, not coercion" … and "a party 
cannot be required to submit to arbitration 
any dispute which [it] has not agreed so 
to submit" … . Under the FAA, the 
determination as to whether the parties 
have entered into an agreement to 
arbitrate is made by applying ordinary 
state law principles governing the 
formation of contracts… . Highland HC, 
LLC v Scott, 2014 NY Slip Op 00089, 
2nd Dept 1-8-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00089.htm 
 

  

ATTORNEY MALPRACTICE 
  

Malpractice Cause of Action Stated Against 
an Attorney Who Died Just Before the 

Statute of Limitations on Plaintiffs’ Action 
Ran Out 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Tom, the First 
Department determined that plaintiffs had stated 
a valid malpractice claim against an attorney 
who died just before the statute of limitations 
expired: 
  

That a cause of action might accrue when 
the plaintiff actually sustains a loss, 
however, does not require the conclusion 
that an attorney is absolved of 
responsibility for any and all 
consequences of his neglect of the matter 
simply because it occurred prior to 
accrual of an actionable claim. Giving 
plaintiff the benefit of every possible 
favorable inference that can reasonably 
be drawn from the pleadings … , as we 
must on a pre-answer motion to dismiss 
… it appears that the inaction of counsel 
rendered the lapse of plaintiff's cause of 
action not merely possible---or even 
probable---but inevitable. On a motion 
directed at the sufficiency of the 
pleadings, the issue is whether the facts 
alleged fit within any cognizable theory of 
recovery, not whether the complaint is 
artfully pleaded …, and the 

circumstances of this matter do not 
warrant dismissal of the action, at this 
juncture, as against the … 
defendants. Cabrera v Collazo, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00622, 1st Dept 2-4-1 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00622.htm 
 

 
CIVIL CONTEMPT/CIVIL PROCEDURE 
  

Criteria for a Civil Contempt Finding 
  
The Second Department, in finding defendant 
had violated a court order with respect to 
discovery (and therefore was in contempt), 
explained the criteria for civil contempt: 
  

"To sustain a finding of civil contempt, a 
court must find that the alleged 
contemnor violated a lawful order of the 
court, clearly expressing an unequivocal 
mandate, of which that party had 
knowledge, and that as a result of the 
violation a right of a party to the litigation 
was prejudiced" … . The movant bears 
the burden of proving the civil contempt 
by clear and convincing evidence… 
. DeMaio v Capozello, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01291, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01291.htm 
 

  

CIVIL PROCEDURE 

 
 Court May Impliedly Vacate Note of Issue by 

Directing Discovery 
  

Although the trial court did not impliedly vacate 
the note of issue in this case, the Third 
Department explained the criteria for such a 
vacation: 
  

A court may be deemed to have vacated 
a note of issue sua sponte, even without 
explicitly stating so, if the court's 
directives with respect to discovery 
"clearly evince its intent to do so and 
have the same practical effect"… 
. McDowell & Walder Inc v Micha…, 
516375, 3rd Dept 1-23-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516375.pdf 
 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00089.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00089.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00622.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00622.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01291.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01291.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516375.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516375.pdf
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Notice of Voluntary Discontinuance Filed 
After Opponents’ Motions to Dismiss Is 

Untimely 
  

The First Department determined plaintiff’s 
(BDO’s) notice of voluntary discontinuance was 
untimely because it was filed after the 
defendants filed motions to dismiss: 
  

BDO unilaterally filed a notice of voluntary 
discontinuance. This notice was untimely 
because BDO served it after defendants 
filed their motions to dismiss (see CPLR 
3217[a][1]; … David D. Siegel, Practice 
Commentaries, McKinney's Cons Laws of 
NY, Book 7B, CPLR C3217:8 ["[t]he 
defendant who has moved to dismiss 
under CPLR 3211 has already done as 
much in the litigation (and more) than if 
she had merely answered the 
complaint"]). Indeed, if a motion to 
dismiss is not a "responsive pleading" 
within the meaning of CPLR 3217(a)(1), a 
plaintiff would be able to freely 
discontinue its action without prejudice 
solely to avoid a potentially adverse 
decision on a pending dismissal motion. 
This Court has made clear that such 
conduct is improper … . Thus, BDO's 
notice was ineffective and a nullity… 
. BDO USA, LLP v Phoenix Four Inc, 
2014 NY slip Op 00410, 1st Dept 1-23-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00410.htm 
 

  
Judicial Estoppel Applies Only to Party Who 

Prevailed in Prior Proceeding 
  

The First Department explained that the concept 
of judicial estoppel only applies to the prevailing 
party in the prior action: 
  

Contrary to defendant's argument, 
plaintiffs' previous assertion of their own 
claim for contractual indemnification does 
not judicially estop them from denying 
that defendant is entitled to 
indemnification of attorneys' fees under 
the agreement. The doctrine of judicial 
estoppel " precludes a party who 
assumed a certain position in a prior legal 
proceeding and who secured a judgment 

in his or her favor from assuming a 
contrary position in another action simply 
because his or her interests have 
changed'" … . As plaintiffs did not prevail 
on their contractual indemnification claim, 
the doctrine of judicial estoppel does not 
apply… . Wells Fargo Bank NA v 
Webster Bus Credit Corp, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00412, 1st Dept 1-23-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00412.htm 

 
 

Court-Ordered Period for Bringing Summary 
Judgment Motion Which Was Shorter than 
the Statutory Period Cannot Be Modified 

Absent Good Cause—Law Office Failure Not 
Enough 

  
The First Department determined that the court-
ordered deadline for bringing a summary 
judgment motion could not be modified absent 
good cause, even though the court-ordered 
deadline shortened the statutory 120 period: 
  

As the Court of Appeals has repeatedly 
reiterated, court-ordered time frames are 
requirements to be taken seriously by the 
parties … . Contrary to the distinction 
defendant seeks to draw, it does not 
matter whether a motion for summary 
judgment has been made more than 120 
days after the filing of the note of issue or 
after the expiration of a shorter time limit 
set by a court order or stipulation. 
Whatever the source of the deadline with 
which a party fails to comply, the lateness 
may not be excused without a showing of 
good cause within the meaning of CPLR 
3212(a)---a showing of something more 
than mere law office failure… . Quinones 
v Joan & Sanford I Weill Med Coll, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00882m 1st Dept 2-11-
13 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00882.htm 

 
  

Motion to Vacate Pursuant to CPLR 5015 
Should Have Been Granted On “Subject 

Matter Jurisdiction” and “Fraud Upon the 
Court” Grounds 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Centra, the 
Fourth Department determined Wells Fargo had 
either perpetrated a fraud upon the court or 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00410.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00410.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00412.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00412.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00882.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00882.htm
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failed to reveal all the facts to the court which 
granted a nunc pro tunc order adding a second 
parcel to a foreclosure action. The Fourth 
Department noted that Wells Fargo knew the 
foreclosure action did not relate to the second 
parcel and therefore knew the nunc pro tunc 
order purporting merely to correct a mistake 
should not have been granted: 
  

First, we agree … that the court … should 
have granted the motion to vacate the 
nunc pro tunc order because the court … 
was without subject matter jurisdiction to 
issue the nunc pro tunc order (see CPLR 
5015 [a] [4]). Wells Fargo moved for the 
nunc pro tunc order pursuant to CPLR 
2001, which provides that a “court may 
permit a mistake, omission, defect or 
irregularity . . . to be corrected, upon such 
terms as may be just, or, if a substantial 
right of a party is not prejudiced, the 
mistake, omission, defect or irregularity 
shall be disregarded.” The court erred in 
granting the nunc pro tunc motion 
because Wells Fargo was not seeking to 
correct a mere ministerial or clerical 
mistake… . * * * 
  
…[W]e agree … that the court … also 
should have granted the motion to vacate 
the nunc pro tunc order based on “fraud, 
misrepresentation, or other misconduct of 
an adverse party” (CPLR 5015 [a] [3]…).. 
In its nunc pro tunc motion, Wells Fargo 
asserted that the “common address” of 
124-128 East Main Street contained both 
Parcel No. 1 and Parcel No. 2. Wells 
Fargo failed to advise the court …., 
however, that the metes and bounds 
descriptions of the two parcels are 
different. Wells Fargo does not dispute 
that, “when there is a discrepancy 
between the street address and the legal 
description of a piece of real property, the 
legal description controls” … . Wells 
Fargo also failed to advise the court of 
the second mortgage that encumbered 
Parcel No. 2, which, as noted earlier, was 
executed on the same date as the first 
mortgage. Further, Wells Fargo failed to 
advise the court that there was a two-
family dwelling on Parcel No. 1 and a 
separate four-family dwelling on Parcel 
No. 2. Had Wells Fargo made the court 
aware of those facts, the court may have 
realized that there was no clerical error in 

omitting Parcel No. 2 from schedule 
A. Lesniak v Wells Fargo Bank NA, 81, 
4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/0081.pdf 

 
Court Has Common-Law “Interest of Justice” 

Authority to Modify Its Own Order and/or a 
Stipulation Entered Into During Litigation 

  
In affirming Supreme Court’s modifying its own 
order in the interest of justice, the Third 
Department explained the common law power to 
do so.  The order concerned the terms of a 
stipulation entered into during litigation: 
  

A court has the common-law authority to, 
in its discretion, grant relief from a 
judgment or order in the interest of 
justice, considering "'the facts of the 
particular case, the equities affecting 
each party and others affected by the 
judgment or order, and the grounds for 
the requested relief'" … . Even if the 
stipulation had not merged into an order 
of the court, the court has the 
"discretionary power to relieve parties 
from the consequences of a stipulation 
effected during litigation" … . Here, 
Supreme Court correctly noted that it had 
the authority to modify its own 
order. Hodge v Development at 
Helderberg Meadows LLC, 517046, 3rd 
Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/517046.pdf 
 
  

CIVIL PROCEDURE/COLLATERAL 
ESTOPPEL/HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

(NYC)/EMPLOYMENT LAW 
  

Plaintiff Estopped from Bringing State 
Retaliation Claim/Issue Decided by District 
Court Which Dismissed Plaintiff’s Federal 

Title VII Constructive Discharge Claim 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Acosta, the 
First Department determined plaintiff was 
estopped from bringing her retaliation action in 
state court because the issue raised had 
necessarily been determined when the District 
Court dismissed her federal complaint. The 
plaintiff alleged she was retaliated against after 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0081.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0081.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/0081.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517046.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517046.pdf
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she told management about allegedly 
discriminatory practices. The retaliation was 
alleged to have been the failure to act quickly to 
address a dispute with a coworker: 
  

The doctrine of collateral estoppel applies 
where "[f]irst, the identical issue 
necessarily must have been decided in 
the prior action and be decisive of the 
present action, and second, the party to 
be precluded from relitigating the issue . . 
. had a full and fair opportunity to contest 
the prior determination" … . "The party 
seeking the benefit of collateral estoppel 
has the burden of demonstrating the 
identity of the issues in the present 
litigation and the prior determination, 
whereas the party attempting to defeat its 
application has the burden of establishing 
the absence of a full and fair opportunity 
to litigate the issue in the prior action" (id. 
at 456).In considering plaintiff's Title VII 
constructive discharge claim, the District 
Court examined, as it was obliged to do, 
the question of whether defendant 
"intentionally subjected her to an 
intolerable work environment"… . An 
integral part …of the court's determination 
that defendant had not done so was its 
explicit finding that defendant "responded 
promptly after [p]laintiff's complaint" and 
"the next day … attempted to address 
[p]laintiff's concerns within the constraints 
of [defendant's] staffing situation"… 
. Simmons-Grant v Quinn Emanuel 
Urquhart & Sullivan LLP, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 01407, 1st Dept 2-27-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01407.htm 

 
  

CIVIL PROCEDURE/CHOICE OF LAW 
  
Despite the Contractual Agreement to Apply 

Delaware Law, Because There Was No 
Conflict Between Delaware and New York 
Law, and Because the Parties Disagreed 

About Which Law to Apply, the Court 
Applied New York Law 

  
The First Department determined there was no 
conflict between Delaware and New York law 
concerning non-solicitation agreements. 
Therefore, because the parties disagreed about 
which law should be applied (despite the 
contractual agreement to apply Delaware law), 

the court applied New York law, the law of the 
forum state: 
  

By their own terms, all of the 
nonsolicitation agreements were to be 
governed by and construed in 
accordance with Delaware law. 
Nonetheless, the parties differ as to 
whether New York law or Delaware law 
should be applied.In light of the parties' 
disagreement as to which state's law 
should apply, our first step is to determine 
whether there is an actual conflict 
between the laws of the jurisdictions 
involved … . For an actual conflict to 
exist, "the laws in question must provide 
different substantive rules in each 
jurisdiction that are relevant' to the issue 
at hand and have a significant possible 
effect on the outcome of the trial'" … . 
Under New York law, an employee's 
noncompetition agreement is reasonable 
and, therefore, enforceable "only if it: (1) 
is no greater than is required for the 
protection of the legitimate interest of the 
employer, (2) does not impose undue 
hardship on the employee, and (3) is not 
injurious to the public" … . The parties' 
briefs disclose no conflict of laws that 
would have a " significant possible effect 
on the outcome of the trial'" … . To be 
sure, the moving defendants argued 
before the motion court that "Delaware 
law does not differ significantly from New 
York law as to the test for enforceability" 
and that applying New York law "should 
not make a material difference to the 
outcome" of the case. Thus, we apply the 
law of New York, the forum state… . TBA 
Global LLC v Proscenium Events LLC 
2014 NY Slip Op 01266, 1st Dept 2-25-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01266.htm 
 

 
CIVIL PROCEDURE/CONTRACT 

LAW/FRAUD 
  

Documentary Evidence Can Be Considered 
In CPLR 3211(a)(7) Motion to 

Dismiss/Disclaimer Not Specific Enough to 
Preclude Fraud Cause of Action 

  

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01407.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01407.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01266.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01266.htm
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In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Renwick, with 
a concurring opinion by Justice DeGrasse, the 
First Department determined that arbitration 
could not be compelled in the absence of a 
specific, written agreement and a fraud cause of 
action against Goldman Sachs based upon the 
sale of mortgage-backed securities to the 
plaintiff hedge fund could go forward. The court 
concluded that documentary evidence submitted 
by the defendant in support of a motion to 
dismiss pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(7) was 
properly considered by Supreme Court, and the 
disclaimer relied upon by the defendant was not 
specific enough to warrant dismissal of the fraud 
cause of action: 
  

A CPLR 3211(a)(7) motion may be used 
by a defendant to test the facial 
sufficiency of a pleading in two different 
ways. On the one hand, the motion may 
be used to dispose of an action in which 
the plaintiff has not stated a claim 
cognizable at law. On the other hand, the 
motion may be used to dispose of an 
action in which the plaintiff identified a 
cognizable cause of action but failed to 
assert a material allegation necessary to 
support the cause of action. As to the 
latter, the Court of Appeals has made 
clear that a defendant can submit 
evidence in support of the motion 
attacking a well-pleaded cognizable claim 
… When documentary evidence is 
submitted by a defendant "the standard 
morphs from whether the plaintiff has 
stated a cause of action to whether it has 
one"… . * * * 
  
The law is abundantly clear in this state 
that a buyer's disclaimer of reliance 
cannot preclude a claim of justifiable 
reliance on the seller's 
misrepresentations or omissions unless 
(1) the disclaimer is made sufficiently 
specific to the particular type of fact 
misrepresented or undisclosed; and (2) 
the alleged misrepresentations or 
omissions did not concern facts peculiarly 
within the seller's knowledge … . 
Accordingly, only where a written contract 
contains a specific disclaimer of 
responsibility for extraneous 
representations, that is, a provision that 
the parties are not bound by or relying 
upon representations or omissions as to 
the specific matter, is a plaintiff precluded 

from later claiming fraud on the ground of 
a prior misrepresentation as to the 
specific matter… . Basis Yield Alpha 
Fund (Master) v Goldman Sachs 
Group, Inc, 2014 NY Slip Op 00587, 1st 
Dept 1-30-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00587.htm 
 

 
CIVIL PROCEDURE/DISCLOSURE/ 

EMINENT DOMAIN 
  

Disclosure of Appraisal Documents Not 
Entitled to Conditional Immunity Even If 

Prepared Solely for Litigation/No Other Way 
for Claimants to Obtain Relevant Evidence 

  
In a matter related to the taking of property for 
the construction of a highway, the Third 
Department determined the claimants were 
entitled to an appraisal done by the defendants, 
even if the documents were prepared solely in 
anticipation of litigation.  The claimants 
demonstrated that they had no other avenue to 
obtain the evidence relevant to their claims: 
  

Even if the documents were prepared 
solely in anticipation of litigation, 
claimants demonstrated that the 
conditional immunity should not prevent 
disclosure because they have a 
substantial need and an inability to 
otherwise obtain the documents.  … The 
Court of Claims … acknowledged that the 
subpoenaed documents were relevant to 
the claim for property damage, to prove 
the condition of the property immediately 
before the construction.  Thus, even if the 
documents were drafted solely for 
litigation purposes, the appraisal and 
supporting documents would be subject 
to disclosure based on claimants' 
substantial need and their lack of another 
source for that proof (see CPLR 3101 [d] 
[2]). Lerner v State of New York, 
516774, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/De
cisions/2014/516774.pdf 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00587.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00587.htm
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 CIVIL PROCEDURE/PUBLIC 
INTEREST PRIVILEGE 

  
Public Interest Privilege (Protecting 

Government Documents from Disclosure) 
Explained 

  
In determining Supreme Court erred when it 
ordered the county to produce documents 
sought during discovery without reviewing them 
to determine the applicability of the asserted 
public interest privilege, the Second Department 
wrote: 
  

CPLR 3101(a) broadly mandates "full 
disclosure of all matter material and 
necessary in the prosecution or defense 
of an action." This provision is to be 
liberally interpreted in favor of disclosure 
… . Nonetheless, a party from whom 
disclosure is sought may seek to prevent 
disclosure by properly invoking a 
recognized privilege. "A party asserting 
that material sought in disclosure is 
privileged bears the burden of 
demonstrating that the material it seeks to 
withhold is immune from discovery" … ."A 
public interest privilege inheres in certain 
official confidential information in the care 
and custody of governmental entities" … . 
"This privilege permits appropriate parties 
to protect information from ordinary 
disclosure, as an exception to liberal 
discovery rubrics" … . "Specifically, the 
privilege envelops confidential 
communications between public officers, 
and to public officers, in the performance 
of their duties, where the public interest 
requires that such confidential 
communications or the sources should 
not be divulged" … "The justification for 
the privilege is that the public interest 
might otherwise be harmed if extremely 
sensitive material were to lose this 
special shield of confidentiality"… . Ren 
Zheng Zheng v Bermeo, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00979, 2nd Dept 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00979.htm 
 

 
 
 
 

CIVIL PROCEDURE/ZONING 
  

Landowners Who Have Been Granted a 
Variance Are Necessary Parties In an Action 

Challenging the Variance (CPLR 1001 (b)) 
  
The Second Department determined that 
landowners who were issued a zoning variance 
were necessary parties in the action challenging 
the variance. The landowners had not been 
properly served and Supreme Court went ahead 
and determined the merits without the 
landowners in the suit. On appeal the petitioners 
did not dispute that the landowners were 
necessary parties, but argued their presence 
should be excused under the factors in CPLR 
1001 (b). The Second Department disagreed, 
finding that, under the facts, factors 2 through 5 
required the landowners to be parties to the 
action: 
  

A court may excuse the failure to join a 
necessary party and allow an action to 
proceed in the interest of justice upon 
consideration of five factors enumerated 
in CPLR 1001(b):   (1) whether the 
petitioner has another remedy if the 
action is dismissed for nonjoinder, (2) the 
prejudice that may accrue from 
nonjoinder to the respondent or to the 
nonjoined party, (3) whether and by 
whom prejudice might have been avoided 
or may in the future be avoided, (4) the 
feasibility of a protective provision, and 
(5) whether an effective judgment may be 
rendered in the absence of the nonjoined 
party… . Matter of Feder v Town of Islip 
Zoning Board of Appeals, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00998, 2nd Dept 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00998.htm 
 
 
 

CIVIL RIGHTS/SEX DISCRIMINATION 
  

Crude Conduct Not Motivated by Petitioners’ 
Gender/Case of Same Sex Discrimination Not 

Made Out 
  

The Third Department determined a case of 
“same sex” sex discrimination had not been 
made out.  The petitioners (Bargy and Colon) 
are male.  The conduct complained of related to 
the supervisor’s (Andross’) bringing a woman to 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00979.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00979.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00998.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00998.htm
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the hotel room in which all three men were 
staying during a construction project and having 
sex with her.  After a dispute between the 
petitioners and the woman, the supervisor fired 
them: 
  

Here, neither the written complaints nor 
testimony of Bargy or Colon set forth any 
allegations or indication of how Andross' 
conduct was motivated by their gender or 
that their grievances to petitioner were 
ignored because of their gender.  The 
ALJ's decision does not refer to any proof 
supporting a finding that complainants' 
gender was relevant to, or a reason for, 
the conduct.  Of the recognized paths for 
showing same-sex discrimination, the 
only one even arguably applicable is 
harassment based on gender-
stereotyping.  However, the ALJ made no 
such finding.  … We fully agree that 
Andross' conduct was crude, coarse and 
grossly unprofessional; nevertheless, in 
the absence of proof of gender-based 
discrimination, such conduct does not 
establish a claim.  We are constrained by 
the record to conclude that there is not 
substantial evidence that the conduct was 
caused by or related in any relevant 
fashion to complainants' gender … 
. Matter of Arcuri v Kirkland…, 516735, 
3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516735.pdf 

 
 

CONTRACT LAW 
 

Contract of Adhesion/Unconscionable-
Contract Cause of Action Should Have 

Survived Summary Judgment 
  
The Second Department determined a hearing 
was required on respondents’ motion to dismiss 
the cause of action which alleged a contract of 
adhesion.  The action was brought against the 
respondents-operators of “three-quarter houses” 
by residents who had committed their housing 
allowances to the operators only to find 
themselves (according to the complaint) “living 
in abject and overcrowded conditions with no 
support services on site:” 
  

A contract of adhesion contains terms 
that are unfair and nonnegotiable and 
arises from a disparity of bargaining 

power or oppressive tactics'" … . " A 
determination of unconscionability 
generally requires a showing that the 
contract was both procedurally and 
substantively unconscionable when 
made'" … . 
  
"In determining the conscionability of a 
contract, no set weight is to be given any 
one factor; each case must be decided on 
its own facts" … . "However, [in general, it 
can be said that] procedural and 
substantive unconscionability operate on 
a sliding scale; the more questionable the 
meaningfulness of choice, the less 
imbalance in a contract's terms should be 
tolerated and vice versa" … . " The 
determination of unconscionability is a 
matter of law for the court to decide'" … . 
" Where there is doubt . . . as to whether 
a contract is fraught with elements of 
unconscionability, there must be a 
hearing where the parties have an 
opportunity to present evidence with 
regard to the circumstances of the signing 
of the contract, and the disputed terms' 
setting, purpose and effect'" … . " 
However, [w]here the significant facts 
germane to the unconscionability issue 
are essentially undisputed, the court may 
determine the issue without a hearing'" … 
. "Thus, on a motion for summary 
judgment, [t]he question . . . then is 
whether the record presents an issue as 
to the existence of unconscionability 
which should not be resolved without a 
hearing'"… . * * * 
  
…[T]he plaintiffs submitted … affidavits of 
residents who signed the agreements in 
question and who stated that they signed 
the subject agreements under conditions 
that were procedurally unconscionable. 
Under these circumstances, a hearing 
was warranted on the issue of 
unconscionability, and as such, summary 
judgment should have been denied… 
.  David v #1 Mktg Serv Inc, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00477, 2nd Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00477.htm 
 

  
 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516735.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516735.pdf
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Supreme Court’s Reliance On a Punctuation 
Error to Support Its Contract Interpretation 

Rejected 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Andrias, the 
First Department reversed Supreme Court’s 
interpretation of a contract clause, finding the 
interpretation was based upon a typographical 
error: 
  

…"[I]t is a cardinal principle of contract 
interpretation that mistakes in grammar, 
spelling or punctuation should not be 
permitted to alter, contravene or vitiate 
manifest intention of the parties as 
gathered from the language employed" 
…. . … "[I]t is untenable that the parties 
would have intentionally left the meaning 
of their agreement to such vagaries as 
placement and punctuation" … . Penguin 
Group (USA) v Time/Warner Retail 
Sales & Mktg Servs Inc, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00469, 1st Dept 1-28-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00469.htm 
 

  
Valid State Purpose (Conserving Drinking 

Water) Did Not Relieve State of Liability Re: 
Breach of an Agreement to Provide a Certain 

Amount of Water to a Hydroelectric Power 
Provider 

  
The Third Department determined that a 
contract with a hydroelectric power provider 
requiring a certain amount of water to be 
released from a reservoir was unambiguous and 
therefore must be enforced.  The amount of 
water released was less than called for in the 
contract due to a drought and concerns about 
the drinking water supply: 
  

The parties to the agreement intended to 
resolve a dispute after defendants took 
claimant's predecessor's land in eminent 
domain.  Claimant's predecessor wanted 
to ensure that sufficient water would 
reach its hydroelectric generation facility 
and accepted a considerably smaller 
amount of money than it sought, in 
exchange for the rights associated with 
the water release rates from the 
reservoir.  These rights would be far less 
valuable if defendants could deviate from 
the operating diagram's release rates, 
and avoid liability in doing so, as long as 

defendants supported their actions with 
any State purpose. Pursuant to the 
agreement, defendants could only avoid 
liability if they deviated from the operating 
diagram's release rates for a State canal 
use or purpose.  Because defendants 
altered the release rate for the purpose of 
preserving safe drinking water during a 
drought – a legitimate public and State 
purpose (see ECL 15-0105 [5]) – and not 
for a canal-related purpose, defendants 
are liable for breaching the contract… 
.  Erie Boulevard Hydropower v State, 
516510, 3rd Dept 1-9-13 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516510.pdf 
 
 

Stipulation of No Contact Rendered 
Performance of Contracts 

Impossible/Contracts Rescinded 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Acosta, the 
First Department determined that a stipulation 
entered into in Family Court, which prohibited all 
contact between the plaintiff, a well-known jazz 
singer, and defendant, the owner of a jazz club, 
made the performance of the contracts entered 
into by the plaintiff and defendant 
impossible.  Plaintiff was therefore entitled to 
rescission of the contracts.  Plaintiff and 
defendant (Valenti) had been in a romantic 
relationship which fell apart and plaintiff initially 
sought an order of protection from Family Court: 
  

"[I]mpossibility excuses a party's 
performance only when the destruction of 
the subject matter of the contract or the 
means of performance makes 
performance objectively impossible. 
Moreover, the impossibility must be 
produced by an unanticipated event that 
could not have been foreseen or guarded 
against in the contract" … . The excuse of 
impossibility is generally "limited to the 
destruction of the means of performance 
by an act of God, vis major, or by law" … 
. 
  
In this case, performance of the contracts 
at issue has been rendered objectively 
impossible by law, since the stipulation 
destroyed the means of performance by 
precluding all contact between plaintiff 
and Valenti except by counsel… 
. Kolodin v Valenti, 2014 NY Slip Op 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00469.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00469.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516510.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516510.pdf
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00745, 1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00745.htm 
 
 

CONTRACT LAW/CHOICE OF LAW 
  

Florida Choice of Law Provision Re: 
Covenants Not to Compete Unenforceable in 

New York/the Nonsolicitation Covenant at 
Issue Was Overbroad and Unenforceable 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Whalen, the 
Fourth Department determined that Florida law 
re: covenants not to compete was “truly 
obnoxious” to New York law and the 
nonsolicitation covenant at issue was overbroad 
and unenforceable: 
  

…[W]e conclude that Florida law 
prohibiting courts from considering the 
hardship imposed on the person against 
whom enforcement is sought is “ ‘truly 
obnoxious’ ” to New York public policy …, 
inasmuch as under New York law, a 
restrictive covenant that imposes an 
undue hardship on the employee is 
invalid and unenforceable for that reason 
‘’’ .  Furthermore, while New York 
judicially disfavors such restrictive 
covenants, and New York courts will 
carefully scrutinize such agreements and 
enforce them “only to the extent that they 
are reasonably necessary to protect the 
legitimate interests of the employer and 
not unduly harsh or burdensome to the 
one restrained”…, Florida law requires 
courts to construe such restrictive 
covenants in favor of the party seeking to 
protect its legitimate business interests 
(see Florida Statutes § 542.335 [1] [h]). * 
* * 
  
A non-solicitation covenant is overbroad 
and therefore unenforceable “if it seeks to 
bar the employee from soliciting or 
providing services to clients with whom 
the employee never acquired a 
relationship through his or her 
employment” … .  Here, the non-
solicitation covenant purported to restrict 
[defendant] from, inter alia, soliciting, 
diverting, servicing, or accepting, either 
directly or indirectly, “any insurance or 
bond business of any kind or character 

from any person, firm, corporation, or 
other entity that is a customer or account 
of the New York offices of the Company 
during the term of [the] Agreement” for 
two years following the termination of 
Johnson’s employment, without regard to 
whether defendant acquired a 
relationship with those clients. We 
conclude that the language of the non-
solicitation covenant renders it overbroad 
and unenforceable … . Brown and 
Brown Inc… v Johnson…, 1109, 4th 
Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1109.pdf 
 

  

CONTRACT LAW/UNJUST 
ENRICHMENT/CIVIL PROCEDURE 

  
Unjust Enrichment Does Not Require a 

Wrongful Act by the One Enriched 
  
The Second Department explained the criteria 
for determining a motion to dismiss for failure to 
state a cause of action and the elements of an 
unjust enrichment cause of action. Unjust 
enrichment does not require a wrongful act: 
  

"On a motion to dismiss the complaint 
pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(7) for failure to 
state a cause of action, the court must 
afford the pleading a liberal construction, 
accept all facts as alleged in the pleading 
to be true, accord the plaintiff the benefit 
of every possible inference, and 
determine only whether the facts as 
alleged fit within any cognizable legal 
theory" … . "Whether the complaint will 
later survive a motion for summary 
judgment, or whether the plaintiff will 
ultimately be able to prove its claims, of 
course, plays no part in the determination 
of a prediscovery CPLR 3211 motion to 
dismiss" … ."The essential inquiry in any 
action for unjust enrichment or restitution 
is whether … it is against equity and good 
conscience to permit the defendant to 
retain what is sought to be recovered" … . 
A plaintiff must show that (1) the other 
party was enriched, (2) at the plaintiff's 
expense, and (3) that it is against equity 
and good conscience to permit the other 
party to retain what is sought to be 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00745.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00745.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1109.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1109.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1109.pdf
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recovered … ."Unjust enrichment . . . 
does not require the performance of any 
wrongful act by the one enriched" … . 
"Innocent parties may frequently be 
unjustly enriched" … . "What is required, 
generally, is that a party hold property 
under such circumstances that in equity 
and good conscience he ought not to 
retain it'" … . Alan B Greenfield MD PC 
v Beach Imaging Holdings LLC, 2014 
NY Slip Op 01285, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01285.htm 

 

 
CORPORATION LAW 

  
Answer Submitted Pro Se by Corporation Is 

a Nullity 
  

The Second Department noted that a 
corporation must be represented by counsel and 
an answer submitted by a corporation pro se 
was a nullity: 
  

…[T]he Supreme Court erred in accepting 
an untimely, pro se answer from the 
defendant corporation, and in thereby 
denying that branch of the plaintiff's 
motion which was for leave to enter a 
default judgment on the complaint. The 
proffered answer was a nullity, since a 
corporation must be represented by an 
attorney and cannot proceed pro se (see 
CPLR 321[a]…). Boente v Peter C Kurth 
Off of Architecture & Planning PC, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00473, 2nd Dept 1-29-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00473.htm 
 

  

CRIMINAL LAW 

 
Showup Identification of the Hand-Cuffed 

Defendant Made in the Police Station Parking 
Lot 90 Minutes After the Crime Should Have 

Been Suppressed 
  

The Fourth Department reversed defendant’s 
conviction and sent the matter back for a Wade 
hearing to determine whether the eyewitness 
had an independent basis for his in-court 
identification of the defendant.  The show-up 
identification made by the eyewitness was 

deemed invalid and should have been 
suppressed: 
  

…[D]efendant contends that County 
Court erred in refusing to suppress 
showup identification testimony with 
respect to him.  We agree. “Showup 
identifications are disfavored, since they 
are suggestive by their very nature” …. 
.  Here, the showup identification 
procedure was conducted in the parking 
lot of a police station, approximately 90 
minutes after the occurrence of the crime, 
while defendant was handcuffed and 
while uniformed police officers and 
ambulance personnel were in the parking 
lot.  The totality of the circumstances of 
this showup identification procedure 
presses judicial tolerance beyond its 
limits …, and we conclude under the facts 
and circumstances of this case that the 
showup identification procedure was 
infirm… .  People v Burnice, 1343, 4th 
Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1343.pdf 

  
 

Twenty-Two-Year-Old Conviction Reversed 
Because of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

  
The Fourth Department, over a two-justice 
dissent, reversed defendant’s 1992 
conviction.  The conviction had already been 
upheld on appeal.  But, in 2012, a writ of coram 
nobis was brought arguing defendant did not 
receive a fair trial because of the ineffectiveness 
of his counsel.  The writ was granted and, on 
appeal, the court determined defendant was 
entitled to a new trial.  Defense counsel was 
deemed ineffective (1) for failure to object to the 
elicitation of testimony about a threat which had 
been precluded by the trial judge, and (2) for 
using a flawed alibi defense (referring to the 
wrong days of the week) which gave the jury the 
impression the alibi witnesses were testifying 
falsely: 
  

We conclude that “defendant has 
demonstrated the absence of any 
strategic or other legitimate explanation 
for his attorney’s” failure to object to the 
introduction of this prejudicial and 
previously precluded testimony … 
.  Moreover, after defense counsel failed 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01285.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01285.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00473.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00473.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1343.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1343.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1343.pdf
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to object to the admission of that 
precluded testimony, the prosecutor 
continued to use that testimony to full 
advantage, arguing on summation that 
the threat to the prosecution witness “puts 
the [d]efendant [at the crime scene] just 
as easily as any person you saw in there” 
… .  Defense counsel’s error in failing to 
object to the testimony of the prosecution 
witness “simply cannot be construed as a 
misguided though reasonably plausible 
strategy decision” …, and “ ‘is sufficiently 
serious to have deprived defendant of a 
fair trial’… . * * * 
  
Presenting an alibi defense for the wrong 
date or time has been found, by itself, to 
constitute ineffective assistance of 
counsel … .  We conclude that presenting 
an alibi defense for the wrong day of the 
week, as occurred here, similarly 
constitutes ineffective assistance of 
counsel inasmuch as offering patently 
erroneous alibi testimony cannot be 
construed as a plausible strategy… 
. People v Jarvis, 1009, 4th Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1009.pdf 

 
  
Banging On Door of Closed Restaurant While 
Wearing a Mask and Carrying a BB Gun Was 

Sufficient to Support Conviction for 
Attempted Robbery 

  
Over a two-justice dissent, the Fourth 
Department affirmed defendant’s conviction for 
attempted robbery.  Defendant, wearing a mask 
and armed with a BB gun, banged on the back 
door of a restaurant, which was closed. One of 
the restaurant employees called 911.  On appeal 
the defendant argued that the proof was not 
sufficient to demonstrate an intent to forcibly 
steal property and therefore could not support 
an attempted robbery conviction: 
  

Although defendant’s mere entry into a 
store with a gun does not “unequivocally 
establish that he intended to commit a 
robbery” …, the evidence also 
established that none of the Wendy’s 
employees knew defendant; the 
restaurant was not open to the public 
when defendant sought entry; defendant 
and his accomplice were armed with BB 

guns that appeared to be firearms; 
defendant and his accomplice wore 
masks and gloves; and defendant had a 
backpack into which stolen property could 
be put. 
  
Viewing the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the People, as we must …, 
we conclude that there is a “ ‘valid line of 
reasoning and permissible inferences 
[that] could lead a rational person’ ” to the 
conclusion reached by the trial court, i.e., 
that defendant was trying to gain entry 
into the restaurant with the intent to steal 
property forcibly from someone inside … . 
Furthermore, viewing the evidence in light 
of the elements of the crime in this 
nonjury trial …, we conclude that the 
verdict is not against the weight of the 
evidence… .  People v Lamont, 1090, 
4th Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1090.pdf 
 
  

Determination Whether Defendant Is a 
Youthful Offender Is Mandatory for Every 

Eligible Youth 
  

Over a dissent, the Fourth Department 
determined the sentencing court did not make a 
finding whether the defendant was a youthful 
offender, as it was required to do.  The matter 
was sent back for the determination: 
  

“Upon conviction of an eligible youth, the 
court must order a [presentence] 
investigation of the defendant.  After 
receipt of a written report of the 
investigation and at the time of 
pronouncing sentence the court must 
determine whether or not the eligible 
youth is a youthful offender” (CPL 720.20 
[1]).  The Court of Appeals has concluded 
that, by the use of the word “must,” the 
legislature has made “a policy choice that 
there be a youthful offender determination 
in every case where the defendant is 
eligible, even where the defendant fails to 
request it, or agrees to forgo it as part of 
a plea bargain” … .  “[W]e cannot deem 
the court’s failure to rule on the . . . [issue] 
as a denial thereof” … .  We therefore 
hold the case, reserve decision, and remit 
the matter to County Court to make and 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1009.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1009.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1009.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1090.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1090.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1090.pdf
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state for the record “a determination of 
whether defendant is a youthful offender” 
… . People v Koons, 1077, 4th Dept 1-
3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1077.pdf 

 
 
Waiver of Indictment and Guilty Plea Invalid--

-Superior Court Information Charged a 
Greater Offense than that Charged in the 

Original Misdemeanor Information 
  

The Third Department determined defendant’s 
conviction must be reversed because the 
superior court information to which defendant 
pled guilty charged a greater offense 
(conspiracy fourth degree) than was charged in 
the misdemeanor complaint (criminal solicitation 
fourth degree).  In addition, because the 
defendant’s guilty plea to another offense 
(criminal sexual act first degree) was induced by 
the court’s promise of a lesser sentence to run 
concurrently with the overturned conspiracy 
sentence, the sexual act plea must be 
vacated.  With respect to the invalid superior 
court information, the court wrote: 
  

In New York, felony charges must be 
prosecuted by indictment, unless a 
defendant "held for the action of a grand 
jury upon a charge for such an offense, 
other than one punishable by death or life 
imprisonment, with the consent of the 
district attorney, . . . waive[s] indictment 
by a grand jury and consent[s] to be 
prosecuted on an information filed by the 
district attorney" (NY Const, art I, § 6; see 
CPL 195.10 [1]).  Where an indictment 
waiver has been secured, however, the 
People may not charge in a superior court 
information a "'greater offense[], which 
[has] additional aggravating elements'" … 
.  This is precisely what occurred 
here.  The misdemeanor complaint 
charged defendant with criminal 
solicitation in the fourth degree and the 
superior court information impermissibly 
charged the greater offense of conspiracy 
in the fourth degree.  Inasmuch as the 
improper inclusion of a greater offense is 
a jurisdictional infirmity …, 
notwithstanding defendant's appeal 
waiver and plea, we must reverse his 
conviction of conspiracy in the fourth 

degree and dismiss the superior court 
information… . People v Price, 102435, 
103736, 104253 3rd Dept 1-9-13 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/104594.pdf 

 
  
Post-Readiness Delay Ran Out Speedy Trial 

Clock 
  

The Third Department determined defendant’s 
indictment must be dismissed because of the 
People’s post-readiness delay.  There were 
seven days left on the speedy trial clock when 
the People obtained a superseding indictment. 
The People requested an adjournment.  The 
record did not demonstrate the length of the 
requested adjournment, so the People were 
charged with the actual length of the 
adjournment, which was more than seven days: 
  

…[W]here the People have requested an 
adjournment, "it is the People's burden to 
ensure, in the first instance, that the 
record of the proceedings at which the 
adjournment was actually granted is 
sufficiently clear to enable the court 
considering the subsequent CPL 30.30 
motion to make an informed decision as 
to whether the People should be charged" 
… .  The People failed to discharge that 
burden here.  The calendar call at which 
the adjournment was granted was not 
transcribed and, although the People are 
only chargeable with the length of the 
adjournment actually requested … – as 
opposed to the length of the adjournment 
ultimately granted – the record does not 
establish the length of the adjournment 
requested by the People. Accordingly, we 
have no choice but to charge the People 
with the entire 21 days occasioned by the 
adjournment, which brings them beyond 
the seven days remaining on the speedy 
trial clock… . People v Miller, 104500, 
3rd Dept 1-9-13 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/104500.pdf 
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No Probable Cause to Search Car Interior 
After Occupants Were Out of the Car and 

Patted Down 
  

The Second Department determined the police 
officer who stopped the car in which defendant 
was a passenger did not have probable cause to 
search the interior of the car after the occupants 
were out of the car and had been patted 
down.  The court explained the relevant law: 
  

" [A] police officer acting on reasonable 
suspicion that criminal activity is afoot 
and on an articulable basis to fear for his 
[or her] own safety may intrude upon the 
person or personal effects of the suspect 
only to the extent that is actually 
necessary to protect himself [or herself] 
from harm'" … . Therefore, "absent 
probable cause, it is unlawful for a police 
officer to invade the interior of a stopped 
vehicle once the suspects have been 
removed and patted down without 
incident, as any immediate threat to the 
officers' safety has consequently been 
eliminated" … . A "narrow exception" to 
this rule exists in circumstances where: 
  

" following a lawful stop, facts 
revealed during a proper inquiry or 
other information gathered during 
the course of the encounter lead to 
the conclusion that a weapon 
located within the vehicle presents 
an actual and specific danger to 
the officer's safety sufficient to 
justify further intrusion, 
notwithstanding the suspect's 
inability to gain immediate access 
to that weapon'"… . People v 
Baksh, 2014 NY Slip Op 00112, 
2nd Dept 1-8-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporte
r/3dseries/2014/2014_00112.htm 
 
  

Defense Counsel Should Have Been Present 
During Exchange Between Judge and Juror 

Which Resulted in Disqualification of 
Juror/Judge Should Have Disclosed Reason 

for Disqualification 
  

The Second Department determined defense 
counsel’s absence from an exchange between 
the judge and a juror, which led to the 
disqualification of the juror, required reversal: 

The juror reported that a third party had 
told him that the defendant had an 
"aggressive demeanor," was a "little 
wild," was "somebody you don't mess 
around with," and was someone he 
"should avoid." The trial court, in 
discharging the juror, merely told 
defense counsel that this juror had lied 
to the court and, thus, was grossly 
unqualified to continue serving pursuant 
to CPL 270.35. 
"[A]n inquiry to determine the existence 
and extent of prejudice affecting the 
gross disqualification of a sworn juror . . 
. is inextricably related to defendant's 
entitlement to a fair hearing … . 
Therefore, the unique, indispensable 
presence of at least the single-minded 
counsel for the accused' … is minimally 
necessary to safeguard that 
fundamental fairness to defendant" … . 
Here, the absence of defense counsel 
from the in camera interview, coupled 
with the court's failure to disclose what 
the juror said, deprived the defense of 
the opportunity to inquire as to whether 
the juror made similar prejudicial 
statements to any other jurors… 
. People v Otigho, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00128, 2ndDept 1-8-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3ds
eries/2014/2014_00128.htm 

 
 

Judge’s Refusal to Grant a One-Day 
Adjournment to Allow Defendant to Present a 

Witness (After the Judge Granted the 
People’s Request for a Missing-Witness Jury 

Instruction) Was Reversible Error 
  

The First Department reversed defendant’s 
conviction because the judge refused to grant 
defendant a one-day adjournment to bring in a 
witness after granting the People’s request for a 
missing-witness jury instruction: 
  

Having granted the People's request for 
the [missing witness] instruction, the court 
should have granted defendant a short 
adjournment. A missing witness issue 
"must be raised as soon as practicable so 
that the court can appropriately exercise 
its discretion and the parties can tailor 
their trial strategy”… . Here, the moving 
party raised the issue after defendant's 
testimony, when the issue became 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00112.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00112.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00128.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00128.htm
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apparent. The court should have then 
accorded the nonmoving party the 
opportunity to avoid the missing witness 
charge by calling the witness. Although 
defendant was willing to call the witness, 
the court effectively rendered the witness 
unavailable, thus negating the availability 
requirement for a missing witness charge. 
  
The court apparently denied the 
adjournment on the ground that 
defendant should have anticipated the 
missing witness issue. However, an 
adjournment to the next day would have 
been reasonable under the 
circumstances. People v Manzi, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00280, 1st Dept 1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00280.htm 

 
  

Level Three Forcible Stop Not Justified, 
Convictions Reversed---Prior Arrest of One 

of the Defendants and the Fact that Both 
Defendants Were Running While Looking 

Back Over their Shoulders Was Not Enough 
to Justify the Forcible Stop 

  
In a two separate full-fledged opinions by Justice 
Manzanet-Daniels, over dissents, the First 
Department reversed defendants’ convictions, 
finding that their motions to suppress should 
have been granted.  Defendants were stopped 
after the police observed them running at 4:40 
am.  Both men, Thomas and Brown, were 
looking back over their shoulders as they 
ran.  Brown (but not Thomas) was known to the 
police as someone who “engaged in fraudulent 
accosting in that area…”. The First Department 
determined the stop was not justified for either 
defendant: 
  

A level three forcible stop is constitutional 
only if the police have a "reasonable 
suspicion that a particular person was 
involved in a felony or misdemeanor" … . 
In determining whether the police officers 
had the requisite reasonable suspicion, 
only the information known to the officers 
prior to the forcible stop is relevant … . 
  
The officers' knowledge of defendant 
Brown's prior criminality in the same 
neighborhood was not sufficient to give 
rise to reasonable suspicion justifying a 
level three intrusion as to Brown; 

perforce, knowledge of Brown's prior 
criminality was insufficient to justify a 
level three intrusion as to [Thomas], who 
was merely in Brown's company and was 
not even known by the officers to have a 
criminal record. The police sergeant only 
knew [Thomas] by face, and the officer 
did not know [Thomas] personally and 
had never arrested him. … The motion 
court, in denying [Thomas’] motion to 
suppress, appears to have endorsed a 
theory of "guilt by association," which 
must vigorously be rejected. 
  
 "[A] stop based on no more than that a 
suspect has previously been arrested . . . 
is premature and unlawful and cannot be 
justified by subsequently acquired 
information resulting from the stop"… . * * 
* 
  
The fact that the officers observed 
[Thomas] and Brown running does not 
elevate the level of suspicion. Flight, 
accompanied by equivocal 
circumstances, does not supply the 
requisite reasonable suspicion … . The 
police did not observe conduct indicative 
of criminality, nor did they even possess 
information that a crime had occurred in 
the area. People v Thomas, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00291, 1st Dept 1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00291.htm 
same result in People v Brown, 2014 
NY Slip Op 00292, 1st Dept 1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00292.htm 
 

  
Trial Judge’s Failure to Conduct an Inquiry 
Concerning a Juror’s Conduct During the 

Trial Required Reversal 
  

The First Department reversed a conviction 
because the trial judge did not conduct an 
inquiry (in which defense counsel could 
participate) concerning the disqualification of a 
juror relating to conduct occurring during the 
trial.  The juror had informed a court officer that 
the juror had been invited to a breakfast with the 
District Attorney: 
  

In People v Buford (69 NY2d 290 [1987]), 
the Court of Appeals set forth the basic 
framework to be followed when the trial 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00280.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00280.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00291.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00291.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00292.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00292.htm
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court is considering disqualifying a juror 
because of conduct that occurs during the 
trial. As the Court noted, the court should 
conduct an inquiry of the juror, in which 
counsel should be permitted to participate 
if they desire, and evaluate the nature 
and importance of the information and its 
impact on the case. Although the Court of 
Appeals acknowledged that "[a]n in 
camera inquiry may not be necessary in 
the unusual case involving an obviously 
trivial matter where the court, the 
attorneys, and defendant all agree that 
there is no possibility that the juror's 
impartiality could be affected and that 
there is no reason to question the juror," 
here defense counsel wanted the juror 
questioned (id. at 299 n 4). We conclude 
that there should have been an inquiry, in 
which defense counsel could participate, 
because the disclosure indicated a 
possible issue related to that juror's 
continued ability to serve in an impartial 
manner… .  People v Ventura, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 001182, 1st Dept 1-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00182.htm 
 

  
Police Did Not Have Reasonable Suspicion 
of Criminal Activity, Defendant Had Right to 

Ignore Police Command to Stop 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Richter, the 
First Department reversed the denial of 
defendant’s motion to suppress.  After a police 
officer stopped a vehicle (a Lexus), the officer 
saw the defendant approach the vehicle on foot, 
receive a bag from the driver, and walk 
away.  The defendant was then ordered to stop: 
  

After pulling the driver of the Lexus over 
for a traffic infraction, Detective Mongelli 
observed his nervous demeanor, and 
learned that his license had been 
revoked. The detective then saw 
defendant arrive at the Lexus, receive a 
black bag from the driver, and walk away. 
These observations provided, at most, a 
founded suspicion of criminal activity. … 
In response to this founded suspicion that 
criminal activity was afoot, Detective 
Mongelli was permitted to conduct a 
common-law inquiry. But the police 
actions here went beyond a level two 
intrusion and constituted a level three 

stop and detention.  * * * Furthermore, the 
detective's command to "turn the bag 
over" constituted at least a level three 
intrusion, requiring reasonable suspicion. 
* * * 
  
It is well established that a citizen has a 
right not to respond to law enforcement 
inquiries and to walk away from the police 
…[.] [T]he Court of Appeals reaffirmed 
this principle and described an 
individual’s “right to be let alone” as the 
distinguishing factor between the level of 
intrusion permissible under the common-
law right to inquire and the right to make 
a forcible stop. The Court reasoned that 
“[i]f merely walking away from the police 
were sufficient to raise the level of 
suspicion to reasonable suspicion . . . the 
common-law right of inquiry would be 
tantamount to the right to conduct a 
forcible stop and the suspect would be 
effectively seized whenever only a 
common-law right of inquiry was justified” 
… . The Court concluded that to elevate a 
level two inquiry to a level three stop, the 
police must obtain additional information 
or make additional observations of 
suspicious behavior sufficient to establish 
reasonable suspicion … . Because no 
such additional information or 
observations existed here, the police 
lacked reasonable suspicion to justify the 
seizure that occurred. People v Major, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00197, 1st Dept 1-14-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00197.htm 
 

  
Reversible Error to Allow Prosecutor to 

Question Defendant About His Post-Arrest 
Silence 

  
The Second Department reversed defendant’s 
conviction because the prosecutor questioned 
him about his post-arrest silence: 
  

…[T]he Supreme Court erred when it 
permitted the prosecutor to question the 
defendant about his post-arrest silence. 
Generally, a defendant's post-arrest 
silence cannot be used for impeachment 
purposes … . Further, " an individual's 
pretrial failure to speak when confronted 
by law enforcement officials is of 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00182.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00182.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00197.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00197.htm
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extremely limited probative worth' while 
the risk of prejudice is substantial'" … . 
  
Here, over defense counsel's objection, 
the prosecutor was permitted to impeach 
the defendant's testimony with his failure 
to offer an exculpatory version of the 
events to the police. Although the 
defendant initially responded to certain 
questions asked by the police, he then 
invoked his right to remain silent and 
offered no information "narrat[ing] the 
essential facts of his involvement in the 
crime" … . Accordingly, the Supreme 
Court erred in allowing the prosecutor to 
pursue this line of inquiry… . People v 
Theodore, 2014 Slip Op 00246, 2nd 
Dept 1-15-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00246.htm 

 
  

Religious Brochure Urging Confession 
(Given to Defendant by a Deputy Sheriff) 

Required Trial Court to Make Sure Defendant 
Understood His Right to Refrain from 

Testifying at Trial---Trial Court’s Colloquy 
with Defendant Deemed Sufficient 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Peters 
affirming defendant’s conviction, the Third 
Department determined the trial judge had made 
an adequate inquiry to ensure that defendant 
understood his right to refrain from testifying at 
trial.  The inquiry was deemed necessary in this 
case because a deputy sheriff had given the 
defendant a religious brochure which stated that 
confession was the only way to avoid an 
“eternity in a prison called hell:” 
  

… [A] criminal defendant has the right to 
testify in his or her own defense 
guaranteed by the Federal and State 
Constitutions … .  This fundamental "right 
to testify is 'personal' and . . . can be 
waived only by the defendant," and any 
such waiver must be knowingly, 
voluntarily and intelligently made … .  To 
be sure, the "trial court does not have a 
general obligation to sua sponte ascertain 
if the defendant's failure to testify was a 
voluntary and intelligent waiver of his [or 
her] right" … .  However, "in exceptional, 
narrowly defined circumstances, judicial 
interjection through a direct colloquy with 
the defendant may be required to ensure 

that the defendant's right to testify is 
protected" … .  
  
We believe that such colloquy was 
critically necessary here.  The privilege 
against self-incrimination – and, by 
extension, the decision whether to waive 
that privilege and testify – "is not 
concerned 'with moral and psychological 
pressures to confess emanating from 
sources other than official coercion'" … 
.  But here the deputy's actions in foisting 
the religious tract upon defendant 
constituted an effort by law enforcement 
to "interfere[] with the free and 
unhampered decision of [defendant] to 
testify" … .  Moreover, looking at "factors 
beyond the government's control to 
determine whether [defendant's] decision 
not to testify resulted from the 
government's conduct," defendant 
allegedly knew "chapter and verse" the 
biblical quotations in the tract, making 
defense counsel concerned that he was 
peculiarly susceptible to the exhortation 
made… . People v Robles, 105103, 3rd 
Dept 1-16-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/105103.pdf 
 

   
What To Do If the District Attorney Does Not 

Wish to Prosecute But the Judge Does 
  

The Third Department determined a trial judge 
exceeded his powers when he ordered the 
prosecutor to produce witnesses at a 
suppression hearing.  The prosecutor did not 
wish to proceed with the case. The Third 
Department determined that the prosecutor 
could not be ordered to produce witnesses at 
the suppression hearing (the prosecutor’s tactic 
for dismissing the case) because the CPL did 
not require the prosecution to present such 
witnesses. The Third Department went on to 
suggest that, in this situation, a motion for 
“dismissal in the interest of justice” might be 
used, or the prosecutor could simply not present 
any inculpatory proof at trial: 
  

A district attorney has "unfettered 
discretion to determine whether to 
prosecute a particular suspect" … .  Once 
prosecution of the case is pursued and 
pending, the district attorney remains 
"presumptively the best judge of whether 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00246.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00246.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/105103.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/105103.pdf
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a pending prosecution should be 
terminated" …; nonetheless, at such point 
dismissal cannot properly be done 
unilaterally on the sole whim of the district 
attorney … .  * * *  Unless the district 
attorney has engaged in egregious 
misconduct violative of the public interest, 
the limitation generally will not create 
difficulty in obtaining swift dismissal 
where a defendant also desires dismissal, 
since various procedures are available for 
disposing of a pending criminal case.  
  
For example, a motion to dismiss in the 
interest of justice can be made (see CPL 
170.40; see also CPL 210.40).  Such 
motion can be initiated by a defendant, a 
district attorney, or even by the court 
before which the case is pending * * *. 
Although there are statutory criteria that 
must also be addressed as part of a 
motion to dismiss in the interest of justice 
(see CPL 170.40 [1] [a]-[j]), the criteria 
include a catchall (see CPL 170.40 [1] [j]), 
and there is flexibility in the manner in 
which the criteria are weighed and 
applied … .  * * * 
  
Another, but more time consuming, option 
is similar to the one ostensibly embarked 
upon by petitioner.   Consistent with the 
CPL, a district attorney can stipulate at a 
suppression hearing to the granting of a 
defendant's motion (see CPL 710.60 [2] 
[b]).   Further, the failure at an eventual 
trial to produce any inculpatory proof 
would result in dismissal and, since 
reprosecution would then be precluded 
(see e.g. CPL 40.20, 40.30), the primary 
purpose for abolishing nolle prosequi 
would not be implicated … . Matter of 
Soares v Carter…, 517191, 3rd Dept 1-
23-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/517191.pdf 
 
  

Counsel’s Expressed Objections to His 
Client’s Motion to Withdraw His Guilty Plea 
Required the Assignment of New Counsel 

  
The Second Department determined defendant 
should have been assigned a different attorney 
after his attorney expressed objections to the 
defendant’s motion to withdraw his guilty plea: 
  

Assigned counsel expressed his opinion 
that the defendant should "maintain his 
plea" and informed the court that he didn't 
"feel that [he] could represent [the 
defendant] at any further proceedings." 
The defendant's right to counsel was 
adversely affected when his attorney took 
a position adverse to the defendant's with 
respect to that branch of the defendant's 
motion which was to withdraw his plea of 
guilty to attempted use of a child in a 
sexual performance … . The County 
Court should have assigned a different 
attorney to represent the defendant 
before it determined that branch of the 
defendant's motion… . People v Duart, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00373, 2nd Dept 1-22-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00373.htm 
 
 

Parolees May Move for Resentencing Under 
the Drug Law Reform Act 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Cohen, the 
Second Department determined that parolees 
are “in custody” within the meaning of the 2011 
amendments to the Drug Law Reform Act and, 
therefore, parolees may move for resentencing 
under the act: 
  

In 2011, a New York State budget 
enactment consolidated and modernized 
several state agencies and created new 
departments (see L 2011, ch 62). This 
legislation merged the New York State 
Department of Correctional Services and 
the New York State Division of Parole into 
a single agency, the New York State 
Department of Corrections and 
Community Supervision (see id.). At that 
time, CPL 440.46(1) was amended by 
changing "department of correctional 
services" to "department of corrections 
and community supervision," so that now 
"[a]ny person in the custody of the 
department of corrections and community 
supervision," otherwise qualified, could 
apply to be resentenced (CPL 
440.46[1]). People v Brown, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00524, 2nd Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00524.htm 
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No Reference to When Child-Pornography 
Images Downloaded/Therefore Consecutive 

Sentences Could Not Be Imposed 
  

The Third Department determined that 
consecutive sentences could not be imposed for 
the downloading of child pornography without 
specific reference to the date and time of each 
download: 
  

Consecutive sentences are authorized 
when "'the facts demonstrate that the 
defendant's acts underlying the crimes 
are separate and distinct'" … .  The 
determination as to whether defendant 
committed separate and distinct acts of 
possession turns upon when the images 
came into his possession … .  While the 
accusatory instrument and defendant's 
plea allocution each specified the date 
and time upon which the images were 
retrieved from defendant's computer, 
there was no information regarding 
defendant's act of downloading the 
images.  Accordingly, consecutive 
sentences were not authorized in the 
absence of such information… .People v 
Pardy, 105529, 3rd Dept 1-30-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/105529.pdf 
 

  
  

Trial Court’s Failure to Address Defendant’s 
Requests to Proceed Pro Se Required 

Reversal 
  

The First Department determined defendant had 
been deprived of his constitutional rights when 
the trial court failed to conduct a “dispassionate 
inquiry” in response to defendant’s repeated 
requests to proceed pro se: 
  

A criminal defendant's right to represent 
himself is a fundamental right guaranteed 
by both the federal and state 
constitutions. "[F]orcing a lawyer upon an 
unwilling defendant is contrary to his 
basic right to defend himself if he truly 
wants to do so" … . The only function of 
the trial court, in assessing a timely 
request to proceed pro se, is to ensure 
that the waiver was made intelligently and 
voluntarily …. . This requirement is not 
satisfied "simply by repeated judicial 
entreaties that a defendant persevere 

with the services of assigned counsel, or 
by judicial observations that a defendant's 
interests are probably better served 
through a lawyer's representation" … . 
  
Defendant's requests to proceed pro se 
were denied by the court without any 
inquiry whatsoever. People v Lewis, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00592, 1st Dept 2-4-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00592.htm 
 
  

  
Failure to Address Youthful Offender 

Eligibility Required Remittal 
  

The Fourth Department determined the trial 
court did not consider whether the defendant 
should be adjudicated a youthful offender and 
sent the matter back: 
  

At sentencing, defense counsel made 
several applications for defendant to be 
treated as a youthful offender, but the 
court did not expressly rule on them; 
instead, the court imposed a sentence 
that was incompatible with youthful 
offender treatment.  
  
“Upon conviction of an eligible youth, the 
court must order a [presentence] 
investigation of the defendant.  After 
receipt of a written report of the 
investigation and at the time of 
pronouncing sentence the court must 
determine whether or not the eligible 
youth is a youthful offender” (CPL 720.20 
[1]).  A sentencing court must determine 
whether to grant youthful offender status 
to every defendant who is eligible for it 
because, inter alia, “[t]he judgment of a 
court as to which young people have a 
real likelihood of turning their lives around 
is just too valuable, both to the offender 
and to the community, to be sacrificed in 
plea bargaining” … .  “[W]e cannot deem 
the court’s failure to rule on the. . . 
[applications] as . . . denial[s] thereof” … 
.  Furthermore, even if the court had 
denied the applications, there is no 
information in the record from which we 
could ascertain whether the court 
properly did so in the exercise of its 
discretion, or whether it improperly 
acceded to the prosecutor’s plea 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/105529.pdf
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conditions.  People v Potter, 1199, 4th 
Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1199.pdf 
 
 

Failure to Turn Over Brady Material Until the 
Day of Trial Required Reversal 

  
The Fourth Department determined the 
prosecution’s failure to turn over Brady material 
(911 tape recording) until the day of trial 
required reversal: 
  

“To establish a Brady violation, a 
defendant must show that (1) the 
evidence is favorable to the defendant 
because it is either exculpatory or 
impeaching in nature; (2) the evidence 
was suppressed by the prosecution; and 
(3) prejudice arose because the 
suppressed evidence was material . . . In 
New York, where a defendant makes a 
specific request for [an item of discovery], 
the materiality element is established 
provided there exists a ‘reasonable 
possibility’ that it would have changed the 
result of the proceedings” … .   
  
Here, the 911 recording is exculpatory 
because it includes the voice of an 
unidentified person referring to a white 
male suspect, and defendant herein is a 
black male.  Although defendant received 
the 911 recording as part of the Rosario 
material provided to him on the first day 
of trial, he was not “given a meaningful 
opportunity to use the exculpatory 
evidence”… . People v Carver, 1311, 4th 
Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1311.pdf 
 
  

Counsel’s Failure to Object to References to 
Defendant’s Nickname Constituted 

Ineffective Assistance/Court’s Dismissal of 
an Entire Jury Panel Was Reversible Error 

  
The Fourth Department reversed defendant’s 
conviction finding defense counsel ineffective for 
failure to object to the repeated references (by 
witnesses and the prosecutor) to the defendant’s 
nickname “killer.”  In addition, the Fourth 

Department determined the trial judge 
committed reversible error when he dismissed 
an entire jury panel: 
  

Where, as here, a jury panel is “properly 
drawn and sworn to answer questions 
truthfully, there must be legal cause or a 
peremptory challenge to exclude a 
[prospective] juror” (…see CPL 270.05 
[2]).  By dismissing the entire jury panel 
without questioning the ability of the 
individual prospective jurors to be fair and 
impartial …, the court deprived defendant 
of a jury chosen “at random from a fair 
cross-section of the community” 
(Judiciary Law § 500…). People v 
Collier, 8, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/0008.pdf 
 

  
 

Court Was Not Authorized to Deny a 440 
Motion Without a Hearing Where People 

Submitted No Opposition to the Defendant’s 
Adequate Papers 

  
The Fourth Department determined the trial 
court was not authorized to deny a 440 motion 
to vacate defendant’s conviction without a 
hearing because the defendant submitted 
affidavits supporting the motion and the People 
submitted no opposition: 
  

County Court erred in denying without a 
hearing defendant’s motion seeking to 
vacate the judgment convicting him of, 
inter alia, murder in the second degree 
(Penal Law § 125.25 [1]) on the grounds 
that material evidence adduced at his trial 
was false and was known by the 
prosecutor to be false prior to the entry of 
judgment and that the judgment was 
obtained in violation of his due process 
rights (see CPL 440.10 [1] [c], 
[h]).  Defendant submitted two affidavits 
from a prosecution witness that “tend[ ] to 
substantiate all the essential facts” 
necessary to support defendant’s claims 
(CPL 440.30 [4] [b]).  The People 
submitted nothing in opposition to the 
motion that would require or indeed allow 
the court to deny the motion without a 
hearing (see CPL 440.30 [2], [4]) and, 
therefore, the court “was not statutorily 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-07-14/PDF/1199.pdf
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authorized to deny defendant’s motion 
without a hearing”… . People v Parsons, 
48, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/0048.pdf 

  
Court Should Have Granted a Hearing on 

Defendant’s Motion to Vacate His Conviction 
on Ineffective-Assistance Grounds 

  
The Fourth Department determined defendant’s 
440 motion to vacate his conviction should not 
have been denied without a hearing: 
  

Defendant’s submissions “tend[ ] to 
substantiate all the essential facts” 
necessary to support his claim of 
ineffective assistance of counsel (CPL 
440.30 [4] [b]). Moreover, his allegations 
are not contradicted by a court record and 
are supported by other affidavits, and “it 
cannot be said that ‘there is no 
reasonable possibility that [they are] true’ 
” …   Specifically, defendant averred that 
defense counsel advised him that, if he 
pleaded guilty and cooperated with the 
District Attorney’s office in its 
investigation of other criminal matters, he 
would receive a sentence of no more than 
five years of incarceration.  Three other 
people averred that defense counsel told 
defendant’s fiancé, mother and father that 
defendant would receive “no more than” a 
five-year sentence.  At the time of the 
plea, the court informed defendant that 
the agreed-upon sentence was a term of 
incarceration of 10 years, but noted that it 
would approve a lesser sentence if one 
were recommended by the People “based 
upon any cooperation [from defendant 
that the People] deem[ed] satisfactory 
and helpful.”  After defendant met with 
representatives of the District Attorney’s 
office to fulfill his obligation under the 
cooperation agreement, the court 
sentenced him to a term of incarceration 
of 10 years.  According to defendant, 
defense counsel miscommunicated to 
him the level of cooperation necessary for 
the People to recommend a lesser 
sentence and misled him concerning 
what his sentence would be if he entered 
a plea to the indictment. The affidavits 
submitted by defendant in support of the 
motion raise factual issues that require a 

hearing … .  People v Hill, 108, 4th Dept 
2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/0108.pdf 

 
Defense Counsel’s Failure to Move for 
Suppression Constituted Ineffective 

Assistance 
  

The Fourth Department determined that the 
failure of defense counsel to make a 
suppression argument constituted ineffective 
assistance of counsel: 
  

The facts of this case are similar to those 
in People v Clermont (22 NY3d 931), 
where the Court of Appeals held that the 
defendant was deprived of effective 
assistance of counsel at his suppression 
hearing.  The Court reasoned that 
defense counsel’s failure to marshal the 
facts adduced at the hearing, “coupled 
with his failure to make appropriate 
argument in his motion papers or to 
submit a post-hearing memorandum, 
meant that the defense never supplied 
the hearing court with any legal rationale 
for granting suppression” (id. at 933).  * * 
* 
  
Here, as in Clermont, suppression was 
the only viable defense 
strategy.  Nevertheless, defense counsel 
inexplicably failed to move for 
suppression of the cocaine or the knife 
seized by the police from defendant’s 
vehicle.  Defense counsel also failed to 
move for suppression of defendant’s 
incriminating statement to the officer 
about the knife, which the court thereafter 
suppressed in response to defendant’s 
pro se motion.  Like the attorney in 
Clermont, defense counsel did not 
marshal the facts for the court, made no 
legal argument regarding suppression, 
and submitted no post-hearing 
memorandum.  In short, as in Clermont, 
defense counsel “never supplied the 
hearing court with any legal rationale for 
granting suppression” (id. at 
933).  People v Layou, 1309, 4th Dept 
2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1309.pdf 
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Verdict Properly Set Aside Based Upon Trial 
Court’s Own Denial of Defendant’s Request 

for an Adjournment to Retain New 
Counsel/Criteria for Trial Court’s Setting 

Aside a Verdict Explained 
  

The Fourth Department, after explaining the 
criteria for setting aside a verdict, ruled the trial 
court had properly set aside the verdict in this 
case due to the trial court’s own erroneous 
denial of defendant’s request for an adjournment 
to seek new counsel: 
  

“Pursuant to CPL 330.30 (1), following 
the issuance of a verdict and before 
sentencing a court may set aside a 
verdict on ‘[a]ny ground appearing in the 
record which, if raised upon an appeal 
from a prospective judgment of 
conviction, would require a reversal or 
modification of the judgment as a matter 
of law by an appellate court’ ” … . “The 
power granted a Trial Judge is, thus, far 
more limited than that of an intermediate 
appellate court, which is authorized to 
determine not only questions of law but 
issues of fact . . . , to reverse or modify a 
judgment when the verdict is against the 
weight of the evidence . . . , and to 
reverse ‘[a]s a matter of discretion in the 
interest of justice’ ”… . * * * 
  
In our view, the court’s refusal to grant 
defendant’s request for an adjournment 
was “an abuse of discretion as a matter of 
law” and effectively denied defendant the 
fundamental right to be represented by 
counsel of his own choosing …   On the 
date scheduled for suppression hearings, 
defense counsel, who had been retained 
by defendant’s family while defendant 
was incarcerated, withdrew defendant’s 
requests for suppression and sought an 
expedited trial without defendant’s 
knowledge or consent.  At the next court 
appearance, defendant requested an 
adjournment of the expedited trial to 
afford him time in which to retain another 
attorney.  The court, in denying that 
request, did not afford defendant “[a] 
reasonable time and a fair opportunity to 
secure counsel of his own choice”…, 
particularly in view of the fact that the trial 
was expedited without defendant’s 
knowledge or consent… .  Inasmuch as 

we conclude that defendant was denied 
the fundamental right to be represented 
by counsel of his own choosing, reversal 
of the judgment of conviction on that 
ground would be required as a matter of 
law upon an appeal therefrom (see CPL 
330.30 [1]), and the court therefore 
properly set aside the verdict. People v 
Rohadfox, 1367, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1367.pdf 
 
  

  
Unlawful Imprisonment Charge Merged With 

Assault Charge 
  

The Fourth Department determined the doctrine 
of judicial merger required dismissal of the 
unlawful imprisonment charge because it 
merged with the charged assault: 
  

“Under the doctrine of judicial merger, an 
unlawful imprisonment or kidnapping that 
is incidental to and inseparable from the 
commission of another crime merges with 
such other crime” … .  In determining 
whether the merger doctrine applies 
herein, “our guiding principle is whether 
[defendant’s] restraint [of the victim] was 
so much the part of another substantive 
crime [, i.e., the crime of assault,] that the 
substantive crime could not have been 
committed without such acts [constituting 
the crime of unlawful imprisonment] and 
that independent criminal responsibility 
may not fairly be attributed to them” … 
.  Here, the brief “abduction” of the victim, 
i.e., the moment when defendant grabbed 
the victim and pulled him outside the 
dwelling at issue, was “merely 
‘preliminary, preparatory, or concurrent 
action’ in relation to the ultimate crime [of 
assault]” …, and we thus conclude that 
the unlawful imprisonment count merged 
with the assault count… . People v 
James, 1314, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1314.pdf 
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Warrantless Entry Into Defendant’s Backyard 
Constituted a Search/Defendant Had a 

Legitimate Expectation of Privacy in His 
Backyard 

  
The Second Department determined that the 
police officer’s warrantless entry into defendant’s 
backyard constituted a search because the 
defendant had an expectation of privacy there. 
The fact that the officer was aware of an 
apparently false report of a fire in the area did 
not justify the application of the emergency 
doctrine (also analyzed in the decision). The 
seized evidence (marijuana and a firearm) 
should have been suppressed: 
  

A search occurs, thereby triggering the 
protection of the Fourth Amendment to 
the United States Constitution and article 
I, section 12 of the New York 
Constitution, when the police invade an 
area where a person has a legitimate 
expectation of privacy … . A legitimate 
expectation of privacy exists where a 
person has manifested a subjective 
expectation of privacy that society 
recognizes as reasonable … . The 
curtilage of the home--the area 
immediately surrounding and associated 
with the home or the area that is related 
to the intimate activities of the home---is 
part of the home itself … . The 
determination of whether an area falls 
within the home's curtilage may be made 
by reference to four factors: "the proximity 
of the area claimed to be curtilage to the 
home, whether the area is included within 
an enclosure surrounding the home, the 
nature of the uses to which the area is 
put, and the steps taken by the resident 
to protect the area from observation by 
people passing by" … .Consideration of 
these factors in connection with the 
evidence in this record, including two 
photographs of a portion of the subject 
premises, compels us to conclude that 
the defendant's rear yard was within the 
curtilage of the home. The rear yard was 
in close proximity to the home, shielded 
from view by those on the street, and 
within the natural and artificial barriers 
enclosing the home. This physical 
arrangement made manifest the 
defendant's expectation of privacy, and 
that expectation is one that society 
recognizes as reasonable… . People v 

Theodore, 2014 NY Slip Op 01025, 2nd 
Dept 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01025.htm 

 
  
No Probable Cause for Arrest---Convictions 

Stemming from Arrest Reversed 
  
The Fourth Department determined the deputy 
sheriff did not have probable cause to arrest the 
defendant without a warrant because the 
defendant had not committed a crime in the 
deputy’s presence. Therefore all the charges 
stemming from the illegal arrest were not 
supported by legally sufficient evidence: 
  

We conclude that the evidence is legally 
insufficient to establish that the deputy’s 
arrest of defendant was lawful inasmuch 
as the deputy lacked reasonable cause to 
believe that defendant committed an 
offense in her presence (see CPL 140.10 
[1] [a]). Because the arrest was not 
authorized at its inception, the evidence is 
legally insufficient to support the 
conviction of assault, obstructing 
governmental administration, and 
resisting arrest …, and reversal therefore 
is required. People v LaBoy, 96, 4th 
Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/0096.pdf 

 
  
Defendant’s Reaching for Something in His 
Pocket, Without More, Did Not Justify Police 

Pursuit 
  
The Fourth Department, over a dissent, 
determined that the defendant’s reaching for 
something in his pocket, without more, did not 
justify police pursuit. Therefore defendant’s 
suppression motion was properly granted: 
  

Here, although defendant was reaching 
for his jacket pocket as he walked or ran 
away from the second officer, neither 
officer testified that he saw a bulge or the 
outline of a weapon in defendant’s jacket. 
Rather, the second officer believed that 
defendant had a gun only because, in his 
experience, if an individual pulled 
vigorously at an object in his or her 
pocket, but the object did not come out 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01025.htm
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easily, that object usually was a weapon. 
While we are mindful that an officer may 
rely on his or her knowledge and 
experience in determining whether 
reasonable suspicion exists, we 
respectfully disagree with our dissenting 
colleagues that the above circumstances 
were sufficient to establish the requisite 
reasonable suspicion “in the absence of 
other objective indicia of criminality” … . 
Here, before pursuing defendant, the 
second officer knew only that defendant 
was walking across the street in a high-
crime area, in the general vicinity of a 
house where an unnamed person of 
unestablished reliability claimed to have 
seen guns, and that, when the police 
approached, defendant walked or ran 
away while grabbing at his jacket pocket. 
We cannot conclude, based on the totality 
of those circumstances, that the police 
were justified in pursuing defendant… 
. People v Ingram, 1115, 4th Dept 2-14-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1115.pdf 
 
  

Attempted Kidnapping Charge Supported by 
Sufficient Evidence/Defendant Tried to 

Convince the 10-Year-Old Victim to Take His 
Keys and Go to His Apartment 

  
The First Department, over a dissent, 
determined there was sufficient evidence to 
support the attempted kidnapping charge, in 
spite of the absence of force. The defendant 
tried to convince the 10-year-old victim to take 
his keys and go to his apartment: 
  

The crime of attempted kidnapping in the 
second degree was established by 
evidence that defendant intended to 
secrete or hold the 10-year-old victim in 
his apartment, a place where she was not 
likely to be found; that he made efforts to 
move or confine the victim without 
consent (see Penal Law §§ 135.00; 
135.20); and that defendant came 
dangerously near to achieving his 
objective.The evidence left no doubt that 
the victim was unlikely to be found had 
she succumbed to defendant's pressure 
to take his keys and go to the apartment. 
Similarly, the evidence left no doubt that 

defendant, a "highly-fixated" pedophile, 
attempted to restrain the victim, i.e. to 
move her to a different location without 
the permission of her mother.The dissent, 
in arguing that the crime was not 
established because defendant did not 
grab or unsuccessfully attempt to grab 
the victim, misconstrues the statutory 
requirement of restraint. While, with 
respect to an adult, it is necessary to 
establish that the movement or 
confinement was accomplished by "force, 
intimidation or deception," the definition of 
restraint, with respect to a child less than 
16 years of age, encompasses movement 
or confinement by "any means whatever," 
including the acquiescence of the child 
(Penal Law § 135.00[1][b]). In relaxing the 
requirement with respect to minors, the 
Legislature recognized that a child is not 
possessed of the same faculties as an 
adult and is incapable of consenting to 
any type of confinement .People v 
Denson, 2014 NY Slip Op 01141, 1st 
Dept 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01141.htm 
 
   

Handling Of Consecutive Sentences Under 
the Drug Law Reform Act Explained 

  
Finding the resentence excessive, the Second 
Department reduced defendant’s resentence 
under the Drug Law Reform Act (DLRA) from 
five consecutive 20-year terms to five 
consecutive 15-year terms, noting that because 
the original sentence (five 25-to-life terms) was 
consecutive, the terms imposed under the Drug 
Law Reform Act must also be consecutive: 
  

Here, the defendant sought to be 
resentenced for the convictions of 
criminal sale of a controlled substance in 
the first degree, for which he had 
originally received consecutive sentences 
amounting to a total aggregate term of 
imprisonment of 125 years to life. 
Although the Supreme Court correctly 
observed that it was powerless, under the 
DLRA, to alter the defendant's sentence 
so that the five terms of imprisonment 
imposed for the convictions of criminal 
sale of a controlled substance in the first 
degree run concurrently with each other 
…, it was nevertheless permitted to 
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"consider any facts or circumstances 
relevant to the imposition of a new 
sentence" (L 2004, ch 738, § 23…). 
Accordingly, under the circumstances, in 
evaluating the appropriate terms of 
imprisonment to impose upon 
resentencing, the Supreme Court should 
have considered the fact that the 
sentences that were originally imposed 
for the convictions of criminal sale of a 
controlled substance in the first degree 
were directed to run consecutively to 
each other … . Here, since the 
resentences imposed by the Supreme 
Court were required to run consecutively 
with each other, the total aggregate term 
of imprisonment for the convictions of 
criminal sale of a controlled substance in 
the first degree still amounted to 100 
years in prison. * * *Under the 
circumstances of this case, including the 
fact that the courts are constrained from 
giving effect to the ameliorative purpose 
of the DLRA by directing resentences to 
run concurrently with each other when 
they were originally directed to run 
consecutively …, we conclude that the 
resentence imposed was excessive to the 
extent indicated… . People v Cole, 2014 
NY Slip Op 01182, 2nd Dept 2-19-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01182.htm 
 
  

Presentation of Evidence of an Uncharged 
Offense Without Seeking a Ruling on Its 

Admissibility in Advance Deprived Defendant 
of a Fair Trial 

  
The Third Department determined the 
presentation of evidence of an uncharged sexual 
offense deprived defendant of a fair trial. Without 
seeking a ruling in advance, and without 
presenting an argument why the evidence was 
relevant to anything other than criminal 
propensity, the prosecutor presented evidence 
alleging defendant’s sexual misconduct involving 
a child other than the victim in the charged 
offense. In ordering a new trial, the Third 
Department explained: 
  

It is beyond dispute that evidence of a 
defendant's uncharged crimes or prior 
bad acts cannot be admitted solely for the 
purpose of proving criminal propensity … 
. Rather, "evidence of uncharged crimes 

or prior bad acts may be admitted where 
they fall within the recognized Molineux 
exceptions – motive, intent, absence of 
mistake, common plan or scheme and 
identity – or where such proof is 
inextricably interwoven with the charged 
crimes, provide[s] necessary background 
or complete[s] a witness's narrative" …, 
and the trial court further determines that 
the probative value of such evidence 
outweighs its prejudicial effect … . Here, 
the record does not reflect that the 
People sought any sort of ruling from 
County Court regarding the admissibility 
of defendant's uncharged crime/prior bad 
act before eliciting such testimony from 
the victim's mother on their case-in-chief 
…, nor does the record reveal that the 
People made any attempt to "identify 
some issue, other than mere criminal 
propensity, to which the evidence [was] 
relevant"… . People v Brown, 105062, 
3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/105062.pdf 
 

 
Questioning of Defendant Did Not Constitute 

“Custodial Interrogation” 
  
The Third Department determined County Court 
should not have suppressed defendant’s 
statements as the product of custodial 
interrogation. The police investigation had led to 
defendant’s IP address being associated with 
accessing child pornography on the Internet. 
The investigator went to defendant’s place of 
employment and asked the defendant to 
accompany him to the police station, which the 
defendant agreed to do: 
  

The testimony … revealed that defendant 
was brought to a room at the police 
station where he was interviewed for a 
total of no more than 30 minutes. During 
the brief period that preceded the 
Miranda warnings, defendant was not 
handcuffed or restrained in any manner 
and the investigators did not do anything 
to convey that defendant was not free to 
leave … . Moreover, the two questions 
that preceded the Miranda warnings – the 
first asked defendant for his address and 
the second inquired into defendant's 
Internet service – were investigatory, as 
opposed to accusatory. Considering the 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01182.htm
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totality of the circumstances, and in light 
of County Court's determinations that [the 
interrogating officer] was "frank, candid, 
and trustworthy and [that] his testimony 
had the general force and flavor of 
credibility," we find that the People met 
their burden of establishing beyond a 
reasonable doubt that defendant's pre-
Miranda statements were not the product 
of a custodial interrogation… . People v 
Henry, 106048, 3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/106048.pdf 
 
  

Post-Conviction DNA Test Results Warranted 
New Trial Under 2012 Amendment to CPL 

440.10 
  
The First Department determined defendant was 
entitled to a new trial based on DNA evidence 
which was not analyzed until after the defendant 
was convicted. The DNA collected from under 
the victim’s fingernails did not match the 
defendant’s. The defendant’s conviction was 
based solely on the victim’s identification of the 
defendant made three weeks after she was 
attacked. The defendant had produced an alibi 
witness at his trial. The court explained the 
application of the recent amendment of Criminal 
Procedure Law 440.10: 
  

Pursuant to CPL 440.10(1)(g-1), which 
became effective October 1, 2012, the 
court may grant a defendant's motion to 
set aside the judgment when forensic 
DNA testing is performed after the entry 
of judgment upon a conviction and "the 
court has determined that there exists a 
reasonable probability that the verdict 
would have been more favorable to the 
defendant." Unlike a motion under CPL 
440.10(1)(g), a defendant relying on the 
results of DNA testing no longer has to 
show that the results of such testing is 
newly discovered evidence in order to 
seek vacatur of a judgment of conviction. 
The defendant only has to show that 
there is a reasonable probability that he 
would have obtained a more favorable 
verdict. The newly amended statute, 
permitting relief at any time after the entry 
of judgment, applies to this case… 
. People v Hicks, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01376, 1st Dept 2-27-14 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01376.htm 
 
  

CRIMINAL LAW/CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW/EVIDENCE 

  
Motion to Vacate a Conviction Can Be Based 

Upon a Freestanding Claim of Actual 
Innocence---All Reliable Evidence, Even If 

Previously Barred at Trial or After Prior 
Motions to Vacate, May Be Presented at the 

Hearing 
  

In a comprehensive opinion by Justice Hinds-
Radix, the Second Department determined that 
a CPL 440 motion to vacate a conviction can be 
based upon a “freestanding claim of actual 
innocence.”  The defendant, who had brought 
several unsuccessful 440 motions, was deemed 
to have presented sufficient evidence of actual 
innocence to justify a hearing, in which all 
reliable evidence previously barred could be 
presented and considered: 
  

The Due Process Clause in the New York 
State Constitution provides "greater 
protection than its federal counterpart as 
construed by the Supreme Court" … . 
Since a person who has not committed 
any crime has a liberty interest in 
remaining free from punishment, the 
conviction or incarceration of a guiltless 
person, which deprives that person of 
freedom of movement and freedom from 
punishment and violates elementary 
fairness, runs afoul of the Due Process 
Clause of the New York Constitution (see 
NY Const, art I, § 6… ). Moreover, 
because punishing an actually innocent 
person is inherently disproportionate to 
the acts committed by that person, such 
punishment also violates the provision of 
the New York Constitution which prohibits 
cruel and unusual punishments (see NY 
Const, art I, § 5…). Thus, we conclude 
that a freestanding claim of actual 
innocence may be addressed pursuant to 
CPL 440.10(1)(h), which provides for 
vacating a judgment which was obtained 
in violation of an accused's constitutional 
rights… . * * * 
  
At the hearing, all reliable evidence, 
including evidence not admissible at trial 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/106048.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/106048.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01376.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01376.htm
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based upon a procedural bar---such as 
the failure to name certain alibi witnesses 
in the alibi notice---should be admitted … 
. If the defendant establishes his actual 
innocence by clear and convincing 
evidence, the indictment should be 
dismissed pursuant to CPL 440.10(4), 
which authorizes that disposition where 
appropriate. There is no need to empanel 
another jury to consider the defendant's 
guilt where the trial court has determined, 
after a hearing, that no juror, acting 
reasonably, would find the defendant 
guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt.  People v Hamilton, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00238, 2nd Dept 1-15-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00238.htm 
 

  

CRIMINAL LAW/EVIDENCE 
  

Hearsay Statements Exonerating Defendant 
Properly Excluded as Not Meeting the 

Reliability Requirement for a “Statement 
Against Penal Interest” 

  
Over a dissent, the Fourth Department 
determined the accomplice’s hearsay 
statements exonerating the defendant were 
properly excluded from evidence because they 
did not meet the “reliability” requirement for 
“statements against penal interest:” 
  

We … note that the Court of Appeals has 
recently reiterated that there are four 
components to the declaration against 
penal interest exception to the hearsay 
rule: “(1) the declarant must be 
unavailable to testify by reason of death, 
absence from the jurisdiction or refusal to 
testify on constitutional grounds; (2) the 
declarant must be aware at the time the 
statement is made that it is contrary to 
penal interest; (3) the declarant must 
have competent knowledge of the 
underlying facts; and (4) there must be 
sufficient proof independent of the 
utterance to assure its reliability” 
….  Jerome Prince, Richardson on 
Evidence sets forth a fifth component, 
i.e., that the declarant “had no probable 
motive to misrepresent the facts” (Jerome 
Prince, Richardson on Evidence § 8-403 
[Farrell 11th Ed 2008]).  To the extent that 
component should be part of our calculus 

here, we conclude that it weights our 
determination even more heavily in the 
People’s favor. People v McArthur, 
1249, 4th Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1249.pdf 
 

 
 Impeachment of Defendant With a Statement 

Made by Defendant’s Attorney Deemed 
Proper 

  
The First Department determined the 
impeachment of the defendant with a statement 
made by the defendant’s attorney at arraignment 
was proper: 
  

The court properly admitted a statement 
made at arraignment by defendant's 
counsel, who was also trial counsel, to 
impeach defendant after he testified to a 
different version of the events … At the 
arraignment, the attorney stated that 
defendant was the source of the 
information, and the attorney was clearly 
acting as defendant's authorized agent 
when she provided this information to the 
arraignment court for her client's benefit 
…, notwithstanding her assertion at trial 
that she had inaccurately conveyed her 
client's version of the incident. 
Introduction of the statements did not 
require the People to call counsel as a 
witness against her client … , and the 
People never sought to do so. People v 
Ortiz, 2014 NY Slip Op 00616, 1st Dept 
2-4-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00616.htm 
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“Summary Exhibits” Improperly Admitted 
Under “Voluminous Writings” Exception to 

the Best Evidence Rule 
  
The Fourth Department reversed defendant’s 
conviction finding that summary exhibits were 
improperly admitted in evidence under the 
“voluminous writings” exception to the best 
evidence rule. In addition, the court determined 
defense counsel was ineffective for failure to 
review the summary exhibits and object to their 
admission: 
  

We conclude that the summary exhibits 
were improperly admitted under the 
voluminous writings exception to the best 
evidence rule inasmuch as defendant 
was not provided with the data underlying 
those exhibits prior to trial …nor were 
those exhibits based solely upon 
information already in evidence … . 
Defendant was thus denied “a full and fair 
opportunity” to challenge the accuracy of 
the summary exhibits… . People v Case, 
1310, 4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1310.pdf 
 
  
 
 

 Statements to Police Officer by Victim at the 
Scene Were “Nontestimonial” and Were 

Admissible as Excited Utterances 
  
The Third Department determined a police 
officer’s testimony about what the assault victim, 
Stokes, said at the scene and a video of the 
officer’s encounter with the victim did not violate 
the defendant’s right to confront witnesses 
because the admitted statements were 
“nontestimonial” and “excited utterances.” 
Stokes had died before the trial: 
  

The officer testified that Stokes said that 
she had been hit in the head with a bat, 
described her assailant, and said that he 
was in a nearby community center. The 
officer further testified that police then 
began looking for defendant. The video 
reveals that the officer encountered 
Stokes immediately upon arriving at the 
scene. She was bleeding profusely from 

her head and complaining of dizziness. 
The officer asked Stokes about her 
assailant's location, description and 
name, where the attack had occurred, 
and whether there were other victims, 
promptly relaying her answers to other 
police officers and emergency medical 
personnel who were dispatched to locate 
and assist Moore and pursue defendant. 
After the first few minutes, the officer 
asked no further questions about the 
incident, concentrating instead on 
attempting to calm Stokes as she became 
increasingly agitated and apprehensive 
about, among other things, the fact that 
defendant had not been found. County 
Court correctly determined that the 
statements by Stokes were admissible as 
excited utterances … . Further, we find no 
constitutional violation. The video reveals 
that the officer's primary purpose in 
questioning Stokes was "to enable the 
police to meet an ongoing emergency 
and apprehend the perpetrator, not to 
provide evidence for later prosecution," 
and Crawford [541 US 36} does not 
preclude such nontestimonial 
statements…. People v Anderson, 
105060, 3rd Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/105060.pdf 
 

 

CRIMINAL LAW/EVIDENCE/APPEALS 
 

 Whether an Element of a Crime Has Been 
Proven Beyond a Reasonable Doubt Can 
Now Be Determined in a “Weight of the 

Evidence” Review/Such a Determination Is a 
Matter of Law Identical to a Determination 
the Evidence Is Legally Insufficient/After 

Making Such a “Legal” “Weight of the 
Evidence” Determination, the Court Is Not 

Constrained to Dismiss the Indictment As It 
Is When It Makes a “Factual” Determination a 
Conviction Is Not Supported by the Weight of 

the Evidence 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Scudder, with 
concurring and dissenting opinions, the Fourth 
Department reduced defendant’s conviction from 
murder to manslaughter after applying a “weight 
of the evidence” analysis. The court explained it 
is now well-settled that a “weight of the 
evidence” review may consider whether the 
elements of the crime were proved beyond a 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1310.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1310.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1310.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/105060.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/105060.pdf
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reasonable doubt. Here the court determined 
there was insufficient evidence of an intent to 
kill. The stab wounds were inflicted in an attempt 
to escape the victim’s grasp during an 
altercation started by the victim. Even though 
the evidence was analyzed under a “weight of 
the evidence” review, the court actually 
concluded the evidence of intent to kill was 
insufficient as a matter of law. Because a 
question of law was determinative, the court 
held that it had the power to reduce the 
conviction, rather than dismiss the indictment 
(dismissal of the indictment is the statutory 
remedy for a “factual” “against the weight of the 
evidence” finding): 
  

…[I]t is now well established that, “in 
conducting its weight of the evidence 
review, a court must consider the 
elements of the crime, for even if the 
prosecution’s witnesses were credible 
their testimony must prove the elements 
of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt” 
(Danielson, 9 NY3d at 349). Upon our 
review of the elements of the crime of 
murder in the second degree, we 
conclude that, viewing the facts in the 
light most favorable to the People, “a jury 
could [not] logically conclude that the 
People sustained [their] burden of proof” 
with respect to the element of intent to kill 
… . * * * 
  
We therefore conclude that, despite the 
fact that our review is in the context of a 
contention that the verdict is against the 
weight of the evidence, our assessment 
of the elements of the crime of murder in 
the second degree under these 
circumstances is not a determination on 
the facts (see CPL 470.15 [5]), i.e., a 
consideration of the “credible evidence, 
conflicting testimony and inferences that 
could be drawn from the evidence” 
(Danielson, 9 NY3d at 349). Instead, our 
assessment is a determination on the law 
that the evidence is legally insufficient 
with respect to the element of intent (see 
CPL 470.15 [4] [b]). 
  
We respectfully disagree with our 
dissenting colleague’s conclusion that our 
review is limited by defendant’s “request 
for only a weight-based review” and that, 
based on that request, we must reverse 
the judgment as against the weight of the 

evidence and dismiss the indictment. Our 
conclusion that the judgment should be 
modified by reducing the conviction to a 
lesser included offense is supported by 
our reasoning that a defendant may not 
usurp our authority to determine the 
appropriate statutory remedy as set forth 
in CPL 470.20 by the manner in which he 
or she challenges the legal sufficiency of 
the evidence, i.e., within the context of a 
weight of the evidence contention rather 
than by an express contention that the 
conviction is not supported by legally 
sufficient evidence (see generally 
Bleakley, 69 NY2d at 495). In other 
words, we conclude that we are not 
required to afford the remedy of dismissal 
of the indictment pursuant to CPL 470.20 
(5) merely because defendant’s 
contention that the evidence of the intent 
to kill was not proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt is made in the context 
of a request for a weight of the evidence 
review, rather than in the context of a 
contention that the conviction is not 
supported by legally sufficient evidence, 
even if that contention is not preserved 
for our review. People v Heatley, 1051, 
4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1051.pdf 
 

 
CRIMINAL LAW/MENTAL HYGIENE 

LAW 
 

Re: A Mental Hygiene Law Civil Commitment 
Proceeding for a Sex Offender, Failure to 

Give the Jury an Adequate Explanation of the 
Meaning of “Sex Offense” May Have 
Resulted in an Unsupported “Mental 

Abnormality” Finding 
  
The Second Department determined the trial 
court committed reversible error by not, upon 
defense counsel’s request, giving a further 
instruction to the jury on the meaning of “sex 
offense” as part of the jury charge on mental 
abnormality. The jury found the appellant had 
committed a sexually motivated felony and 
suffers from a mental abnormality (re: civil 
commitment of a sex offender under the Mental 
Hygiene Law). The appellant had pled guilty to 
the burglary of a woman’s home. During the 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1051.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1051.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1051.pdf
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burglary the appellant allegedly had “touched 
that woman’s vagina and buttocks with a hard 
object.” At the “Mental Hygiene Law” trial, the 
State presented evidence of appellant’s sexual 
behavior in prison which did not constitute a sex 
offense enumerated under the Mental Hygiene 
Law. The jury may not have understood how to 
evaluate the “unenumerated” behavior under the 
Mental Hygiene Law: 
  

Here, the State's evidence consisted 
predominantly of instances of the 
appellant's sexually inappropriate acts 
that would not constitute sex offenses 
under Mental Hygiene Law article 10. 
Specifically, the State's expert testified at 
length regarding instances in which the 
appellant masturbated while he could be 
observed by prison officers or by staff 
members while placed at a secure 
treatment facility, and his propensity to 
continue to act in a sexually improper 
manner. The appellant's conduct, 
however, at most, might constitute the 
crime of public lewdness (Penal Law § 
245), a class B misdemeanor, which is 
not one of the sex offenses enumerated 
under Mental Hygiene Law article 10. In 
light of the particular circumstances 
presented in this proceeding, the 
Supreme Court should have granted the 
appellant's request to issue an expanded 
charge to the jury containing 
supplemental information as to the 
specific statutory meaning of "sex 
offense," so that the jury could make a 
proper evaluation of the evidence.… 
  
[T]he Supreme Court's failure to either 
provide the statutory definition of "sex 
offense" under Mental Hygiene Law 
article 10 or to inform the jury that there is 
a distinction between a predisposition to 
commit a "sex offense" and a 
predisposition to commit nonenumerated 
acts of sexual misconduct could have 
misled the jury into making a finding of 
mental abnormality, based solely upon 
the evidence of the appellant's 
predisposition to commit any improper 
sexual conduct. Consequently, a new trial 
is required … . Matter of State of New 
York v Adrien S, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01175, 2nd Dept 2-19-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01175.htm 

 

CRIMINAL LAW/TAX LAW 
  

Defendant Could Properly Subpoena 
Documents Which May Support a Motion to 

Dismiss the Indictment in the Interest of 
Justice/There Was Evidence of a Policy Not 
to Prosecute Native Americans for Tax Law 

Violations Relating to Cigarettes 
  

In a case alleging (criminal) cigarette-related tax 
law violations, the Third Department affirmed 
Supreme Court’s denial of the state police’s and 
the tax department’s motions to quash 
subpoenas concerning a forbearance 
enforcement policy.  The defendant, who is 
Native American, alleged the tax department 
and the state police made a policy-decision not 
to prosecute Native Americans for tax law 
violations related to cigarettes manufactured by 
Native Americans.  The subpoenas were 
deemed relevant to a possible “interest of 
justice” dismissal of the indictment: 
  

To be sure, the policy of the Department 
and the issues surrounding the Division's 
actual enforcement of the Tax Law with 
respect to Native American manufactured 
cigarettes may very well be found 
insufficient to justify dismissal of the 
indictment in the interest of justice.  Yet, 
we simply cannot say that the testimony 
sought on those issues "is utterly 
irrelevant" to the question of whether 
defendant's prosecution here would be 
unjust … .   Accordingly, Supreme Court 
properly denied the motions to quash the 
subpoenas.People v Laughing, NYS 
Dept of Taxation and Finance, 516567, 
3rd Dept 1-16-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516567.pdf 
 
  

DEBTOR/CREDITOR LAW 
  

Conveyance from Mother to Son Not Made in 
“Good Faith” and Therefore Was 

Constructively Fraudulent 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Tom, the First 
Department determined that a conveyance of an 
apartment from mother to son, after an 
arbitration award against the mother, was not 
done in “good faith” and therefore constituted a 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01175.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01175.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516567.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516567.pdf
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constructively fraudulent conveyance under 
Debtor and Creditor Law sections 273-a and 
278: 
  

The Debtor and Creditor Law identifies 
two indicia of "fair consideration" for 
conveyed property: the adequacy of what 
is given in exchange for it and "good 
faith." With regard to value, § 272(a), 
governing a conveyance made in 
exchange for the property, provides for 
the receipt of something that is "a fair 
equivalent therefor," and § 272(b), 
governing an antecedent debt or present 
advance, applicable herein, provides for 
an "amount not disproportionately small 
as compared with the value of the 
property." * * * 
  
"Fair consideration" under Debtor and 
Creditor Law § 272 is not only a matter of 
whether the amount given for the 
transferred property was a "fair 
equivalent" or "not disproportionately 
small," which the parties vigorously 
dispute, but whether the transaction is 
made "in good faith," an obligation that is 
imposed on both the transferor and the 
transferee … . The determination of 
whether such obligation has been met is 
one that rests on the circumstances of the 
individual matter … . Sardis v Frankel, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00080, 1st Dept 1-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00080.htm 

 
 

DEFAMATION 
  

Attorney’s Defamation Suit Against Client 
Based Upon Letters Sent to the Attorney by 

the Client Dismissed 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Saxe, the 
First Department determined that letters written 
by a client to an attorney, terminating the 
attorney’s employment, were not actionable 
under a defamation theory for three reasons: the 
statements constituted opinion; the statements 
were absolutely privileged; and the statements 
were qualifiedly privileged.  With respect to 
qualified privilege, the First Department wrote: 
  

…[T]he statements contained in 
defendants' letters would be subject to a 

qualified privilege as communications 
upon a subject matter in which both 
parties had an interest … . "The shield 
provided by a qualified privilege may be 
dissolved if plaintiff can demonstrate that 
defendant [made the statement] with 
malice,'" which may mean either spite or 
ill will, or knowledge that the statement 
was false or made in reckless disregard 
of its truth or falsity … . The statement 
must have been made with a proper 
purpose, and publication must be in a 
proper manner and to proper parties only 
… . 
  
A client's letter to an attorney terminating 
the attorney's services and explaining the 
client's perceived grounds for the 
termination qualifies as a communication 
on a subject in which sender and 
recipient have a shared interest. Where 
the letter is sent only to the attorney, and 
access to its contents is limited to the 
recipient and the defendant (which 
includes any of defendant's employees 
who assisted in its preparation), proper 
publication is established as a matter of 
law. Plaintiff's bare allegations of malice 
are insufficient to prevent dismissal on 
this ground. 
  
"The threat of being put to the defense of 
a lawsuit . . . may be as chilling to the 
exercise of First Amendment freedoms as 
fear of the outcome of the lawsuit itself" 
… . As a matter of public policy, which 
should protect open and honest 
communication between attorneys and 
their clients, clients must be permitted to 
make such claims, or complaints, directly 
to their attorneys, and to their attorneys 
alone, without threat of a 
lawsuit. Frechtman v Gutterman, 2014 
NY slip Op 00437, 1st Dept 1-23-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00437.htm 
 

 
Questions of Fact About Defamatory 
Meaning and Malice Re: Statements 

Concerning a Public Figure 
  
The Third Department determined plaintiff, a 
public figure, had raised questions of fact about 
whether defamatory advertisements were done 
with malice: 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00080.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00080.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00437.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00437.htm
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Plaintiff was a public figure … and, as 
such, he must prove by clear and 
convincing evidence that defendant made 
a false statement with actual malice … . 
Distinguishing actionable fact from a 
protected expression of opinion is a 
question of law in which several factors 
are weighed, including whether the 
allegedly defamatory words have a 
precise meaning that is readily 
understood, whether the statement can 
be proven as true or false, and whether 
the context and surrounding 
circumstances would indicate that the 
comment is an opinion … . Further, 
summary judgment dismissing a 
defamation action may be avoided where 
the statement is a "'mixed opinion' 
implying a basis in undisclosed fact" or 
"'pure opinion' that accuses the plaintiff of 
engaging in criminal conduct"… .Since 
defendant's statement includes both a 
strong inference that he knows 
undisclosed facts that support his 
assertion that plaintiff engaged in 
"numerous unscrupulous dealings" when 
he previously was Town Supervisor and 
includes an example that indicated 
possible unlawful abuse of that office, we 
agree with Supreme Court that the 
statements are sufficiently susceptible to 
a defamatory meaning to avoid summary 
judgment … . Moreover, defendant 
essentially acknowledged at his 
deposition that he had no basis for some 
of his accusations, and when this proof is 
viewed most favorably to the nonmovant, 
there is adequate evidence in the record 
to raise a triable issue of fact regarding 
whether defendant acted with actual 
malice… . Baker v Galusha, 517125, 3rd 
Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/517125.pdf 
 

 

EMINENT DOMAIN 
  

Criteria for Valuation of Vacant Land 
Explained 

  
The Second Department determined Supreme 
Court properly valued the condemned vacant 
land. Supreme Court rejected the village’s 
contention that Supreme Court had improperly 

incorporated the enhancement of value resulting 
from the inclusion of the property in the village’s 
urban redevelopment plan. The court explained 
the criteria for determining the value of vacant 
land: 
  

In a case involving the taking of property, 
"[t]he measure of damages must reflect 
the fair market value of the property in its 
highest and best use on the date of the 
taking, regardless of whether the property 
is being put to such use at the time" … 
.Where an increment is added to the 
value of vacant land to reflect its 
development potential, "the specific 
increment which is selected and applied 
must be based on sufficient evidence and 
be satisfactorily explained" … . Moreover 
"[i]t is … necessary to show that there is a 
reasonable possibility that the property's 
highest and best asserted use could or 
would have been made within the 
reasonably near future, and a use which 
is no more than a speculative or 
hypothetical arrangement may not be 
accepted as the basis for an award" … 
."[A] condemnee may not receive an 
enhanced value for its property where the 
enhancement is due to the property's 
inclusion within a redevelopment plan" … 
. Thus, for example, property zoned for 
industrial use "should be valued in 
accordance with the industrial zoning 
designation which would apply if the 
redevelopment plan did not exist," for "[a] 
condemnee is only entitled to 
compensation for what it has lost, not for 
what the condemnor has gained"… 
. Matter of Village of Haverstraw (AAA 
Electricians Inc), 2014 NY Slip Op 
01332, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01332.htm 
 
  

EMPLOYMENT LAW (GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYMENT) 

  
Plaintiff Raised a Question of Fact About 

Whether Her Employment Was Terminated in 
Retaliation for Protected Activity 

  
The Fourth Department concluded plaintiff had 
raised a question of fact about whether the 
termination of her employment with the county 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517125.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/517125.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01332.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01332.htm
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was in retaliation for protected activity. The wife 
of plaintiff’s boss was a special education 
teacher working with plaintiff’s son. Shortly after 
complaining to the school district about the 
special education plaintiff’s son was receiving, 
plaintiff’s job was eliminated. The Fourth 
Department summarized the applicable law as 
follows: 
  

In order to make out a claim for unlawful 
retaliation under state or federal law, a 
plaintiff must show that “(1) she has 
engaged in protected activity, (2) her 
employer was aware that she participated 
in such activity, (3) she suffered an 
adverse employment action based upon 
her activity, and (4) there is a causal 
connection between the protected activity 
and the adverse action” … .In order to 
establish entitlement to summary 
judgment in a retaliation case, a 
defendant may “demonstrate that the 
plaintiff cannot make out a prima facie 
claim of retaliation” or, alternatively, a 
defendant may “offer legitimate, 
nonretaliatory reasons for the challenged 
actions,” and show that there are “no 
triable issue[s] of fact . . . whether the . . . 
[reasons are] pretextual”… . * * *With 
respect to the element of a causal 
connection, we note that such element 
“may be established either ‘indirectly by 
showing that the protected activity was 
followed closely by [retaliatory] treatment, 
. . . or directly through evidence of 
retaliatory animus directed against a 
plaintiff by the defendant’ ”… . Calhoun v 
County of Herkimer, 1303, 4th Dept 2-
14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1303.pdf 

 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
  

Society Supporting Protection of 
Preservation Area Had Standing to Challenge 
Waiver Allowing Business to Operate in Area 
 
The Second Department determined that the 
petitioners had standing to challenge the 
planning commission’s determination that the 
respondents should be granted a hardship 
waiver (Environmental Conservation Law 57-

0121(10)) to continue a commercial landscaping 
and horticultural services business in a 
preservation area (Long Island Central Pine 
Barrens).  Richard Amper, in his capacity as 
Executive Director of the Long Island Barrens 
Society, Inc, opposed the granting of the waiver 
and brought the underlying Arcticle 78 
proceeding.  The Second Department 
determined the respondent had met the 
requirements for a hardship waiver.  On the 
question of standing, the Second Department 
wrote: 
  

…[T]he Supreme Court erred in holding 
that the petitioners lacked standing to 
challenge the determination. Whether an 
organization or association has standing 
involves the application of the three-
pronged test set forth in Society of 
Plastics Indus. v County of Suffolk (77 
NY2d 761). As pertinent to this appeal, 
the first prong of that test requires that the 
organization or association demonstrate 
that "one or more of its members would 
have standing to sue" as an individual (id. 
at 775). An individual has standing where 
he or she "would suffer direct harm, injury 
that is in some way different from that of 
the public at large" (id. at 774) and "the 
in-fact injury of which [he or she] 
complains . . . falls within the zone of 
interests,' or concerns, sought to be 
promoted or protected by the statutory 
provision under which the agency has 
acted" (id. at 773 …). In Matter of Save 
the Pine Bush, Inc. v Common Council of 
City of Albany (13 NY3d 297), the Court 
of Appeals held that, in land-use and 
environmental cases, "a person who can 
prove that he or she uses and enjoys a 
natural resource more than most other 
members of the public has standing . . . to 
challenge government actions that 
threaten that resource" (id. at 301). Here, 
the petitioners established that Amper, in 
both his individual and professional 
capacities, uses and enjoys the Pine 
Barrens to a greater degree than most 
other members of the public. The fact that 
Amper lives some distance from the 
property in question is not dispositive 
(see id. at 305…). Further, the petitioners 
established that the threatened injury to 
Amper caused by development within the 
core preservation area of the Central Pine 
Barrens falls within the zone of interests 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1303.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1303.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1303.pdf
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sought to be protected by the Long Island 
Pine Barrens Protection Act of 1993 (L 
1993, ch 262) (hereinafter the Act) … . 
Thus, Amper has standing to sue 
individually, and his standing satisfied the 
first prong of the test for the Society's 
organizational standing. The Society 
meets the second and third prongs of the 
organizational standing test, namely that 
its interests in the instant proceeding are 
germane to its purposes, and that "neither 
the asserted claim nor the appropriate 
relief requires the participation of the 
individual members." Therefore, the 
Society also has standing to challenge 
the Commission's determination (id. at 
775). Matter of Long Is Pine Barrens 
Socy, Inc v Central Pine Barrens Joint 
Planning & Policy Commn, 2014 NY 
Slip Op 00511, 2nd Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00511.htm 
 

 

FAMILY LAW 
  

Under the Circumstances, One Incident 
Involving Corporal Punishment Did Not 

Demonstrate Neglect 
  

The Second Department affirmed Family Court’s 
finding that the Administration for Children’s 
Services (ACS) did not demonstrate father had 
neglected his 14-year-old child by using 
excessive corporal punishment.  Father had 
struck the child with a belt when she refused to 
give him her cell phone: 
  

Parents have a right to use reasonable 
physical force against a child in order to 
maintain discipline or to promote the 
child's welfare. However, the use of 
excessive corporal punishment 
constitutes neglect … . The petitioner has 
the burden of proving neglect by a 
preponderance of the evidence … . 
Although a single incident of excessive 
corporal punishment may suffice to 
support a finding of neglect, there are 
instances where the record will not 
support such a finding, even where the 
parent's use of physical force was 
inappropriate … . Under the 
circumstances presented here, the Family 
Court correctly found that ACS failed to 

establish by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the father neglected 
Anastasia by virtue of his infliction of 
excessive corporal punishment upon her. 
ACS failed to establish that the father 
intended to hurt Anastasia, or that his 
conduct demonstrated a pattern of 
excessive corporal punishment … . There 
was insufficient evidence that Anastasia 
suffered the requisite impairment of her 
physical, mental, or emotional well-being 
to support a finding of neglect … . Given 
Anastasia's age, the circumstances under 
which the altercation occurred, and the 
isolated nature of the father's conduct, the 
court did not err in dismissing the 
petitions… . Matter of Anastasia L –D, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00226, 2nd Dept 1-15-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00226.htm 
 
 

Stipulation that Did Not Comply with Child 
Support Standards Act Upheld 

  
In upholding a child support stipulation which did 
not comply with the Child Support Standards Act 
(CSSA), the Second Department explained the 
procedure for waiving the act: 
  

Parties to a separation agreement are 
free to "opt out" of the provisions of the 
CSSA so long as their decision is made 
knowingly … . To ensure that waivers of 
the statutory provisions of the CSSA are 
truly knowingly made, Domestic Relations 
Law § 240(1-b)(h) requires specific 
recitals: (1) that the parties have been 
made aware of the CSSA; (2) that they 
are aware that the guidelines would result 
in the calculation of the presumptively 
correct amount of support; (3) that in the 
event the agreement deviates from the 
guidelines, it must recite the 
presumptively correct amount of support 
that would have been fixed pursuant 
thereto; and (4) the reason for the 
deviation … . The policy reasons 
underlying the requirement that waivers 
must be knowingly made are so strong 
that agreements that do not comply with 
the strictures of the CSSA are invalid and 
unenforceable, at least to the extent of 
the child support provisions set forth 
therein… . Rockitter v Rockitter, 2014 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00511.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00511.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00226.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00226.htm
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NY Slip Op 00336, 2nd Dept 1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00336.htm 
 
  

Analytical Criteria for Stipulation of 
Settlement Which Is Incorporated But Not 

Merged 
  

In finding that a stipulation of settlement did not 
obligate the parties to file joint income tax 
returns, the Second Department explained the 
analytical criteria to be applied to a stipulation 
that is incorporated but not merged into a 
judgment of divorce: 
  

" A stipulation of settlement which is 
incorporated but not merged into a 
judgment of divorce is a contract subject 
to principles of contract construction and 
interpretation'" … . " Where such an 
agreement is clear and unambiguous on 
its face, the intent of the parties must be 
gleaned from the four corners of the 
instrument, and not from extrinsic 
evidence'" … . "A court may not write into 
a contract conditions the parties did not 
insert or, under the guise of construction, 
add or excise terms, and it may not 
construe the language in such a way as 
would distort the apparent meaning" … . 
"Moreover, a court cannot reform an 
agreement to conform to what it thinks is 
proper, if the parties have not assented to 
such a reformation"… . Tamburello v 
Tamburello, 2014 NY Slip Op 00342, 
2nd Dept 1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00342.htm 
 
  

Separate Dispositional Hearing to Determine 
Best Interests of the Child Appropriate in 

Mental Illness Parental-Rights Termination 
Proceeding 

  
The Second Department explained when a 
separate dispositional hearing is appropriate in a 
proceeding to terminate parental rights based on 
mental illness: 
  

Although, in the context of a proceeding 
pursuant to Social Services Law § 384-b 
to terminate parental rights based on 
mental illness, a separate dispositional 
hearing is not necessarily required in 

every case … the circumstances of a 
particular case may warrant a 
dispositional hearing such that a court's 
determination to forgo such a hearing 
constitutes an improvident exercise of 
discretion … . Here, the evidence 
adduced at the fact-finding hearing 
indicated that the mother consistently 
continued her treatment, successfully 
completed parenting classes, and 
regularly visited the subject child. 
Furthermore, the record indicated that the 
subject child, who is now 13 years old, 
has long opposed adoption and has 
expressed a desire to maintain a close 
relationship with her mother. Under these 
circumstances, the court should have 
granted the mother's motion for a 
dispositional hearing so that the parties 
could introduce evidence as to which of 
the dispositional alternatives would be in 
the best interests of the child… . Matter 
of Christina LN, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00361, 2nd Dept 1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00361.htm 
 
  

Natural Mother Appointed Guardian of Her 
Children to Facilitate Undocumented 

Children’s Pursuit of Special Immigrant 
Juvenile Status 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Chambers, 
the Second Department reversed Family Court 
and awarded mother guardianship of her 
children so the undocumented children could 
pursue special immigrant juvenile status (SIJS) 
to become lawful residents of the United 
States.  In El Salvador the children had been 
threatened with death if they did not join a local 
gang, and the children’s grandmother had been 
killed by the gang: 
  

The Immigration and Nationality Act, 
which established SIJS (see 8 USC § 
1101[a][27][J]; Pub L 101-649, § 153, 104 
US Stat 4978 [101st Cong, 2d Sess, Nov 
29, 1990]), employs "a unique hybrid 
procedure that directs the collaboration of 
state and federal systems" … . The child, 
or someone acting on his or her behalf, 
must first petition a state juvenile court to 
issue an order making special findings of 
fact that the child is dependent upon a 
juvenile court or legally committed to an 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00336.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00336.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00342.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00342.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00361.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00361.htm
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individual appointed by a state or juvenile 
court. Further, a state juvenile court must 
find that reunification with one or both 
parents is not viable due to parental 
abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a 
similar basis, and that it is not in the 
child's best interests to be returned to his 
or her home country … . Only once a 
state juvenile court has issued this factual 
predicate order may the child, or 
someone acting on his or her behalf, 
petition the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (hereinafter USCIS) 
for SIJS … . In addition, to be eligible for 
SIJS, the child must be unmarried and 
under 21 years of age (see 8 CFR 
204.11[c][1], [2]). Ultimately, the 
Secretary of the Department of Homeland 
Security must consent to the grant of 
SIJS… . The Secretary's consent ensures 
that the child is seeking SIJS for the 
purpose of obtaining relief from abuse, 
neglect, or abandonment, and not 
primarily for the purpose of obtaining 
lawful permanent residency status … . 
Since ultimately the Secretary must give 
consent, the Family Court "is not 
rendering an immigration determination" 
… . 
  
In the case before us, there are sufficient 
allegations in the guardianship petitions 
and supporting papers to suggest that 
naming the mother as guardian of the 
subject children would be in their best 
interests … . * * * Naming the mother as 
guardian of the children may potentially 
enable the children to pursue legal status 
in the United States. If legal status is 
granted, the children may avoid being 
separated from their mother and instead 
keep their family intact and safe, away 
from the perils present in El Salvador … . 
In sum, assuming the truth of the 
allegations, we disagree with the Family 
Court's conclusion that there is "no 
reason" to appoint the mother as 
guardian of the children. Matter of 
Marisol NH 2014 NY Slip Op 00664, 2nd 
Dept 2-5-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00664.htm 

  
The Second Department reached the same 
conclusion in another case decided the same 
day: Matter of Maura AR-R (Santos FR), 2014 

NY Slip Op 00669, 2nd Dept 2-5-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/20
14/2014_00669.htm 

 
Family Court Should Have Granted an 

Adjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal 
as the Least Restrictive Dispositional 
Alternative in a Juvenile Delinquency 

Proceeding 
  
In a juvenile delinquency proceeding, the First 
Department, over a dissent, determined the 
appellant should have been granted an 
adjournment of contemplation of dismissal 
(ACD) as the appropriate least restrictive 
disposition of the case: 
  

…[W]e conclude that an adjournment in 
contemplation of dismissal (ACD) would 
have been the least restrictive 
dispositional alternative consistent with 
appellant's needs and the community's 
need for protection … . We note that an 
ACD could have been made subject to 
conditions, such as counseling and 
educational requirements. This was 
appellant's first offense, and he had an 
exemplary academic record, along with 
strong recommendations from school 
personnel … . There is no indication that 
he has unsavory friends or a record of 
school disciplinary problems, truancy or 
poor grades … . On the contrary, 
appellant, who has a strong social 
support network, received an award for 
perfect school attendance and, upon 
graduation from eighth grade, an 
assemblyman and senator from the area 
awarded him a certificate of merit for 
academic achievement. He has also 
demonstrated leadership in sports. 
Additionally, appellant participated in a 
sexual behavior program and expressed 
remorse for his actions. Furthermore, 
appellant … stayed out of trouble for the 
18 months that the case was pending. 
Based on all these factors, there is no 
reason to believe that appellant needed 
any supervision beyond that which could 
have been provided under an 
ACD. Matter of Juan P, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 00879, 1st Dept 2-11-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00879.htm 
 

  

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00664.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00664.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00669.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00669.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00879.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00879.htm
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Review of Stipulated Custody Arrangement 
Warranted by Change of 

Circumstances/Seriousness of Mother’s 
Alcohol-Related Behavior Increased 

  
The Third Department reversed Supreme Court 
finding that a change in mother’s alcohol-related 
behavior warranted a review of the custody 
arrangement set out in a stipulation: 
  

When parties enter into stipulations 
resolving custody issues, those 
stipulations will not be modified unless 
there is a sufficient change in 
circumstances since the time of the 
stipulation, and unless modification of the 
custody arrangement is in the best 
interests of the child[]" … . Here, although 
the father admittedly was aware of the 
mother's issues with alcohol at the time 
that he agreed to share custody with her, 
evidence of the mother's continuing and 
escalating problems in this regard, 
coupled with her subsequent alcohol-
related arrests and the indicated child 
protective services reports, "was sufficient 
to constitute a change in circumstances 
requiring a review of the existing custody 
arrangement in order to determine 
whether [such arrangement] continued to 
be in the child's best interests" … . 
Accordingly, Supreme Court should have 
undertaken a best interests 
analysis. Matter of Kiernan v Kiernan, 
515662, 3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/515662.pdf 
 

  
Family Court Improperly Delegated Its 

Responsibility to Set the Terms of Father’s 
Supervised Visitation 

  
The Third Department determined Family Court 
improperly relinquished its authority to dictate 
the terms of father’s supervised visitation to the 
petitioner (grandmother): 
  

…[W]e find merit to the father's 
contention that Family Court erred in 
granting visitation subject to conditions of 
supervision set at the sole discretion of 
petitioner. Family Court is required to 
determine the issue of visitation in accord 
with the best interests of the children and 
fashion a schedule that permits a 

noncustodial parent to have frequent and 
regular access … . In doing so, the court 
may not delegate its authority to make 
such decisions to a party … . Here, in 
light of the father's apparent history of 
domestic violence and failure to submit to 
a substance abuse screen, the court did 
not err in requiring that the father be 
subject to supervised visitation.However, 
inasmuch as the court granted complete 
authority to petitioner to determine the 
father's access to the children and under 
what conditions that access may occur, 
the court impermissibly abdicated its 
responsibility to ensure that the father has 
regular and meaningful visitation with the 
children and, therefore, the matter must 
be remitted for a hearing and 
redetermination in this regard… . Matter 
of Aida B v Alfredo C, 515713, 3rd Dept 
2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/515713.pdf 

 
  
Criteria for Interpreting Ambiguous Terms in 

Separation Agreement 
  
The Third Department explained how ambiguity 
in the terms of a separation agreement is to be 
handled by the courts: 
  

Ambiguity in a separation agreement is 
resolved, as with any contract, by 
determining the parties' intent from within 
the instrument's four corners, if possible, 
and otherwise from extrinsic evidence … . 
In doing so, "[t]he court is not limited to 
the literal language of the agreement, but 
should also include a consideration of 
whatever may be reasonably implied from 
that literal language"… . Matter of 
Apjohn v Lubinski, 516326, 3rd Dept 2-
20 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516326.pdf 
 
  

Defendant’s Failure to Comply with 
Stipulated Custody Arrangement Warranted 

Awarding Sole Custody to Plaintiff 
  
The Second Department determined Supreme 
Court had correctly found a change in 
circumstances justifying a change in the custody 
arrangement (sole custody awarded to the 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515662.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515662.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515713.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/515713.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516326.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516326.pdf
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plaintiff). Despite the stipulation allowing liberal 
visitation by the plaintiff, the defendant did not 
comply with the agreement: 
  

"Where parents enter into an agreement 
concerning custody, it will not be set 
aside unless there is a sufficient change 
in circumstances since the time [*2]of the 
stipulation and unless the modification of 
the custody agreement is in the best 
interests of the children'" … . In 
determining the child's best interests, the 
court must look to the totality of the 
circumstances … . "As custody 
determinations turn in large part on 
assessments of the credibility, character, 
temperament, and sincerity of the parties, 
the [c]ourt's determination should not be 
disturbed unless it lacks a sound and 
substantial basis in the record" … .In this 
case, the critical issue facing the 
Supreme Court was the parties' relative 
abilities to foster a relationship with the 
noncustodial parent and to cooperate in 
coordinating long-distance visitation. As 
we have stated, "one of the primary 
responsibilities of a custodial parent is to 
assure meaningful contact between the 
children and the noncustodial parent, and 
the willingness of a parent to assure such 
meaningful contact between the children 
and the other parent is a factor to be 
considered in making a custody 
determination" … . In contrast, "[w]illful 
interference with a noncustodial parent's 
right to visitation is so inconsistent with 
the best interests of the children as to, 
per se, raise a strong probability that the 
offending party is unfit to act as a 
custodial parent" … . Alvarez v Alcarez, 
2014 NY Slip Op 01286, 2nd Dept 2-26-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01286.htm 

 
  

Stipulation of Settlement Not 
Unconscionable/Provision Relating to Child 

Support Invalid Because No Indication 
Parties Were Advised of the Relevant 

Portions of the Child Support Standards Act 
  
The Second Department determined Supreme 
Court should not have vacated a stipulation of 
settlement as unconscionable. However, the 
provision in the stipulation relating to child 

support was invalid because it did not indicate 
the parties were advised of the relevant portions 
of the Child Support Standards Act. The court 
explained the criteria for unconscionability in this 
context: 
  

"A stipulation of settlement which is made 
in open court by parties who are 
represented by counsel and who 
unequivocally agree to its terms will not 
be set aside absent a showing that the 
stipulation was tainted by mistake, fraud, 
duress, overreaching or 
unconscionability" … . As relevant here, a 
stipulation of settlement is 
unconscionable if it "is one which no 
person in his or her senses and not under 
delusion would make on the one hand, 
and no honest and fair person would 
accept on the other, the inequality being 
so strong and manifest as to shock the 
conscience and confound the … 
judgment of any person of common 
sense" … . However, a stipulation of 
settlement is not unconscionable "simply 
because it might have been improvident 
or one-sided" … . The defendant here, as 
the party seeking to vacate the stipulation 
of partial settlement, had the burden of 
showing that its terms were 
unconscionable … . O’Hanlon v 
O’Hanlon, 2014 NY Slip Op 01303, 2nd 
Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01303.htm 
 
  
Father Demonstrated Child Was 

Constructively Emancipated/Child Support 
Obligation Terminated 

  
The Second Department determined Family 
Court should have terminated father’s child 
support obligation because the child was 
“constructively emancipated: 
  

”"It is fundamental public policy in New 
York that parents are responsible for their 
children's support until age 21" … . 
"However, under the doctrine of 
constructive emancipation, a child of 
employable age who actively abandons 
the noncustodial parent by refusing all 
contact and visitation may forfeit any 
entitlement to support. A child's mere 
reluctance to see a parent is not 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01286.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01286.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01303.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01303.htm
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abandonment"… . " [W]here it is the 
parent who causes a breakdown in 
communication with his [or her] child, or 
has made no serious effort to contact the 
child and exercise his [or her] visitation 
rights, the child will not be deemed to 
have abandoned the parent'… . Such a 
breakdown in communication between a 
parent and a child may result from the 
parent's "malfeasance, misconduct, 
neglect, or abuse" … . Where a child 
justifiably refuses to continue a 
relationship with a parent due to such 
parental conduct, the child will not be 
deemed to be self-emancipated … . "The 
burden of proof as to emancipation is on 
the party asserting it"… . * * *The 
evidence at the hearing established that 
the father consistently made a serious 
effort to maintain a relationship with the 
subject child during the relevant time 
period. The testimony adduced at the 
hearing demonstrated that the father 
regularly called the subject child at the 
mother's home, but his calls would either 
go unanswered, or, according to the 
mother, the subject child would refuse to 
speak with him. The father testified that 
he left messages indicating his 
willingness to participate in counseling 
with the subject child, but these offers 
were not accepted. On special occasions, 
the father left gifts and cards for the child 
that the child did not acknowledge. The 
father also contacted the child's therapist 
and suggested therapeutic visitation with 
the child. However, the child refused this 
offer. In addition to demonstrating the 
father's serious efforts to maintain a 
relationship with the child, the evidence 
demonstrated that, during the relevant 
period of time, the father's behavior was 
not a primary cause of the deterioration in 
his relationship with the subject child. 
Based on the evidence presented at the 
hearing, the father satisfied his burden of 
demonstrating that the subject child was 
constructively emancipated, and a finding 
in the father's favor in connection with this 
issue is warranted by the facts. Matter of 
Jurgielewicz v Johnston, 2014 NY Slip 
Op 01325, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01325.htm 
 
  

  
Mother’s Failure to Seek Medical Care for 

Child Coupled With Mother’s Mental Illness 
Supported Neglect Finding 

  
The Third Department determined Family 
Court’s neglect finding was supported by 
evidence mother did not seek needed dental 
and medical care for her child and suffered from 
psychological problems which created an 
imminent risk of harm to the child: 
  

To establish neglect, a petitioner must 
demonstrate, by a preponderance of the 
evidence, that the child's physical, mental 
or emotional condition has been impaired 
or is in imminent danger of becoming 
impaired due to the failure of the parent 
or caretaker to exercise a minimum 
degree of care (see Family Ct Act §§ 
1012 [f] [i]…). In determining the 
minimum degree of care, courts must 
objectively evaluate parental behavior in 
terms of whether "a reasonable and 
prudent parent [would] have so acted, or 
failed to act, under the circumstances 
then and there existing" … . On this 
basis, a failure to provide adequate 
medical care and/or follow through with 
necessary medical treatment constitutes 
neglect… . * * *"While evidence of mental 
illness, alone, does not support a finding 
of neglect, such evidence may be part of 
a neglect determination when the proof 
further demonstrates that a respondent's 
condition creates an imminent risk of 
physical, mental or emotional harm to a 
child"… . Matter of Josephine BB …, 
516132, 3rd Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516132.pdf 
 
  

Summary Judgment Finding Derivative 
Neglect Should Not Have Been Granted 

  
The Third Department determined Family Court 
should not have granted summary judgment 
finding derivative neglect. Despite the recent 
finding of neglect of three other children (by 
consent), there were questions of fact about 
whether the conditions leading to the previous 
neglect determination were being addressed: 
  

Family Court erred in granting summary 
judgment because triable issues of fact 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01325.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01325.htm
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516132.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516132.pdf
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remain. Summary judgment is rarely used 
in Family Court proceedings, and is only 
appropriate when no triable issue of fact 
exists … . While proof that respondent 
previously neglected three other children 
was admissible on the issue of whether 
he neglected Karm'ny (see Family Ct Act 
§ 1046 [a] [i]), such proof alone typically 
is not sufficient to establish derivative 
neglect … . "Derivative neglect is 
established where the evidence 
demonstrates an impairment of parental 
judgment to the point that it creates a 
substantial risk of harm for any child left 
in that parent's care, and the prior neglect 
determination is sufficiently proximate in 
time to reasonably conclude that the 
problematic conditions continue to exist" 
… . The prior neglect determination here 
occurred less than three months before 
the instant petition was filed, sufficiently 
proximate so as to give rise to an 
inference that the conditions leading to 
such determination still existed … . 
Despite that inference, the testimony from 
the Family Ct Act § 1028 hearing raised 
questions of fact regarding whether 
respondent was appropriately dealing 
with those conditions… . Matter of 
Karm’ny…, 516250, 3rd Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516250.pdf 

 
  

Criteria for Interpreting a Settlement 
Agreement Which Is Incorporated But Not 

Merged Into the Judgment of Divorce 
  
In finding that a settlement agreement was not 
ambiguous and had been complied with by the 
mother, the Third Department explained the 
status of a separation agreement which is 
incorporated but not merged into a judgment of 
divorce: 
  

A settlement agreement that is 
incorporated into, but not merged with, a 
judgment of divorce remains an 
independent contract, binding on the 
parties and subject to the rules of contract 
interpretation … . "Where the language of 
the agreement is clear, the court must 
determine the intent of the parties by 
examining the agreement itself" … 
."Whether language is ambiguous is a 
matter of law to be determined by the 

court, and in rendering this determination 
a court may not add or excise terms, nor 
distort the meaning of those used" … 
. Matter of Drake v Drake, 516960, 3rd 
Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516960.pdf 
 
  

FAMILY LAW/APPEALS 
  

In Order for Family Court to Review a 
Support Magistrate's Order, Specific 
Objections Must Have Been Made to 

Preserve the Issues Raised in Family Court 
  
  

The Third Department determined that Family 
Court’s order must be vacated because it was 
based upon issues not raised in objections to 
the Support Magistrate’s order.  Because Family 
Court acts as an appellate court with respect to 
orders by the Support Magistrate, any errors 
must be preserved by objections: 
  

…"[A]n order from a Support Magistrate is 
final and Family Court's review under 
Family Ct Act § 439 (e) is tantamount to 
appellate review and requires specific 
objections for issues to be preserved" … 
.  The issues noted by the court were not 
included in the father's objections 
…. Matter of Porter v D’Amano. 
516522, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516522.pdf 

 

 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION LAW 

(FOIL) 
  

Redaction of Information Which Could 
Possibly Endanger Witnesses in a Homicide 

Investigation Is Required 
  

Over a dissent, the First Department determined 
that information which could endanger 
confidential witnesses in a homicide 
investigation should be redacted from 
documents released pursuant to a FOIL request: 
  

We agree with the dissent's observation 
that the public safety exemption of Public 
Officers Law § 87(2)(f) does not warrant a 
blanket exception for DD5s …that reveal 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516250.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516250.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516960.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516960.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516522.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516522.pdf
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the identity of individuals (see Gould v 
New York City Police Dept., 89 NY2d 
267, 277 [1996]…). However, the 
dissent's rationale for release of this 
information, i.e., that "they may provide 
further information that would benefit 
[petitioner’s] case" is at odds with both 
the public safety and privacy exemptions 
of Public Officers Law § 87. 
  
The Gould Court recognized that 
unlimited disclosure of identifying 
information on the DD5s is not warranted. 
It stated that "[d]isclosure of such 
documents could potentially endanger the 
safety of witnesses, invade personal 
rights, and expose confidential 
information of nonroutine police 
procedures. The statutory exemptions 
contained in the Public Officers Law, 
however, strike a balance between the 
public's right to open government and the 
inherent risks carried by disclosure of 
police files" (Gould, 89 NY2d at 278, 
citing Public Officers Law § 87[2][b], [e], 
[f]). * * * 
  
…[I]n the context of a homicide 
investigation, "we do not find that there 
must be a specific showing by 
respondents that petitioner, who is 
presently incarcerated, has threatened or 
intimidated any of the witnesses in his 
criminal case . . . in order to warrant 
redaction of certain identifying 
information" …. . … "The agency in 
question need only demonstrate a 
possibility of endanger[ment]' in order to 
invoke this exemption" … . In fact, "[e]ven 
in the absence of such a threat, certain 
information found in DD-5s could, by its 
inherent nature, give rise to the 
implication that its release, in unredacted 
form, could endanger the life and safety 
of witnesses or have a chilling effect on 
future witness cooperation" … . Matter of 
Exoneration Initiative v New York City 
Police Dept, 2014 NY Slip Op 00728, 
1st Dept 2-6-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00728.htm 
 
 

 
  
 

INTENTIONAL TORT 
  

Doctrine of Collateral Estoppel Applied In 
Civil Suit Alleging Sexual Abuse Where 

Defendant Pled Guilty to Offenses Described 
in the Civil Suit 

  
The Second Department determined the 
doctrine of collateral estoppel applied where the 
issues raised in a civil suit, based upon 
allegations of sexual abuse to which the 
defendant pled guilty, were identical to the 
offenses described in the plea transcript. The 
doctrine, however, did not apply to the civil 
allegation of rape because the defendant did not 
plead guilty to rape: 
  

"Where a criminal conviction is based 
upon facts identical to those in issue in a 
related civil action, the plaintiff in the civil 
action can successfully invoke the 
doctrine of collateral estoppel to bar the 
convicted defendant from litigating the 
issue of his liability" … . The doctrine 
applies whether the conviction resulted 
from a plea or a trial … . "The party 
seeking the benefit of collateral estoppel 
bears the burden of proving that the 
identical issue was necessarily decided in 
the prior proceeding, and is decisive of 
the present action" … . "The party against 
whom preclusion is sought bears the 
burden of demonstrating the absence of a 
full and fair opportunity to contest the 
prior determination" … . Morrow v 
Gallagher, 2014 NY Slip Op 00489, 2nd 
Dept 1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00489.htm 

 
 

Elements of False Arrest and Malicious 
Prosecution Explained 

  
The Second Department reversed Supreme 
Court and dismissed plaintiff’s false arrest and 
malicious prosecution action. The court 
explained the elements of the two intentional 
torts: 
  

"In order to prevail on a cause of action 
seeking to recover damages for false 
arrest or imprisonment, a plaintiff must 
prove that: (1) the defendant intended to 
confine the plaintiff; (2) the plaintiff was 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00728.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00728.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00489.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00489.htm
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aware of the resulting confinement; (3) 
the plaintiff did not consent to the 
confinement; and (4) the confinement 
was not otherwise privileged" … . "The 
existence of probable cause serves as a 
legal justification for the arrest and an 
affirmative defense to the claim of false 
imprisonment or false arrest"… . 
Generally, information provided by an 
identified citizen accusing another 
individual of a specific crime is legally 
sufficient to provide the police with 
probable cause to arrest'" … . * * * 
  
"The elements of the tort of malicious 
prosecution are: (1) the commencement 
or continuation of a criminal proceeding 
by the defendant against the plaintiff, (2) 
the termination of the proceeding in favor 
of the accused, (3) the absence of 
probable cause for the criminal 
proceeding and (4) actual malice" … . 
"Once a suspect has been indicted, . . . 
the indictment creates a presumption of 
probable cause to believe that the 
suspect committed the crime" … . "The 
presumption may be overcome only by 
evidence establishing that the police 
witnesses have not made a complete and 
full statement of facts either to the Grand 
Jury or to the District Attorney, that they 
have misrepresented or falsified 
evidence, [or] that they have withheld 
evidence or otherwise acted in bad faith" 
… . Williams v City of New York, 2014 
NY Slip Op 01165, 2nd Dept 2-19-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01165.htm 

 
 
 

JUDICIAL COMPENSATION 
  

2009 Statute Setting Aside Money for 
Increased Judicial Compensation Did Not 

Constitute a Pay Raise for Judges 
  

The Second Department, in a full-fledged 
opinion by Justice Miller, determined that a 2009 
law which set aside $51 million for increases in 
judicial pay did not increase judicial 
compensation.  The plaintiffs, judges and 
justices, argued that the legislation effected a 
pay raise because it did not reference the need 
for any future legislation: 

  
To accept the plaintiffs' argument would 
require us to conclude that the 
Legislature intentionally deleted what 
would have been explicit amendments to 
the salary schedule set forth in article 7-B 
of the Judiciary Law so that judicial 
compensation could be adjusted by 
utilizing the doctrine of repeal by 
implication, in conjunction with the 
implementation of the deleted salary 
schedules… . Pines v State of New 
York, 2014 NY Slip Op 00335, 2nd Dept 
1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00335.htm 

 

 
 

LABOR LAW 
  

Proof of Indemnification Agreement 
Insufficient 

  
The Third Department determined the employer 
did not demonstrate that the contractor hired by 
the employer had agreed to indemnify the 
employer for damages related to the injury of the 
contractor’s employee: 
  

Workers' Compensation Law § 11 
precludes third-party indemnification 
claims against employers unless the 
claim is "based upon a provision in a 
written contract entered into prior to the 
accident or occurrence by which the 
employer had expressly agreed to 
contribution to or indemnification of the . . 
. person asserting the cause of action for 
the type of loss suffered" … . "When a 
party is under no legal duty to indemnify, 
a contract assuming that obligation must 
be strictly construed to avoid reading into 
it a duty which the parties did not intend 
to be assumed" … .  "Whether the parties 
did in fact have such an agreement 
involves a two-part inquiry.  First, we 
consider whether the parties entered into 
a written contract containing an indemnity 
provision applicable to the site or job 
where the injury giving rise to the 
indemnity claim took place. Second, if so, 
we examine whether the indemnity 
provision was sufficiently particular to 
meet the requirements of [Workers' 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01165.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01165.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00335.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00335.htm
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Compensation Law §] 11… . Trombley v 
Socha…, 516943, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516943.pdf 
 
  

“Foreseeability” In the Context of a Building 
Collapse 

  
The First Department explained the 
“foreseeability” aspect of a Labor Law 240(1) 
action stemming from the collapse of a building: 
  

A plaintiff in a case involving collapse of a 
permanent structure must establish that 
the collapse was "foreseeable," not in a 
strict negligence sense, but in the sense 
of foreseeability of exposure to an 
elevation-related risk… . Garcia v 
Neighborhood Partnership Hous Dev 
Fund Co Inc, 2014 NY Slip Op 00298, 
1st Dept 1-21-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00298.htm 

 
  

Question of Fact Whether Vacuuming an 
HVAC Duct Was a Covered Cleaning Activity 

Under the Labor Law 
  

The Second Department determined there was 
a question of fact whether vacuuming an HVAC 
duct was a covered “cleaning” activity under 
Labor Law 240(1): 
  

Outside the sphere of commercial window 
washing (which is covered by Labor Law 
§ 240[1]), the determination of whether an 
activity may be characterized as 
"cleaning" under the statute depends on a 
consideration of four factors. An activity 
cannot be considered "cleaning" under 
the statute if it: "(1) is routine, in the 
sense that it is the type of job that occurs 
on a daily, [*2]weekly or other relatively-
frequent and recurring basis as part of the 
ordinary maintenance and care of 
commercial premises; (2) requires neither 
specialized equipment or expertise, nor 
the unusual deployment of labor; (3) 
generally involves insignificant elevation 
risks comparable to those inherent in 
typical domestic or household cleaning; 
and (4) in light of the core purpose of 
Labor Law § 240(1) to protect 
construction workers, is unrelated to any 

ongoing construction, renovation, 
painting, alteration or repair project" … 
. Collymore v 1895 WWA, LLC, 2014 
NY Slip Op 00320, 2nd Dept 1-22-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00320.htm 
 

  
Subcontractor Which Does Not Supervise or 
Control Injured Worker May Be Liable Under 
Common Law Negligence Where It Creates 

an Unreasonable Risk of Harm 
  

In the course of a decision which discussed 
several Labor Law issues, the Second 
Department noted when a subcontractor (here 
MCN) may be held liable under common law 
negligence, even where the subcontractor has 
no authority to supervise or control the injured 
party’s work: 
  

A subcontractor may be held liable for 
negligence where the work it performed 
created the condition that caused the 
plaintiff's injury, even if it did not possess 
any authority to supervise or control the 
plaintiff's work or work area … . In 
response to MCN's prima facie showing 
with respect to this cause of action, the 
plaintiff raised a triable issue of fact as to 
whether MCN's employee created an 
unreasonable risk of harm that was a 
proximate cause of the plaintiff's 
injuries… . Van Nostrand v Race & 
Rally Constr Co Inc, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00651, 2nd Dept 2-5-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00651.htm 
 

  
Operating a Scaffold for the Benefit of an 

Enumerated Activity Done by Others 
(Caulking) Entitles Scaffold Operator to 

Coverage Under Labor Law 240 (1) 
  
The First Department determined a scaffold 
operator was entitled to summary judgment on 
his Labor Law 240 (1) claim. The scaffold was 
being operated for the benefit of caulkers who 
could not do their work without the scaffold 
operator: 
  

Although plaintiff …. was not operating 
the scaffold in his capacity as a window 
washer at the time of the accident, he 
was operating it for the caulkers who 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516943.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516943.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00298.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00298.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00320.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00320.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00651.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00651.htm
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could not have safely discharged their 
duties without him. Since caulking is an 
activity of the sort enumerated in Labor 
Law § 240(1) …, plaintiff is entitled to the 
same statutory protection as the caulkers, 
and his Labor Law § 240(1) claim against 
888 Seventh Avenue should not be 
dismissed. Further, given the evidence 
that the lanyard and harness provided to 
plaintiff proved inadequate to shield him 
from falling through the rail track, plaintiff 
is entitled to summary judgment on the 
issue of liability on that claim … 
. DeJesus v 888 Seventh Ave LLC, 
2014 NY Slip Op 01273, 1st Dept 2-25-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01273.htm 
 

 
LABOR LAW/CONTRACT 

LAW/PREEMPTION 
  
Labor Law Suit for Gratuities Not Preempted 

by Labor Management Relations Act or 
Prohibited by Collective Bargaining 

Agreement 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Renwick, the 
First Department determined the plaintiffs, food 
and beverages servers at Madison Square 
Garden, had stated a cause of action against the 
defendant Garden under Labor Law 196-d. The 
plaintiffs alleged the Garden was not distributing 
to the plaintiffs all the “service charges” paid by 
customers who were led to believe the “service 
charges” were gratuities for the servers. The 
First Department rejected the Garden’s 
argument that the claims were preempted by 
federal law (Labor Management Relations Act 
[LMRA]) and, alternatively, subject to mandatory 
arbitration under the collective bargaining 
agreement [CBA]. 
  

Section 301 of the LMRA provides that 
"[s]uits for violation of contracts between 
an employer and a labor organization 
representing employees in an industry 
affecting commerce ... may be brought in 
any district court of the United States 
having jurisdiction of the parties" (29 USC 
§ 185[a]. The Supreme Court has 
interpreted this section to preempt state 
law claims "founded directly on rights 
created by collective bargaining 

agreements" as well as "claims 
substantially dependent on an analysis of 
a collective bargaining agreement'"… . * * 
* 
  
Section 301 [of the LMRA] … does not 
preempt state claims when state law 
confers an independent statutory right to 
bring a claim … .Even if resolution of a 
state-law claim "involves attention to the 
same factual considerations as the 
contractual determination ... such 
parallelism [does not mandate 
preemption]" … . 

  
A defendant's reliance on the CBA is not 
enough to "inject---a federal question into 
an action that asserts what is plainly a 
state-law claim"… . * * * 

  
A CBA cannot preclude a lawsuit 
concerning individual statutory rights 
unless the arbitration clause in the 
agreement is "clear and unmistakable" 
that the parties intended to arbitrate such 
individual claims … . "A clear and 
unmistakable' waiver exists where one of 
two requirements is met: (1) if the 
arbitration clause contains an explicit 
provision whereby an employee 
specifically agrees to submit all causes of 
action arising out of his employment to 
arbitration; or (2) where the arbitration 
clause specifically references or 
incorporates a statute into the agreement 
to arbitrate disputes" … . "Arbitration 
clauses that cover any dispute 
concerning the interpretation, application, 
or claimed violation of a specific term or 
provision' of the collective bargaining 
agreement do not contain the requisite 
clear and unmistakable' waiver because 
the degree of generality [in the arbitration 
provision] falls far short of a specific 
agreement to submit all federal claims to 
arbitration'"… . Tamburino v Madison 
Sq Garden LP, 2014 NY Slip Op 0895, 
1st Dept 2-11-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00895.htm 
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LABOR LAW/LONGSHORE 

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT 
  

Interplay Between New York Labor Law and 
Federal Longshore Workers’ Compensation 

Act Discussed 
  

Plaintiff was injured when he fell on a “float 
stage” which was used to transport workers and 
materials on navigable waters.  The First 
Department discussed the interplay between the 
Labor Law (elevation-related fall) and the 
Longshore Workers’ Compensation Act: 
  

Since the accident in which plaintiff 
Joseph Pipia (hereinafter plaintiff) was 
injured occurred in navigable waters, and 
plaintiff, an employee who was covered 
by the Longshore and Harbor Workers' 
Compensation Act (LHWCA) (33 USC § 
901 et seq.), has been receiving benefits 
thereunder, federal maritime law is 
applicable to this case … . Plaintiff may 
not sue his employer, JES, since the 
LHWCA "precludes recovery of damages 
against [the injured worker's] employer" 
…. . … 
  
Plaintiff is also barred from asserting any 
claims other than Labor Law § 200 and 
common-law negligence claims against 
Trevcon, the vessel owner (see 33 USC § 
933…). Contrary to plaintiff's contention, 
the float stage involved in his accident 
constituted a "vessel" for purposes of the 
LHWCA … . While it consisted of wooden 
planks bolted together, had limited weight 
capacity and could only be moved short 
distances from the pier, it was regularly 
used to carry workers and materials 
around the water. Although it generally 
was tied to land structures with a line, it 
sometimes was untied to allow a worker 
to move to a different location to pick up 
materials from the pier. … "[A] reasonable 
observer, looking to the [float stage]'s 
physical characteristics and activities, 
would . . . consider it to be designed to [a] 
practical degree for carrying people or 
things on water"… . Pipia v Turner 
Constr Co, 2014 NY Slip Op 00612, 1st 
Dept 2-4-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00612.htm 

 
LANDLORD/TENANT 

  
Tenant Who Successfully Defended a 
Landlord’s Holdover Action Entitled to 

Attorney’s Fees 
  

The First Department, in a full-fledged opinion 
by Justice Renwick, over a dissent, determined 
that a tenant who prevailed in the defense of the 
landlord’s holdover proceeding was entitled to 
attorney’s fees pursuant to Real Property Law 
24: 
  

We now find that, having prevailed in his 
defense of the landlord's holdover 
proceeding, the tenant is entitled to 
recover attorneys' fees pursuant to Real 
Property Law § 234. That section states 
that when a lease provides for a 
landlord's recovery of attorneys' fees 
resulting from a tenant's failure to perform 
any covenant under a lease, a reciprocal 
covenant "shall be implied" for the 
landlord to pay attorneys' fees incurred as 
a result of either its failure to perform a 
covenant under the lease or a tenant's 
successful defense: 
  

"Whenever a lease of residential 
property shall provide that in any 
action or summary proceeding the 
landlord may recover attorneys' 
fees and/or expenses incurred as 
the result of the failure of the 
tenant to perform any covenant or 
agreement contained in such 
lease, or that amounts paid by the 
landlord therefor shall be paid by 
the tenant as additional rent, there 
shall be implied in such lease a 
covenant by the landlord to pay to 
the tenant the reasonable 
attorneys' fees and/or expenses 
incurred by the tenant as the result 
of the failure of the landlord to 
perform any covenant or 
agreement on its part to be 
performed under the lease or in 
the successful defense of any 
action or summary proceeding 
commenced by the landlord 
against the tenant arising out of 
the lease." 
  

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00612.htm
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The overriding purpose of the statute is to 
provide a level playing field between 
landlords and tenants, by creating a 
mutual obligation that is an incentive to 
resolve disputes quickly and without 
undue expense … . As a remedial 
statute, Real Property Law § 234 should 
be accorded its broadest protective 
meaning consistent with legislative intent 
… . The outcome of any claim pursuant to 
Real Property Law § 234 depends upon 
an analysis of the specific language of the 
lease provision at issue in each case to 
discern its meaning and import … 
. Graham CT Owner’s Corp v Taylor, 
2014 NY Slip Op 00311, 1st Dept 1-21-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00311.htm 

 
 

NUISANCE 
  

Violation of a Local Law Did Not 
Demonstrate a Horse Pen Constituted a 

Private Per Se Nuisance 
  

The Third Department determined summary 
judgment was properly denied for a nuisance 
cause of action.  The fact that a horse pen was 
100 feet from a home, and was therefore in 
violation of a local law requiring a distance of 
500 feet, did not demonstrate per se nuisance: 
  

The per se nuisance claim is based upon 
the undisputed location of plaintiffs' horse 
pen about 100 feet from defendants' 
home, in alleged violation of a local law 
that requires such pens to be separated 
from dwellings by at least 500 feet (see 
Local Law No. 1 [2010] of Village of 
Valley Falls § 9).  We disagree with 
defendants that the declaration in the 
local law that such a violation is a 
"nuisance" (see Local Law No. 1 [2010] of 
Village of Valley Falls § 7) is sufficient, 
without more, to establish their claim of 
nuisance per se….  A showing that the 
pen is unlawful excuses defendants only 
from proving that plaintiffs' actions were 
negligent or intentional; the other 
elements of a nuisance cause of action 
must still be shown … .  A private 
nuisance claim requires a showing of 
"intentional action or inaction that 

substantially and unreasonably interferes 
with other people's use and enjoyment of 
their property" … . Defendants did not 
prove entitlement to summary judgment 
on the per se nuisance claim, as they 
relied exclusively on the alleged local law 
violation and offered no proof that the 
horse pen's placement caused a 
substantial or unreasonable interference 
– and notably, such determinations 
"ordinarily turn[] on questions of fact"… 
. Overocker v Madigan, 516957, 3rd 
Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516957.pdf 
 
 

REAL PROPERTY 
  

Sunset Provision in a Deed Which Referred 
to “Restrictions” Did Not Affect “Easements” 

or “Reservations” 
  

The Third Department determined that a sunset 
provision in a deed which referred to restrictions 
did not affect easements or reservations.  The 
provision in the deed which created an 
easement for utilities, therefore, was valid and 
enforceable: 
  

Restrictions "restrain servient landowners 
from making otherwise lawful uses of 
their property" …, and Schedule A 
contains various paragraphs restricting, 
for example, the construction of certain 
kinds of buildings and the raising of 
animals on defendants' property.  These 
are sometimes referred to as negative 
easements, as opposed to a reservation 
to the grantor of an affirmative easement 
to maintain utility lines on defendants' 
property … .  We view the common 
grantor's failure to refer to reservations in 
the sunset provision as a deliberate 
choice to avoid the termination of 
easements on January 1, 
2005.  Johnson v Zelanis, 516184, 3rd 
Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516184.pdf 
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Questions of Fact About Whether Covenants 
Restricting Use of Land Were Violated 

  
The Fourth Department explained the analytical 
criteria for covenants restricting the use of land: 
  

The law favors the free and unrestricted 
use of real property, and therefore 
covenants restricting such use are strictly 
construed against those seeking to 
enforce them … . Plaintiffs, as the parties 
seeking to enforce the covenants at 
issue, were required to “prove, by clear 
and convincing evidence, the scope . . . 
of the restriction” … . In addition, “where 
the language used in a restrictive 
covenant is equally susceptible of two 
interpretations, the less restrictive 
interpretation must be adopted” … . 
Viewing the language of the covenants in 
light of those rules, we conclude that 
plaintiffs failed to establish that the 
structure erected by defendant violates 
the covenant prohibiting erection or 
maintenance of a fence … . We further 
conclude that plaintiffs failed to establish 
that the structure violates the covenant 
prohibiting the obstruction of established 
trails or roads or otherwise interferes with 
plaintiffs’ rights of access to White Lake 
… . Rather, triable issues of fact remain 
whether the covenants at issue were 
intended to prohibit the structure in 
question and thus whether defendant 
violated those covenants… . Halfond… v 
White Lake Shores Association Inc, 
1380, 4th Dept 2-14-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-14-
14/PDF/1380.pdf 
 
 

Setback Dimensions Drawn on Subdivision 
Map Not Reflected in Documents in 
Defendants’ Chain of Title/Setback 

Restrictions, Therefore, Did Not Run With the 
Land 

  
The Second Department reversed Supreme 
Court, finding that the setback lines drawn on a 
subdivision map were not reflected on the 
documents in defendants’ chain of title and, 
therefore, did not run with the land: 
  

"[T]he policy of the law is to favor free and 
unobstructed use of realty" … . "[A] 

purchaser takes with notice from the 
record only of incumbrances in his direct 
chain of title. In the absence of actual 
notice before or at the time of his 
purchase or of other exceptional 
circumstances, an owner of land is only 
bound by restrictions if they appear in 
some deed of record in the conveyance 
to himself or his direct predecessors in 
title" … . "A purchaser is not normally 
required to search outside the chain of 
title" … . Deed restrictions are strictly 
construed against those seeking to 
enforce them and will be enforced only 
where their existence has been 
established by clear and convincing proof 
… .In this case, the plaintiffs failed make 
a prima facie showing that the front and 
rear yard setback lines drawn on the 
subdivision map are deed restrictions that 
run with the land. Contrary to the 
plaintiffs' contention, there is nothing in 
the defendants' chain of title which 
indicates that these setback lines are 
deed restrictions that run with the land… 
. Butler v Mathisson, 2014 NY Slip Op 
01289, 2nd Dept 2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01289.htm 
 
  

Plaintiff’s Alleging a Deed Executed Within 
the Ten-Year Statute of Limitations for 
Adverse Possession Is Void Creates a 

Presumption of Possession by the Plaintiff 
Within the Ten-Year Period 

  
The Second Department determined that 
plaintiff’s action to quiet title was not time-
barred. Plaintiff alleged decedent’s signature on 
a deed was forged. By alleging the 1998 deed 
was void, plaintiff is presumed to have had 
possession of the premises within the statutory 
10-year statute of limitations for adverse 
possession: 
  

CPLR 212(a) provides that "[a]n action to 
recover real property or its possession 
cannot be commenced unless the 
plaintiff, or his predecessor in interest, 
was seized or possessed of the premises 
within ten years before the 
commencement of the action" (CPLR 
212[a]…). However, CPLR 212(a) must 
be read together with RPAPL 311, which 
provides that "the person who establishes 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1380.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1380.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/02-14-14/PDF/1380.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01289.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01289.htm
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a legal title to the premises is presumed 
to have been possessed thereof within 
the time required by law; and the 
occupation of the premises by another 
person is deemed to have been under 
and in subordination to the legal title 
unless the premises have been held and 
possessed adversely to the legal title for 
ten years before the commencement of 
the action" (RPAPL 311 [emphasis 
added]…)..Here, the plaintiff sufficiently 
alleged possession of the subject 
premises within 10 years of commencing 
this action by asserting that the 1998 
deed …, as well as each subsequent 
deed in the chain of title, was void. Under 
these circumstances, "the plaintiff, as the 
alleged legal title holder of the premises, 
is presumed to have possession of the 
premises within the time required" … 
.Elam v Altered Ego Realty Holding 
Corp, 2014 NY Slip Op 01292, 2nd Dept 
2-26-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_01292.htm 
 
 

RIGHT OF SEPULCHER (FUNERAL 
AND BURIAL RIGHTS) 

  
The Destruction of Decedent’s Body in a 

Trash Compactor Gave Rise to a Cause of 
Action for Loss of Sepulcher 

  
The Fourth Department determined plaintiff, 
decedent’s sister, had stated a cause of action 
for loss of sepulcher.  The decedent was 
crushed to death after falling into a trash 
compactor provided by the defendants.  His 
body was never recovered.  The court noted that 
adult children have “priority” over a sibling to 
bring an action for loss of sepulcher, but both 
have standing to do so.  Although decedent’s 
sister has standing to bring the action, she will 
have to demonstrate she has “priority” at trial 
(there was no indication the adult children 
sought to exercise the right to bring the action): 
  

“It is well established that the common-
law right of sepulcher gives the next of kin 
the absolute right to the immediate 
possession of a decedent’s body for 
preservation and burial, and that 
damages will be awarded against any 
person who unlawfully interferes with that 

right or improperly deals with the 
decedent’s body” … .  “To establish a 
cause of action for interference with the 
right of sepulcher, plaintiff must establish 
that:  (1) plaintiff is the decedent’s next of 
kin; (2) plaintiff had a right to possession 
of the remains; (3) defendant interfered 
with plaintiff’s right to immediate 
possession of the decedent’s body; (4) 
the interference was unauthorized; (5) 
plaintiff was aware of the interference; 
and (6) the interference caused plaintiff 
mental anguish, which is generally 
presumed” … . Shepherd v Whitestar 
Development Corp…, 1144, 4th Dept 1-
3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1144.pdf 

 
 

TAX LAW/REAL 
PROPERTY/RELIGIOUS 

CORPORATION LAW 
  

Application to Vacate Default Judgment in 
Tax Foreclosure Proceeding Governed by 
Two-Year Statute of Limitations (Under the 

Facts, the One-Month Statute Did Not 
Apply)/Deed Purporting to Transfer Property 

from Religious Organization Invalid for 
Failure to Comply with the Religious 

Corporation Law/Notice of Tax Foreclosure 
Sufficient Even Though Actual Owner Not 

Notified 

  
The Third Department determined petitioner’s 
application to set aside a tax foreclosure 
judgment was timely, but determined the 
application was properly denied because the 
notice of the foreclosure proceeding was 
adequate, even though petitioner, the actual 
owner of the property, was not notified. 
Petitioner, a religious organization, had 
transferred the property by deed to Forbes, a 
minister, in 1985. Forbes paid property taxes for 
several years, but when the payments ceased 
the county moved to foreclose, naming Forbes 
as the owner. It turned out that the deed to 
Forbes was invalid because the transfer did not 
comply with the Religious Corporation Law. The 
actual owner, petitioner, was not notified of the 
foreclosure proceedings. In affirming the 
judgment of foreclosure, the court discussed the 
appropriate statute of limitations under the facts, 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01292.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_01292.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1144.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1144.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1144.pdf
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the property-transfer requirements of the 
Religious Corporation Law, and the tax-
foreclosure notice requirements: 
  

Initially, Supreme Court erred in 
determining that petitioner's application 
was untimely. Unlike a motion to vacate a 
default judgment in a tax foreclosure 
proceeding, which "may not be brought 
later than one month after entry of the 
judgment" (RPTL 1131…), a person or 
entity challenging the validity of a deed 
transferred in connection with a tax 
foreclosure proceeding faces a two-year 
statute of limitations (see RPTL 1137…). 
As petitioner was not a party to the 
foreclosure proceeding and now seeks to 
set aside the judgment on the basis that 
respondent failed to provide notice to the 
rightful owner, the application was timely 
(see RPTL 1137).The 1985 deed to 
Forbes was invalid. A religious 
corporation shall not sell "any of its real 
property without applying for and 
obtaining leave of the court" pursuant to 
N-PCL 511 (Religious Corporations Law 
§ 12 [1]…). Under N-PCL 511 (b), the 
Attorney General must be notified before 
any sale may be finalized. Petitioner did 
not seek court approval in 1985 or 
thereafter (see Religious Corporations 
Law § 12 [1], [9]), nor was the Attorney 
General notified of the transfer of the 
property. Where court approval is not 
obtained for the transfer of real property 
from a religious corporation, the 
conveyance is invalid … . Accordingly, 
the 1985 deed was invalid and Forbes 
should not have had any legal right to the 
property. * * *When determining the 
reasonableness of the taxing authority's 
attempts to provide notice to interested 
parties, the court may take into account 
the conduct of such parties … Here, 
petitioner indicated that it intended to 
convey the property to Forbes – its then-
minister – in 1985 and was only 
unsuccessful due to their lack of legal 
knowledge. Additionally, petitioner did not 
take any action against Forbes to regain 
title, despite the deed having been filed 
for nearly 27 years at the time the 
foreclosure proceeding was commenced. 
Under the circumstances, including 
respondent's provision of proper statutory 
notice to the owner of record, respondent 

complied with due process and satisfied 
its obligation of searching for interested 
parties, and petitioner has not 
demonstrated that any additional steps or 
more exhaustive search was required 
here… . Matter of City of Hudson…, 
516690, 3rd Dept 2-27-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516690.pdf 
 
 

TRUSTS AND ESTATES 
  

Decedent’s Divorce Did Not Invalidate 
Provisions of Her 1996 Will Which Made Her 
Former Father-In-Law the Alternate Executor 

and Alternate Beneficiary/Proof Was 
Insufficient to Demonstrate the 1996 Will Had 

Been Revoked by a Lost Will 
  

In a full-fledged opinion by Justice Scudder, over 
a lengthy dissent by Justice Peradotto, the 
Fourth Department affirmed Surrogate’s Court’s 
determination that a 1996 will must be admitted 
to probate and any provisions of the will not 
affected by decedent’s divorce must be 
honored.  The petitioner was the (divorced) 
decedent’s former father-in-law who was named 
alternate executor and alternate beneficiary of 
the 1996 will.  Under New York law, decedent’s 
divorce revoked the testamentary distribution to 
her ex-husband and revoked her ex-husband’s 
appointment as executor, but the provisions of 
the will relating to decedent’s former father-in-
law remained viable. The objectants argued that 
the 1996 will had been revoked by a subsequent 
will which was lost. The Fourth Department 
found that there was insufficient evidence 
presented at the hearing to show that the lost 
will was duly executed and attested and, 
therefore, there was insufficient evidence the 
prior will had been revoked: 
  

Pursuant to New York law, the 
testamentary distribution to the ex-
husband and his appointment as executor 
are revoked, but all other provisions of 
the will remain valid (see EPTL 5-1.4 [a], 
[b]…). * * * 
  
We are constrained to conclude that the 
evidence at the hearing is insufficient to 
establish that the Lost Will was duly 
executed and attested … .  With respect 
to New York’s EPTL 3-2.1, there was no 

http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516690.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516690.pdf
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testimony that the document was signed 
or acknowledged by decedent in the 
presence of the witnesses. Furthermore, 
there was no evidence that decedent 
declared to the witnesses that the 
document was her will.  Finally, although 
the neighbor testified that decedent’s 
signature appeared on the document, 
there was no evidence that the signature 
was at the end of the document. Matter 
of Simmons…, 1170, 4th Dept 1-3-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/01-03-
14/PDF/1170.pdf 
 
 

Question of Fact Whether Wife of Decedent 
Had Abandoned Decedent 

  
The Third Department determined that a 
question of fact had been raised about whether 
decedent’s wife had abandoned decedent such 
that she should be disqualified as surviving 
spouse: 
  

A person may be disqualified from 
inheriting from his or her deceased 
spouse where the surviving "spouse 
abandoned the deceased spouse, and 
such abandonment continued until the 
time of death" (EPTL 5-1.2 [a] [5]).  The 
party asserting abandonment bears the 
burden of establishing that the surviving 
spouse departed from the marital abode 
and that such departure was both 
"unjustified and without the consent of the 
other spouse" ,,, .  In determining whether 
one spouse has abandoned the other, a 
court employs the same standards as are 
applied in the context of an action for a 
separation or divorce based on 
abandonment … .Matter of Yengle…, 
516840, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516840.pdf 
 

  
“Undue Influence” and “Fraud” Criteria 

Explained Re: Objections to Probate of a Will 
  

The Second Department, in affirming 
Surrogate’s Court’s dismissal of objections to 
the probate of a will, explained the criteria for a 
demonstration of “undue influence” and “fraud:” 
  

"An objectant contesting the admission of 
a propounded instrument to probate 
based on the alleged exercise of undue 
influence must show that the influence 
exercised amounted to a moral coercion, 
which restrained independent action and 
destroyed free agency, or which, by 
importunity which could not be resisted, 
constrained the testator to do that which 
was against his free will and desire, but 
which he was unable to refuse or too 
weak to resist'" … . "An objectant seeking 
to establish that a will is the product of 
fraud has the burden of proving by clear 
and convincing evidence that the 
proponent of the will knowingly made 
false statements to the testator to induce 
him or her to make a will which disposed 
of property in a manner different from that 
in which the testator would otherwise 
have disposed of the property" … . The 
petitioners demonstrated their prima facie 
entitlement to judgment as a matter of law 
by showing, among other things, that the 
will had been duly executed, that the 
decedent possessed testamentary 
capacity, and that no undue influence or 
fraud had been exercised upon the 
decedent … . In opposition, the 
objectants failed to submit any evidence, 
beyond conclusory allegations and 
speculation, that the petitioners actually 
exercised undue influence over the 
decedent or that any fraudulent 
statements were made to the decedent, 
that the proponents of the made 
statements they knew to be false, or that 
any such statements caused the 
decedent to change his will… . Matter of 
Mele, 2014 NY Slip Op 00512, 2nd Dept 
1-29-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00512.htm 
 

 

WORKER’S COMPENSATION 
  

Employer Reimbursed for Personal Leave 
Credits Used During Employee's Disabilty 

  
The Third Department determined that the 
employer should be reimbursed for the personal 
leave credits used by an employee during the 
period of disability.  The employee’s receiving 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1170.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1170.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2014/01-03-14/PDF/1170.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516840.pdf
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/Decisions/2014/516840.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00512.htm
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00512.htm
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full wages plus the leave time pay justified the 
reimbursement: 
  

The circumstances presented here are 
distinguishable from Matter of Poupard v 
Mohonasen Cent. School Dist. (56 NY2d 
764, 765 [1982]) and Matter of Jefferson 
v Bronx Psychiatric Ctr. (55 NY2d at 71), 
the cases relied on by the Board.  There, 
the employees charged time during 
disability to their accrued sick leave 
credits and, pursuant to their respective 
collective bargaining agreements, such 
used sick leave credits could not be 
restored.  Because the employees could 
later convert their accrued sick leave 
credits into retirement service credits, the 
loss of those credits resulted in a 
permanent benefit to the employers.  … 
  
…[H]ere, the denial of reimbursement for 
payments related to personal leave 
credits would result in claimant receiving 
both full wages and compensation 
benefits for the time in question.  Such a 
result is disfavored and requires that 
reimbursement be granted to the 
employer… . Matter of Mott v Central 
New York Psychiatric Center…, 
516708, 3rd Dept 1-9-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516708.pdf 

 
 

“Presumption of Compensability” Applied 
  
The decedent was working, driving a truck, 
when his truck struck a toll booth. There was 
evidence the decedent had a stroke, either just 
before or after the accident. In affirming the 
validity of the claim, the Third Department 
explained the application of the “presumption of 
compensability:” 
  

…[W]e reject the employer's assertion 
that claimant failed to meet her burden of 
establishing a casually related death. 
"Pursuant to Workers' Compensation Law 
§ 21 (1), a presumption of compensability 
exists where, as here, an unwitnessed or 
unexplained injury occurs during the 
course of the affected worker's 
employment"… . As relevant here, the 
statutory presumption is applicable where 
either a stroke occurs during work … or 
where the onset of stroke symptoms 

occurs during work … . If the presumption 
is applicable, a claimant is not required 
"'to come forward, in the first instance, 
with prima facie medical evidence of a 
causal relationship between' [the] injury 
and [the] employment" … . * * *Inasmuch 
as decedent clearly had an accident while 
working, and it was either the stroke that 
caused the accident or the accident that 
caused the stroke, the Board properly 
applied the presumption that decedent's 
injury was causally related to his 
employment (see Workers' Compensation 
Law § 21 [1]…). Matter of Stevenson v 
Yellow Roadway Corporation…, 
516077, 3rd Dept 2-20-14 
http://decisions.courts.state.ny.us/ad3/
Decisions/2014/516077.pdf 
 
  

ZONING 
  

Criteria for Review of a Zoning Amendment 
Explained 

  
In upholding the propriety of the amendment, the 
Fourth Department explained the criteria for 
review of a zoning amendment: 
  

It is well settled that a zoning amendment 
enjoys a “strong presumption of validity” 
…, and the decision of defendant 
Common Council of the City to amend the 
zoning ordinance should not be disturbed 
where, as here, the amendment is in 
accordance with the City’s 
comprehensive plan … .  Further, 
“[c]ompliance with the statutory 
requirement is measured . . . in light of 
the long-standing principle that one who 
challenges such a legislative act bears a 
heavy burden” … .  “ ‘If the validity of the 
legislative classification for zoning 
purposes be fairly debatable, the 
legislative judgment must be allowed to 
control’ ” … . “Thus, where the plaintiff 
fails to establish a clear conflict with the 
comprehensive plan, the zoning 
classification must be upheld” … 
.  Restuccio…v City of Oswego…, 
1284, 4th Dept 2-7-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Cl
erk/Decisions/2014/02-07-
14/PDF/1284.pdf 
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“Vested Right” Doctrine Explained 

  
The Second Department concluded that the 
plaintiffs, who were seeking to effect a 
development plan under less restrictive R-3 
zoning regulations, did not have a “vested right” 
in the plan such that the plan could be carried 
out after the area was rezoned to implement the 
more restrictive R-1 zoning regulations. Plaintiffs 
had negotiated a boundary change and had 
demolished some structures in furtherance of 
the development plan. The Planning Board, 
however, had never granted final unconditional 
approval of the plan. In explaining the “vested 
interest” doctrine, the Second Department wrote: 
  

"In New York, a vested right can be 
acquired when, pursuant to a legally 
issued permit, the landowner 
demonstrates a commitment to the 
purpose for which the permit was granted 
by effecting substantial changes and 
incurring substantial expenses to further 
the development" … . "Neither the 
issuance of a permit . . . nor the 
landowner's substantial improvements 
and expenditures, standing alone, will 
establish the right. The landowner's 
actions relying on a valid permit must be 
so substantial that the municipal action 
results in serious loss rendering the 
improvements essentially valueless"… 
."Reliance" is an essential element of the 
doctrine … . Although many cases speak 
in terms of reliance on permits …, a right 
may vest in certain situations when 
"subdivisions" have been given a "final 
grant of approval" … . Whether a 
planning board's final unconditional 
approval of a site plan may, even in the 
absence of a building permit, satisfy the 
first prong of the test has not been settled 
in New York …, and it is not before us 
now. Matter of Exeter Bldg Corp v 
Town of Newburgh, 2014 NY Slip Op 
00996, 2nd Dept 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dse
ries/2014/2014_00996.htm 
 

 
 
 

 
COURT OF APPEALS 

 
CIVIL PROCEDURE 

  
Allegedly Flawed Service Overlooked Under 

CPLR 5304 Where Defendant Agreed by 
Contract that English Courts Would Have 
Jurisdiction Over Disputes and Defendant 

Had “Fair Notice” of the Lawsuit/Motion for 
Judgment In Lieu of Complaint Granted 

  
The Court of Appeals determined summary 
judgment in lieu of complaint should have been 
granted to the plaintiff. Under the terms of a 
contract to provide wholesale seafood, the 
parties agreed the courts of England would have 
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes. The 
defendant was served in England and defaulted, 
but argued in opposition to the summary 
judgment motion in New York that the person 
upon whom the documents were served was not 
authorized to accept service. The Court of 
Appeals held that service was sufficient under 
CPLR 5304 because the defendant had agreed 
by contract that the English courts have 
jurisdiction and the defendant had “fair notice” of 
the lawsuit: 
  

Although CPLR article 53 generally 
provides that a foreign judgment will not 
be enforced in New York if the foreign 
court did not have personal jurisdiction 
over the defendant (CPLR 5304[a][2]), an 
exception may be made if, "prior to the 
commencement of the proceedings 
[defendant] had agreed to submit to the 
jurisdiction of the foreign court with 
respect to the subject matter involved" 
(CPLR 5305[3]) and was afforded fair 
notice of the foreign court proceeding that 
gave rise to the judgment. We applied 
this principle in Galliano [15 NY3d 75], 
where we explained that enforcement of a 
foreign judgment is not repugnant to our 
notion of fairness if defendant was a party 
to a contract in which the parties agreed 
that disputes would be resolved in the 
courts of a foreign jurisdiction and 
defendant was aware of the ongoing 
litigation in that jurisdiction but neglected 
to appear and defend. We clarified that, 
so long as the exercise of jurisdiction by 

http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2014/2014_00996.htm
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the foreign court does not offend due 
process, the judgment should be 
enforced without "microscopic analysis" 
of the underlying proceedings … 
. Landauer Limited v Monani Fish Co 
Inc, 27, Ct App 2-25-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/27mem14-
Decision.pdf 

 

COUNTY LAW/PREEMPTION/TAX 
LAW 

  
County Could Not Shift Obligation to Pay 
Property Tax Refunds to Taxing Districts 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Abdus-
Salaam, which includes extensive historical, 
theoretical, constitutional and statutory 
discussions of the issues involved, the Court of 
Appeals determined Nassau County could not 
shift its obligation to pay real property tax 
refunds from the county to its individual taxing 
districts. The county’s attempt to supersede a 
special state tax law exceeded its statutory and 
constitutional authority: 
  

As limited by the State and Federal 
Constitutions' protection of individual 
rights and restriction of State power, the 
State Constitution establishes the State 
government as the preeminent sovereign 
of New York, and the three coordinate 
branches of the State government may 
exercise the entire legislative, executive 
and judicial power of the State, as 
entrusted to them by the people … .Given 
that the authority of political subdivisions 
flows from the State government and is, 
in a sense, an exception to the State 
government's otherwise plenary power, 
the lawmaking power of a county or other 
political subdivision "can be exercised 
only to the extent it has been delegated 
by the State"… .. Furthermore, because 
the Constitution expressly imbues the 
State government, rather than any 
locality, with "[t]he power of taxation" (NY 
Const art XVI, § 1), State law governs the 
tax field unless the State Legislature or 
the Constitution unambiguously delegates 
certain taxation authority to a political 
subdivision… . Matter of Baldwin Union 
Free School District v County of 

Nassau, 9, Ct App 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/9opn14-
Decision.pdf 

 
 

CRIMINAL LAW 
  

Constitutionality of Statute Allowing 
Defective Sentence to Be Remedied by a 

Sentence Without Post Release Supervision 
(CPL 70.85) Is an Open Issue Which Should 
Be Decided by the Sentencing Court in the 

First Instance 
  

The Court of Appeals determined the Appellate 
Division should not have granted counsel’s 
motion to withdraw from representing the 
defendant on appeal on the ground the appeal 
would be “wholly frivolous.”  There is an issue 
whether the statute which allows resentencing 
the defendant to a term of imprisonment without 
post release supervision after post release 
supervision had been (illegally) administratively 
imposed is constitutional: 
  

Defendant timely appealed the 
resentence and was assigned counsel, 
who reviewed the file and informed 
defendant of our decision in People v 
Boyd (12 NY3d 390 [2009]), where this 
court upheld defendant Boyd's sentence 
under Penal Law § 70.85, but left open 
the constitutionality of that statute, stating 
that it should be decided by the 
sentencing court in the first 
instance.  Despite this open issue, 
counsel filed a motion pursuant to People 
v Crawford … arguing that there were no 
non-frivolous issues to be raised on 
defendant's behalf and asking to be 
relieved as counsel.  Defendant filed a 
pro se supplemental brief arguing that her 
sentence was illegal, and that she was 
denied effective assistance of 
counsel.  The Appellate Division granted 
counsel's motion and affirmed the 
resentence, without addressing 
defendant's pro se contentions (96 AD3d 
1515 [2012]).  * * * 
  
Defendant argues that her appeal was 
not wholly frivolous because she had two 
claims: (1) the claim that Penal Law § 
70.85 is unconstitutional as applied to her 
case, and (2) that defendant was denied 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/27mem14-Decision.pdf
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effective assistance of counsel at every 
level.  We agree with defendant that the 
Appellate Division erred in granting the 
Crawford motion.  Without expressing any 
opinion on the ultimate merits, at the time 
defendant's appellate counsel filed his 
Crawford motion, the claims to that court 
were not wholly frivolous and, therefore, 
the court should have denied appellate 
counsel's motion.  As a result, a reversal 
and remittal for a de novo appeal is 
warranted… . People v Beaty, 84, Ct 
App 1-16-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Jan14/SSM27opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
 

Defendant Entitled to Jury Charge on 
Extreme Emotional Disturbance Despite Lack 

of CPL 250.10 Notice 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Abdus-
Salaam, the Court of Appeals determined the 
defendant’s request for an “extreme emotional 
disturbance” jury charge should have been 
granted, in spite of the defendant’s withdrawing 
his CPL 250.10 notice re:  offering mental health 
evidence. At trial the defendant did not introduce 
any evidence of or cross-examine any witness 
about the defendant’s mental state. The 
evidence of defendant’s mental state was 
contained in defendant’s videotaped confession, 
which was presented at trial by the People. 
Because the CPL 250.10 notice concerns only 
mental-state evidence “offered” by the 
defendant, the absence of the notice did not 
preclude the extreme-emotional-disturbance jury 
charge: 
  

A defendant is entitled to a jury charge on 
EED where the evidence, viewed in the 
light most favorable to the defendant, is 
sufficient for the jury "to find by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the 
elements of the affirmative defense are 
satisfied" … . Accordingly, the trial court 
must grant the defendant's request for an 
EED charge if the jury could reasonably 
conclude from the evidence that, at the 
time of the homicide, the defendant "was 
affected by an extreme emotional 
disturbance, and that [the] disturbance 
was supported by a reasonable 
explanation or excuse rooted in the 
situation as he perceived it" … . This is 

true even if the "[d]efendant did not testify 
or otherwise present evidence" and the 
"request for an extreme emotional 
disturbance charge [i]s based entirely on 
proof elicited during the People's case" … 
. * * * 
  
In its present form, CPL 250.10 requires 
notice when a defendant "inten[ds] to 
present psychiatric evidence" … , which 
the statute broadly defines as "[e]vidence 
of mental disease or defect to be offered 
by the defendant in connection with the 
affirmative defense of," as relevant to this 
appeal, "extreme emotional disturbance" 
… . The Legislature did not specify what 
qualifies as mental health evidence 
"offered by the defendant"; however, to 
"offer evidence," as that legal phrase is 
traditionally understood, means to put 
forth evidence and "demand its 
admission" (Black's Law Dictionary 1081 
[6th ed 1991]; see Black's Law Dictionary 
[9th ed 2009], proffer ["To offer or tender 
(something, esp. evidence) for immediate 
acceptance"]). Additionally, the frequently 
used meaning of "present" is "to bring or 
introduce into the presence of someone" 
(MerriamWebster's Collegiate Dictionary 
982 [11th ed 2003]). The Legislature's 
use of these "active" terms suggests that 
it intended the notice requirement to 
apply where the defendant affirmatively 
seeks to admit psychiatric evidence in 
support of an EED defense. People v 
Gonzalez, 12, Ct App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/12mem14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  
  

No Constitutional Right to a Sua Sponte 
Inquiry Into Defendant’s Mental Health 

Before Allowing Defendant to Proceed Pro 
Se 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Graffeo, the 
Court of Appeals acknowledged that a 
defendant may be competent to stand trial but 
not competent to proceed pro se, but 
determined the trial court did not violate 
defendant’s constitutional rights by not 
conducting a sua sponte inquiry into his mental 
health when he asked proceed pro se: 
  

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Jan14/SSM27opn14-Decision.pdf
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Defendant submits that [Indiana v 
Edwards (554 US 164 [2008])] requires 
states to adopt a two-tiered competency 
standard -- a baseline for competency to 
stand trial and a separate, heightened 
standard for competency to proceed pro 
se at trial -- and compels a competency 
hearing before a defendant may be 
permitted to proceed pro se. But we do 
not view Edwards as imposing such a 
requirement -- and our interpretation is in 
accord with the federal appellate courts 
that have addressed the issue … . 
Although a court has discretion to require 
representation by counsel in certain 
circumstances despite a request to 
proceed pro se, it does not follow that the 
Constitution is offended if that discretion 
is not exercised. People v Stone, 5, Ct 
App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/5opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

Proof Sufficient to Support Unlawful 
Surveillance Conviction/Defendant Was 

Standing on the Front Door Step Videotaping 
Woman Inside 

  
The Court of Appeals, in a full-fledged opinion 
by Judge Lippman, determined the proof was 
legally sufficient to support defendant’s “unlawful 
surveillance” conviction. Defendant videotaped a 
woman who was in her bathroom with the door 
open on the second floor of her townhouse. The 
defendant was standing on the front door step of 
the woman’s townhouse holding a video camera 
over his head in front of a small decorative 
window in the front door. The court determined 
that defendant’s actions, at 7:30 a.m. on 
December 24, could be deemed “surreptitious” 
within the meaning of the statute, even though 
he was potentially visible to the public while he 
was videotaping: 
  

Here, viewing the evidence in the light 
most favorable to the People, defendant's 
conduct was surreptitious in nature. 
Although he was standing on 
complainant's front step, potentially 
exposed to public view, it was at 7:30 
a.m. on Christmas Eve. The argument 
that defendant's conduct was completely 
out in the open, for anyone who 
happened by to see, is undermined given 

the pre-dawn hour.* Moreover, defendant 
was holding the small black camera in his 
black-gloved hand. In addition, he 
apparently had to hold the camera over 
his head, in the air, in order to get the 
proper angle and used the zoom function. 
Under the circumstances, there is legally 
sufficient evidence that defendant was 
acting in a furtive or stealthy manner, 
attempting to obtain the video of 
complainant without being discovered -- 
in other words, that he was acting 
surreptitiously. People v Schreier, 4, Ct 
App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/4opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
   

Appellate Review of Conviction Based Upon 
Circumstantial Evidence Explained 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, the 
Court of Appeals determined there was sufficient 
circumstantial evidence to support defendant’s 
conviction, even though innocent explanations 
for the evidence could be offered. The court 
explained appellate review of circumstantial 
evidence: 
  

…[I]t is well-established that "[t]he 
standard of appellate review in 
determining whether the evidence before 
the jury was legally sufficient to support a 
finding of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt 
is the same for circumstantial and non-
circumstantial cases" … . That standard, 
of course, is whether, viewing the 
evidence in the light most favorable to the 
prosecution, "there is a valid line of 
reasoning and permissible inferences 
from which a rational jury could have 
found the elements of the crime proved 
beyond a reasonable doubt" … . A jury, 
faced with a case in which the proof of a 
particular charge, or element thereof, 
consists entirely of circumstantial 
evidence, "must exclude to a moral 
certainty every other reasonable 
hypothesis" … . But an appellate court's 
duty, when reviewing the jury's finding, is 
not to determine whether it would have 
reached the same conclusion as the jury, 
with respect to a proposed innocent 
explanation of the evidence (see Grassi, 
92 NY2d at 699 ["Defendant has offered 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/5opn14-Decision.pdf
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myriad innocent explanations or 
inferences that could be drawn by a jury 
to counter this evidence. That, however, 
is not the legal standard by which this 
Court is bound for reviewing a sufficiency 
of the evidence appeal"]). Rather, the 
appellate court, viewing the evidence in 
the light most favorable to the People, 
must decide whether a jury could 
rationally have excluded innocent 
explanations of the evidence offered by 
the defendant and found each element of 
the crime proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt. People v Reed, 3, Ct App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/3opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
 

No Prosecutorial Misconduct Where 
Prosecutors Told the Grand Jury that the 

Witness Defendant Asked the Grand Jury to 
Call Would Not Provide Relevant 

Evidence/Prosecutor’s Role in Grand Jury 
Explained in Some Detail 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Abdus-
Salaam, over a dissent, the Court of Appeals 
determined the prosecutors did not impair the 
integrity of the grand jury proceedings by 
suggesting a witness the defendant asked the 
grand jury to subpoena would not provide 
relevant testimony. The court explained the 
prosecutor’s role in the grand jury: 
  

CPL article 190 governs the conduct of 
the grand jury and the parties which 
appear before that body, and it requires 
that all grand jury proceedings remain 
secret to protect the essential functions of 
those various actors (see generally CPL 
190.05; 190.25 [4] [a]). Under this 
statutory regime, the exclusive "legal 
advisors of the grand jury are the court 
and the district attorney" (CPL 190.25 
[6]), and their decision to present certain 
items of evidence and to exclude others 
is for the most part limited only by the 
rules of evidence applicable at trial (see 
CPL 190.30 [1]…).  In the same vein, the 
prosecutor enjoys "broad powers and 
duties, as well as wide discretion in 
presenting the People's case" to the 
grand jury … . Indeed, the prosecutor 
"determines the competency of witnesses 
to testify," and he or she "must instruct 

the jury on the legal significance of the 
evidence" … . 

  
Notably, though, due process imposes 
upon the prosecutor a "duty of fair dealing 
to the accused and candor to the courts," 
thus requiring the prosecutor "not only to 
seek convictions but also to see that 
justice is done" … . This duty extends to 
the prosecutor's instructions to the grand 
jury and the submission of evidence … . 
The prosecutor also cannot provide "an 
inaccurate or misleading answer to the 
grand jury's legitimate inquiry" …, nor can 
the prosecutor accept an indictment that 
he or she knows to be based on false, 
misleading or legally insufficient evidence 
… . 

  
Even under those principles, "[a] Grand 
Jury proceeding is not a mini trial, but a 
proceeding convened primarily to 
investigate crimes and determine whether 
sufficient evidence exists to accuse a 
citizen of a crime and subject him or her 
to a criminal prosecution" … . That being 
so, the prosecutor need not tread too 
lightly in pressing the People's case or 
rebutting the defendant's assertions. For 
example, where the defendant chooses to 
testify, the prosecutor may, within limits, 
ask probing or even skeptical questions 
of the defendant about issues raised by 
his or her testimony … . Similarly, in the 
role of legal advisor, the prosecutor need 
not instruct the grand jury on the full 
extent of its investigatory and deliberative 
powers … . The prosecutor may decline 
to instruct the grand jury about a variety 
of defenses, and he or she need not 
disclose certain forms of exculpatory 
evidence or reveal to the grand jury the 
circumstances surrounding the 
authorities' investigation of the case … . 
These examples illustrate that, in 
occupying a "dual role as advocate and 
public officer" … , the prosecutor is not 
obligated to present the evidence or 
make statements to the grand jurors in 
the manner most favorable to the 
defense. People v Thompson, 10, Ct 
App 2-20-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/10opn14-
Decision.pdf 
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Deception Used By Interrogators Rendered 
Confession Involuntary As a Matter of Law 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Lippman, the 
Court of Appeals determined, as a matter of law, 
defendant’s confession had been coerced by 
impermissible deception. The confession was 
suppressed and a new trial ordered. The 
interrogators told the defendant (1) his wife 
would be arrested if he did not confess to 
responsibility for injuries to their child and (2) 
disclosure of the circumstances of the injury was 
necessary to allow the doctors to save the 
child’s life (the child already had been declared 
brain-dead): 
  

It is the People's burden to prove beyond 
a reasonable doubt that statements of a 
defendant they intend to rely upon at trial 
are voluntary … . To do that, they must 
show that the statements were not 
products of coercion, either physical or 
psychological …, or, in other words that 
they were given as a result of a "free and 
unconstrained choice by [their] maker" … 
. The task is the same where deception is 
employed in the service of 
psychologically oriented interrogation; the 
statements must be proved, under the 
totality of the circumstances … -- 
necessarily including any potentially 
actuating deception -- the product of the 
maker's own choice. The choice to speak 
where speech may incriminate is 
constitutionally that of the individual, not 
the government, and the government may 
not effectively eliminate it by any coercive 
device. It is well established that not all 
deception of a suspect is coercive, but in 
extreme forms it may be. Whether 
deception or other psychologically 
directed stratagems actually eclipse 
individual will, will of course depend upon 
the facts of each case, both as they bear 
upon the means employed and the 
vulnerability of the declarant. There are 
cases, however, in which voluntariness 
may be determined as a matter of law -- 
in which the facts of record permit but one 
legal conclusion as to whether the 
declarant's will was overborne … . This, 
we believe, is such a case. What 
transpired during defendant's 
interrogation was not consonant with and, 
indeed, completely undermined, 
defendant's right not to incriminate 

himself -- to remain silent. People v 
Thomas, 18, Ct App 2-20-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/18opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
 

“Rubbing” Constitutes “Forcible Touching” 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Read, the 
Court of Appeals determined that the allegation 
defendant “rubbed” his exposed penis on a 
subway passenger’s buttocks was sufficient to 
meet the pleading requirements for “forcible 
touching” in violation of Penal Law 130.52: 
  

…[W]e hold that, when done with the 
relevant mens rea, any bodily contact 
involving the application of some level of 
pressure to the victim's sexual or intimate 
parts qualifies as a forcible touch within 
the meaning of Penal Law § 130.52. The 
allegation in the information here easily 
meets this test. People v Guaman, 29, 
Ct App 2-25-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/29opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

No “Exigent Circumstances”/Warrantless 
Search of Defendant’s Purse Incident to 

Arrest for Trespassing Not Justified 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Lippman, over 
a partial dissent, the Court of Appeals 
determined the “exigent circumstances” 
exception to the warrant requirement did not 
apply and, therefore, the search of defendant’s 
purse incident to a “trespassing” arrest was not 
justified. The loaded handgun in the purse 
should have been suppressed. The court 
explained the relevant law: 
  

Under the State Constitution, to justify a 
warrantless search incident to arrest, the 
People must satisfy two separate 
requirements. The first imposes spatial 
and temporal limitations to ensure that 
the search is "not significantly divorced in 
time or location from the arrest" … .The 
second, and equally important, predicate 
requires the People to demonstrate the 
presence of exigent circumstances … . 
We have recognized two interests 
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underlying the exigency requirement: "the 
safety of the public and the arresting 
officer; and the protection of evidence 
from destruction or concealment" … . 
Exigency must be affirmatively 
demonstrated. Accordingly, even a bag 
"within the immediate control or 
'grabbable area' of a suspect at the time 
of his arrest may not be subjected to a 
search incident to arrest, unless the 
circumstances leading to the arrest 
support a reasonable belief that the 
suspect may gain possession of a 
weapon or be able to destroy evidence 
located in the bag" … . People v 
Jimenez, 23, Ct App 2-25-
14 http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/app
eals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/23opn14-
Decision.pdf 

 
  

Counsel’s Failure to Object to Prosecutor’s 
PowerPoint Presentation Did Not Require 

Reversal for Ineffective Assistance 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals determined that 
defense counsel’s failure to object to a 
PowerPoint presentation used by the prosecutor 
in summation did not require reversal. During 
the presentation, the postmortem image of the 
child, Justice (whom the defendant was accused 
of suffocating), faded to white at 30-second 
intervals over six minutes: 
  

Defendant does not dispute that the 
postmortem photograph itself was 
properly admitted at trial … . The slides 
depicting an already admitted 
photograph, with captions accurately 
tracking prior medical testimony, might 
reasonably be regarded as relevant and 
fair, albeit dramatic, commentary on the 
medical evidence, and not simply an 
appeal to the jury's emotions. The jury 
was being asked to decide not only 
whether defendant killed Justice, but also 
whether she intended to do so, an issue 
to which the question of how long she 
would have had to cover Justice's mouth 
and nose was certainly relevant. On the 
other hand, the relevance of the visual 
device whereby the postmortem picture 
faded at 30-second intervals over a six-
minute period – with each slide fading 
more and more to white, and the final 

slide appearing totally white – is difficult 
to discern. This did not show how 
Justice's death occurred nor would it have 
aided the jury in its fact-finding function.If 
the issue had been preserved for our 
review by timely objection – and had the 
trial court ruled against defendant and the 
issue reached our Court – this Court 
would have had the opportunity to decide 
whether the trial court abused its 
discretion and the error required a 
reversal of the judgment of conviction. 
But that did not occur and the objection to 
the PowerPoint presentation that 
defendant now raises is not so "clear-cut" 
or "dispositive" an argument that its 
omission amounted to ineffective 
assistance of counsel… . People v 
Santiago, 22, Ct App 2-25-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/22opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

Defendant Implicitly and Explicitly Waived 
His Right to Be Present During Side-Bar 

Conferences 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Smith, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals determined 
defendant had implicitly and explicitly waived his 
right to be present during side-bar conferences 
(the “Antommarchi” right). The implicit waiver 
was the defendant’s inaction after the trial judge 
informed him he was welcome to attend the 
side-bar conferences. And the explicit waiver 
was defense counsel’s statement to the judge, 
which was made outside the hearing of the 
defendant, that the defendant has waived his 
right to attend the conferences: 
  

Defendant waived his Antommarchi right 
both implicitly and explicitly. He did so 
implicitly when, after hearing the trial 
judge say that he was "welcome to 
attend" the bench conferences, he chose 
not to do so. And he waived it explicitly by 
his lawyer's statement to the 
court. People v Flinn, 20, Ct App 2-25-
14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/20opn14-
Decision.pdf 
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CRIMINAL LAW/EVIDENCE 
  

No Prejudice from Loss of Hand-Written 
Police Report (Rosario Material)/Trial Judge 

Did Not Abuse Discretion In Denying 
Request for Adverse Inference Jury Charge 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Read, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals determined the 
trial judge did not abuse his discretion by failing 
to give the adverse inference charge with 
respect to a hand-written police report (“scratch 
61”) which could not be located. The opinion 
explains the history of the sanctions appropriate 
when Rosario material is not turned over to the 
defense. With respect to nonwillful loss or 
destruction of Rosario material, the court 
explained the defendant must demonstrate 
prejudice, not demonstrated under the facts 
here: 
  

…[O]ur rule is clear: nonwillful, negligent 
loss or destruction of Rosario material 
does not mandate a sanction unless the 
defendant establishes prejudice … . If 
prejudice is shown, the choice of the 
proper sanction is left to the sound 
discretion of the trial judge, who may 
consider the degree of prosecutorial fault 
… . The focus, though, is on the need to 
eliminate prejudice to the defendant … . 
Here, defendants did not establish 
prejudice, as is their burden. Defendants 
fault the trial judge for not analyzing 
prejudice when he denied their request 
for an adverse inference charge, but they 
did not even mention the word. … The 
judge essentially (and correctly) ruled that 
inadvertent loss alone was insufficient to 
require a sanction. Of course, it is difficult 
to imagine how defendants might have 
been prejudiced by the loss of the scratch 
61, as the defense attorneys and the 
judge all no doubt knew. A scratch 61 is a 
handwritten complaint report that [was] 
placed in a bin for typing, likely by a 
civilian employee of the police 
department. Defendants were provided 
the typewritten complaint report, which 
would have differed from the scratch 61 
only if the typist made a mistake -- i.e., 
the handwritten scratch 61 is not subject 
to editing before typing. People v 
Martinez…, 13, 14, Ct App 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal

s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/13-14opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 

 
Attorney Conflict Waiver Criteria 

Discussed/Whether Molineux Analysis 
Should Be Applied to “Prior Bad Thoughts” 

in Journal Entries Discussed 
  

In two concurring opinions, one by Judge 
Lippman and the other by Judge Abdus-Salaam, 
the Court of Appeals determined defendant did 
not raise an error warranting reversal. 
  
The defendant contended (1) his attorney had 
personal interests which conflicted with her 
professional obligations to him, and (2) journal 
entries which were unrelated to the murder with 
which defendant was charged should not have 
been admitted in evidence. 
  
One of defendant’s attorneys was under 
indictment by the same district attorney’s office 
for allegedly smuggling drugs to a client in jail. 
The defendant waived the conflict. The two 
judges disagreed about what such a conflict 
waiver should include and agreed the 
defendant’s conflict waiver was inadequate, but 
determined reversal was not required because 
there was an insufficient showing the conflict 
operated on the defense. 
  
The journal entries were essentially “bad 
thoughts” about women other than the 
victim.  Judge Lippman determined that the 
“prior bad thoughts” should have been analyzed 
under the Molineux criteria for the admission of 
evidence of prior crimes and bad acts.  Judge 
Abdus-Salaam determined that Molineux should 
not be extended to such “prior bad thoughts,” 
which should simply be scrutinized under 
relevancy criteria. Both judges determined the 
erroneous admission of the “bad thoughts” 
evidence was harmless error.  People v Cortez, 
225, Ct App 1-21-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Deci
sions/2014/Jan14/225ent14-Decision.pdf 
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INSURANCE LAW 
  

Contradictory Information in Disclaimer 
Letters Did Not Invalidate the Disclaimer of 

Assault and Battery Coverage 
  
Over a dissent, the Court of Appeals determined 
the insurance company, QBE, properly 
disclaimed coverage for an assault and battery 
claim against the insured bar, Jinx-Proof, 
despite contradictory language in the two 
disclaimer letters: 
  

The courts below properly determined 
that QBE effectively disclaimed coverage 
for the assault and battery claims 
asserted in the underlying action. The first 
letter sent to Jinx-Proof stated that QBE 
would not defend or indemnify Jinx-Proof 
"under the General Liability portion of the 
policy for assault and battery allegations" 
and that Jinx-Proof did not have liquor 
liability coverage. The second letter 
stated that Jinx-Proof did have liquor 
liability coverage but that the policy 
excludes coverage for assault and battery 
claims. Specifically, the second letter 
stated: 

  
"[W]e are defending this matter 
under the Liquor Liability portion of 
the [general commercial liability] 
coverage, and under strict 
reservation of rights for allegations 
of Assault and Battery. Your policy 
excludes coverage for assault and 
battery claims . . . Therefore, 
should this matter proceed to 
verdict, any awards by the Court 
stemming from allegations of 
Assault and Battery will not be 
covered under your Commercial 
General Liability policy." 

  
Although the letters contain some 
contradictory and confusing language, the 
confusion was not relevant to the issue in 
this case. The letters specifically and 
consistently stated that Jinx-Proof's 
insurance policy excludes coverage for 
assault and battery claims. These 
statements were sufficient to apprise 
Jinx-Proof that QBE was disclaiming 
coverage on the ground of the exclusion 
for assault and battery, and this 
disclaimer was effective even though the 

letters also contained "reservation of 
rights" language … . QBE Insurance 
Corporation v Jinx-Proof Inc, 25, Ct 
App 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/25opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

Disclaimer Based Upon Insured’s Non-
Cooperation Was Timely—Must Allow 

Longer Period to Demonstrate Diligence In 
Seeking Cooperation 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, the 
Court of Appeals determined that the insurers 
disclaimer based upon the insured’s failure to 
cooperate with the investigation was timely and 
enforceable: 
  

The question whether an insurer 
disclaimed as soon as reasonably 
possible is necessarily case-specific. In 
some cases, very different from this one, 
the justification for disclaimer is "readily 
ascertainable from the face of the 
complaint in the underlying action" … or 
"all relevant facts supporting . . . a 
disclaimer [are] immediately apparent . . . 
upon . . . receipt of notice of the accident" 
… . In such cases, a disclaimer must be 
made rapidly. The present appeal, on the 
other hand, involves disclaimer for 
noncooperation by an insured. A 
determination as to whether such a 
disclaimer was made within a reasonable 
time is more complex because "an 
insured's noncooperative attitude is often 
not readily apparent"… . We have 
emphasized that "insurers must be 
encouraged to disclaim for 
noncooperation only after it is clear that 
further reasonable attempts to elicit their 
insured's cooperation will be futile" … 
.The primary reason that we allow a 
longer period for disclaimer for 
noncooperation lies in a well-established 
principle of our case law, which is 
intended to facilitate the full 
compensation of injured victims suing for 
damages. This is the requirement that an 
insurer may not properly disclaim for 
noncooperation unless it has satisfied its 
burden, described in the precedent as "a 
heavy one indeed," of showing "that it 
acted diligently in seeking to bring about 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/25opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/25opn14-Decision.pdf
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the insured's co-operation; that the efforts 
employed by the insurer were reasonably 
calculated to obtain the insurer's co-
operation; and that the attitude of the 
insured, after his co-operation was 
sought, was one of willful and avowed 
obstruction"… . Country-Wide 
Insurance Company v Preferred 
Trucking Services Corp, 21, Ct App 2-
18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/21opn14-
Decision.pdf 

 
  

Reversing Its Prior Decision in this Case, the 
Court of Appeals Determined the 

“Servidone” Rule Is to Be Followed in New 
York/An Insurer Which Has Breached Its 
Duty to Defend the Insured May Rely On 
Policy Exclusions to Escape Its Duty to 

Indemnify the Insured 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Smith, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals reversed itself on 
reargument and adhered to precedent---
Servidone Const Corp v Security Ins Co of 
Hartford, 64 NY 2d 419. Under Servidone, an 
insurer which breached its duty to defend can 
still rely on policy exclusions to escape the duty 
to indemnify: 
  

In Servidone -- a case in which, as in this 
one, the insurer was relying on policy 
exclusions in defending against a suit for 
indemnification -- we stated the question 
as follows: 

  
"Where an insurer breaches a 
contractual duty to defend its 
insured in a personal injury action, 
and the insured thereafter 
concludes a reasonable settlement 
with the injured party, is the insurer 
liable to indemnify the insured 
even if coverage is disputed?"… . 

  
We answered the question in Servidone 
no. In K2-I [the initial ruling in the instant 
case], we held that "when a liability 
insurer has breached its duty to defend its 
insured, the insurer may not later rely on 
policy exclusions to escape its duty to 
indemnify the insured for a judgment 
against him" …. . The Servidone and K2-I 
holdings cannot be reconciled. * * *In 

short, to decide this case we must either 
overrule Servidone or follow it. We 
choose to follow it. K2 Investment 
Group LLC v American Guarantee & 
Liability Insurance Company, 6, Ct App 
2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/6opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

Question of Fact Whether a “Special 
Relationship” Had Developed Such that the 

Insurance Broker Might Be Liable for 
Negligent Advice About Coverage 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Graffeo, over 
a dissent, the Court of Appeals determined there 
was a question of fact whether the relationship 
between the insurance broker and the plaintiff 
was a “special relationship” such that the broker 
might be liable for negligent advice about 
sufficient coverage. Plaintiff was a business 
owner who suffered losses for business 
interruption caused by several roof-failures. The 
issue was whether the insurance the broker 
advised plaintiff to purchase was sufficient for 
plaintiff’s needs. The court explained the general 
principles involved: 
  

As a general principle, insurance brokers 
"have a common-law duty to obtain 
requested coverage for their clients within 
a reasonable time or inform the client of 
the inability to do so; however, they have 
no continuing duty to advise, guide or 
direct a client to obtain additional 
coverage" … . Hence, in the ordinary 
broker-client setting, the client may 
prevail in a negligence action only where 
it can establish that it made a particular 
request to the broker and the requested 
coverage was not procured. * * *Where a 
special relationship develops between the 
broker and client, we have also indicated 
that the broker may be liable, even in the 
absence of a specific request, for failing 
to advise or direct the client to obtain 
additional coverage … . In Murphy [90 
NY2d at 272] , we recognized that 
"particularized situations may arise in 
which insurance agents, through their 
conduct or by express or implied contract 
with customers and clients, may assume 
or acquire duties in addition to those fixed 
at common law" and that the question of 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/21opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/21opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/21opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/6opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/6opn14-Decision.pdf
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whether such additional responsibilities 
should be "given legal effect is governed 
by the particular relationship between the 
parties and is best determined on a case-
by-case basis" … . We identified three 
exceptional situations that may give rise 
to a special relationship, thereby creating 
an additional duty of advisement:"(1) the 
agent receives compensation for 
consultation apart from payment of the 
premiums; (2) there was some interaction 
regarding a question of coverage, with 
the insured relying on the expertise of the 
agent; or (3) there is a course of dealing 
over an extended period of time which 
would have put objectively reasonable 
insurance agents on notice that their 
advice was being sought and specially 
relied on" … . Voss v The Netherlands 
Insurance Company…, 11, Ct App 2-
25-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/11opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 

  

INSURANCE LAW/CONTRACT LAW 
  

Two-Year Time Limit On Bringing Suit 
Against Insurer for Cost of Replacement of 

Damaged Property Unreasonable If 
Replacement Cannot Reasonably Be Done 

Within Two Years 
  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Smith, the 
Court of Appeals, in answering a question posed 
by the Second Circuit, determined a two-year 
time-limit on bringing suit against an insurance 
company was unreasonable because suit could 
not be brought until the damaged property was 
replaced. Therefore, as was true in this case, if 
the damage-repair takes longer than two years, 
the insured cannot sue for payment: 
  

"[A]n agreement which modifies the 
Statute of Limitations by specifying a 
shorter, but reasonable, period within 
which to commence an action is 
enforceable" … . We conclude that the 
contractual period at issue here -- two 
years from the date of "direct physical 
loss or damage" (i.e., from the date of the 
fire) -- is not reasonable if, as the Second 
Circuit's question requires us to assume, 
the property cannot reasonably be 
replaced within two years.It is true, as the 

District Court pointed out, that there is 
nothing inherently unreasonable about a 
two-year period of limitation. In fact, we 
have enforced contractual limitation 
periods of one year … . The problem with 
the limitation period in this case is not its 
duration, but its accrual date. It is neither 
fair nor reasonable to require a suit within 
two years from the date of the loss, while 
imposing a condition precedent to the suit 
-- in this case, completion of replacement 
of the property -- that cannot be met 
within that two-year period. A "limitation 
period" that expires before suit can be 
brought is not really a limitation period at 
all, but simply a nullification of the claim. 
It is true that nothing required defendant 
to insure plaintiff for replacement cost in 
excess of actual cash value, but having 
chosen to do so defendant may not insist 
on a "limitation period" that renders the 
coverage valueless when the repairs are 
time-consuming. Executive Plaza LLC v 
Peerless Insurance Company, 2, Ct 
App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/2opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

LABOR LAW 
  

In a Falling Object Case, the Device Which 
Failed Was Not a Safety Device---Defendant 

Not Liable 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals determined the 
action based upon injury from a falling conduit 
should have been dismissed because the device 
which failed was not a safety device: 
  
  

Labor Law § 240 (1) … requires owners 
and contractors to provide proper 
protection to those working on a 
construction site … . It imposes absolute 
liability where the failure to provide such 
protection is a proximate cause of a 
worker's injury … .In order to prevail on 
summary judgment in a section 240 (1) 
"falling object" case, the injured worker 
must demonstrate the existence of a 
hazard contemplated under that statute 
"and the failure to use, or the inadequacy 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/11opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/11opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/11opn14-Decision.pdf
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of, a safety device of the kind enumerated 
therein" … . Essentially, the plaintiff must 
demonstrate that at the time the object 
fell, it either was being "hoisted or 
secured" …, or "required securing for the 
purposes of the undertaking" … . 
Contrary to the dissent's contention, 
section 240 (1) does not automatically 
apply simply because an object fell and 
injured a worker; "a plaintiff must show 
that the object fell . . . because of the 
absence or inadequacy of a safety device 
… of the kind enumerated in the statute" 
… . 

  
The Appellate Division … in denying 
summary judgment to defendants … , 
because they established as a matter of 
law that the conduit did not fall on plaintiff 
due to the absence or inadequacy of an 
enumerated safety device. 

  
The compression coupling, which plaintiff 
claims was inadequate, is not a safety 
device "constructed, placed, and 
operated as to give proper protection" 
from the falling conduit. Its only function 
was to keep the conduit together as part 
of the conduit/pencil box assembly. The 
coupling had been installed a week 
before the incident and had been serving 
its intended purpose until a change order 
was issued and plaintiff dismantled the 
conduit/pencil box assembly. Fabrizi v 
1095 Avenue of the Americas…, 15, Ct 
App 2-20-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/15opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

NEGLIGENCE 
  

Medical Corporation Not Responsible for 
Unauthorized Disclosure of Medical 

Information by Employee Acting Outside the 
Scope of Employment 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, over a 
dissent, the Court of Appeals answered a 
certified question from the Second Circuit in the 
negative.  The question was: “Whether, under 
New York law, the common law right of action 
for breach of the fiduciary duty of confidentiality 
for the unauthorized disclosure of medical 
information may run directly against medical 

corporations, even when the employee 
responsible for the breach is not a physician and 
acts outside the scope of her employment?”: 
  

… [A] medical corporation's duty of 
safekeeping a patient's confidential 
medical information is limited to those 
risks that are reasonably foreseeable and 
to actions within the scope of 
employment.  Doe v Guthrie Clinic Ltd, 
224, Ct App 1-9-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Jan14/224opn14-
Decision.pdf 

 
 

PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE/LICENSE 
VS LEASE 

  
Public Trust Doctrine Re: Allowing a 

Restaurant in a Public Park/License and 
Lease Characteristics Compared 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Graffeo, the 
Court of Appeals determined that a the city’s 
allowing a restaurant to operate in a public park 
did not violate the public trust doctrine and the 
arrangement between the city and the restaurant 
was a valid license, not a lease (which would 
have required approval by the legislature): 
  

Under the public trust doctrine, dedicated 
parkland cannot be converted to a non-
park purpose for an extended period of 
time absent the approval of the State 
Legislature … . * * * … [A]lthough it is for 
the courts to determine what is and is not 
a park purpose, … the Commissioner 
enjoys broad discretion to choose among 
alternative valid park purposes. 
Observing that restaurants have long 
been operated in public parks, we [in 795 
Fifth Ave Corp v City of New York, 15 
NY2d 221] rejected plaintiffs' public trust 
claim, holding that they could show only a 
"difference of opinion" as to the best way 
to use the park space and that this "mere 
difference of opinion [was] not a 
demonstration of illegality"… . * * * 

  
We have stated that parkland cannot be 
leased, even for a park purpose, absent 
legislative approval … . * * * 

  

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/15opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/15opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/15opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Jan14/224opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Jan14/224opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Jan14/224opn14-Decision.pdf
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A document is a lease "if it grants not 
merely a revocable right to be exercised 
over the grantor's land without 
possessing any interest therein but the 
exclusive right to use and occupy that 
land" … . It is the conveyance of 
"absolute control and possession of 
property at an agreed rental which 
differentiates a lease from other 
arrangements dealing with property 
rights" …. . A license, on the other hand, 
is a revocable privilege given "to one, 
without interest in the lands of another, to 
do one or more acts of a temporary 
nature upon such lands" … . That a 
writing refers to itself as a license or lease 
is not determinative; rather, the true 
nature of the transaction must be gleaned 
from the rights and obligations set forth 
therein. Finally, a broad termination 
clause reserving to the grantor "the right 
to cancel whenever it decides in good 
faith to do so" is strongly indicative of a 
license as opposed to a lease … . Union 
Square Park Community Coalition Inc 
v New York City Department of Parks 
and Recreation, 17, Ct App 2-20-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/17opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

TAX LAW 
  

A “Statutory Resident” of New York for 
Income Tax Purposes Must Actually Reside 

In New York, Not Merely Maintain Property in 
New York 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Pigott, the 
Court of Appeals determined that the residency 
requirement in the income tax law means the 
taxpayer must actually reside in the dwelling, not 
merely maintain it. Here the Tax Tribunal 
determined the petitioner, who had a business in 
New York to which he traveled from New Jersey 
each day, and who owned and maintained an 
apartment house in New York where his elderly 
parents lived, was not a “statutory resident” of 
New York within the meaning of the Tax Law: 
  

The Tax Tribunal has interpreted 
"maintains a permanent place of abode" 
to mean that a taxpayer need not "reside" 
in the dwelling, but only maintain it, to 
qualify as "statutory resident" under Tax 

Law § 605 [b][1][B]. Our review is limited 
to whether that interpretation comports 
with the meaning and intent of the 
statutes involved … . We conclude there 
is no rational basis for that interpretation. 
Notably, nowhere in the statute does it 
provide anything other than the 
"permanent place of abode" must relate 
to the taxpayer. The legislative history of 
the statute, to prevent tax evasion by 
New York residents, as well as the 
regulations, support the view that in order 
for a taxpayer to have maintained a 
permanent place of abode in New York, 
the taxpayer must, himself, have a 
residential interest in the property. Matter 
of Gaied v New York State Tax Appeals 
Tribunal, 26, Ct App 2-18-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/26opn14-
Decision.pdf 
 
  

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 
LAW/LABOR LAW 

  
Employer Which Hired Undocumented 
Workers Who Were Injured On the Job 

Protected from Suit by the Workers’ 
Compensation Law 

  
In a full-fledged opinion by Judge Smith, the 
Court of Appeals determined the employer 
[Microtech] was entitled to the protection of the 
Workers’ Compensation Law and a suit against 
the employer by the hospital (which paid out 
Labor Law claims to the injured workers) was 
properly dismissed. The employer had hired 
undocumented workers [the Lemas] who were 
injured doing demolition work at the hospital. 
The workers were paid Workers’ Compensation 
benefits by the employer. The workers sued the 
hospital under the Labor Law and were awarded 
a verdict. The hospital then sued the employer 
which, the Court of Appeals held, was protected 
from suit by section 11 of the Workers’ 
Compensation Law:[Quoting the appellate 
division, the Court of Appeals wrote:] 
  

…[T]o rule in the hospital's favor would 
"effectively deny [Microtech] the 
economic protections it acquired under 
the Workers' Compensation Law in return 
for providing [the Lemas] with 
compensation for their injuries," as well 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/17opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/17opn14-Decision.pdf
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeals/Decisions/2014/Feb14/17opn14-Decision.pdf
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as "relieve [the hospital] of its 
responsibility to ensure a safe 
construction site for workers under the 
Labor Law"… .New York Hospital 
Medical Center of Queens v Microtech 
Contracting Corp, 1, Ct App 2-13-14 
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/appeal
s/Decisions/2014/Feb14/1opn14-
Decision.pdf 
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In January, 2014, the Privacy and 

Civil Liberties Oversight Board 

Concluded the Bulk Collection of 

Every American’s Phone Records Is 

Not Authorized by Section 215 of the 

Patriot Act and Flatly Stated: “the 

Program Must Be Ended” 

On January 23, 2014, the Privacy and 

Civil Liberties Oversight Board [PCLOB] 

issued a document entitled Report on 

the Telephone Records Program 

Conducted under Section 215 of the 

USA Patriot Act and on the Operations 

of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

Court. 

The PCLOB is an independent agency 

within the executive branch created by 

the “Implementing Recommendations of 

the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007.” The 

statutory responsibilities of the PCLOB 

include ensuring that “liberty concerns” 

are adequately considered in the 

“development and implementation of 

laws, regulations, and polices related to 

efforts to protect the Nation against 

terrorism.” (2) 

Several articles in the Rochester Law 

Digest have followed the ongoing 

Congressional and judicial responses to 

the revelation that the National Security 

Agency has been collecting the phone 

records of all Americans.   

The January, 2014, PCLOB Report 

unambiguously concludes (1) the 

language of the statute does not 

authorize the bulk collection of phone 

records, and (2) the program must be 

ended. 

The Report goes on to argue that the 

bulk collection of phone records raises 

serious privacy (Fourth Amendment), 

free speech and free association (First 

Amendment) concerns which are not 

outweighed by its efficacy as an anti-

terrorism program. 

Extensive analysis pervades the Report. 

No attempt to summarize the meticulous 

analysis is made here.  Rather, some 

excerpts which describe the PCLOB’s 

broad conclusions are offered below: 

Conclusions Drawn from the 

Statutory Analysis 

…[T]he telephone records 

acquired under this program have 

no connection to any specific FBI 

investigation at the time the 

government obtains them. 

Instead, they are collected in 

advance to be searched later for 

records that do have such a 

connection. Second, because the 

records are collected in bulk — 

potentially encompassing all 

telephone calling records across 

the nation — they cannot be 

regarded as “relevant” to any FBI 

investigation without redefining 

that word in a manner that is 

circular, unlimited in scope, and 

out of step with precedent from 

analogous legal contexts 

involving the production of 

records. Third, instead of 

compelling telephone companies 

to turn over records already in 

their possession, the program 

operates by placing those 

companies under a continuing 

obligation to furnish newly 

generated calling records on a 

daily basis. This is an approach 
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lacking foundation in the statute 

and one that is inconsistent with 

FISA as a whole, because it 

circumvents another provision 

that governs (and limits) the 

prospective collection of the 

same type of information. Fourth, 

the statute permits only the FBI to 

obtain items for use in its own 

investigations. It does not 

authorize the NSA to collect 

anything.  (56) 

In addition, the Board concludes 

that the NSA’s program violates 

the Electronic Communications 

Privacy Act. That statute prohibits 

telephone companies from 

sharing customer records with 

the government except in 

response to specific enumerated 

circumstances — which do not 

include orders issued under 

Section 215.  (57) * * * 

The NSA’s bulk telephone 

records program was initiated 

more than four years before the 

government sought authorization 

for it under Section 215 of the 

Patriot Act. In light of that history, 

it may not be surprising that the 

operation of the program bears 

almost no relationship to the text 

of the statute — which is 

designed to confer subpoenalike 

authority on the FBI, not to 

enable nationwide bulk data 

collection by the NSA. As we 

believe the foregoing analysis 

has demonstrated, sanctioning 

the NSA’s program under Section 

215 requires an impermissible 

transformation of the statute: 

Where its text fails to authorize a 

feature of the program (such as 

the daily production of new 

telephone records), such 

authority must be inferred from 

silence. Where its text uses 

limiting words (such as 

“relevant”), those words must be 

redefined beyond their traditional 

meaning. And where its text 

simply cannot be reconciled with 

the program (such as its direction 

that the FBI, not the NSA, receive 

any items produced), those 

words must be ignored.   

It may have been a laudable goal 

for the executive branch to bring 

this program under the 

supervision of the FISA court. 

Ultimately, however, that effort 

represents an unsustainable 

attempt to shoehorn a preexisting 

surveillance program into the text 

of a statute with which it is not 

compatible. Because Section 215 

does not provide a sound legal 

basis for the NSA’s bulk 

telephone records program, we 

believe the program must be 

ended.  (101) 

Conclusions Drawn from the 

Constitutional Analysis 

[Fourth Amendment] 

The Supreme Court has ruled 

that the Fourth Amendment does 

not provide individuals with a 

right of privacy in the numbers 

that they dial from their 

telephones. More broadly, the 

Court has concluded, any 

information that a person 
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voluntarily discloses to a 

business or other entity loses all 

Fourth Amendment protection. 

This rule, referred to as the “third-

party doctrine,” means that when 

government agents obtain 

records about a person that are 

held by a telephone company, 

bank, or other institution, that 

does not qualify as a search 

under the Constitution.   

Although the Section 215 

program encompasses much 

more information than the 

telephone numbers that a person 

dials, all of the information that 

the NSA collects under the 

program has been disclosed to 

telephone companies by their 

customers. Therefore, under the 

broad reading of the third-party 

doctrine widely adopted in the 

federal courts, none of the 

information is constitutionally 

protected, and the NSA may 

collect it without seeking a 

warrant or ensuring that its 

behavior satisfies the Fourth 

Amendment’s standard of 

reasonableness.  

The third-party doctrine has long 

been criticized as permitting 

undue government intrusion into 

personal privacy. Those 

criticisms have gained particular 

force in light of two trends 

stemming from modern 

technological developments. 

First, Americans increasingly 

must share personal information 

with institutions in order to 

conduct business and avail 

themselves of services that have 

become commonplace features 

of contemporary life. Second, 

new technology has dramatically 

enhanced the government’s 

ability to collect, aggregate, and 

analyze immense quantities of 

information. Moreover, until last 

year, no court had considered 

whether there is any limit to the 

third-party doctrine in the context 

of the collection of data about 

essentially all individuals 

nationwide on an ongoing, 

indefinitely renewable basis.   

It is possible that the third-party 

doctrine or its scope will be 

judicially revised. The Supreme 

Court has recognized the danger 

that technological developments 

may erode Fourth Amendment 

privacy guarantees if 

constitutional law does not 

respond to those developments. 

In addition, a majority of Justices 

recently indicated that the rise of 

powerful new surveillance tools 

demands that not everything an 

individual reveals to another 

person is undeserving of Fourth 

Amendment protection.   

To date, however, the Supreme 

Court has not modified the third-

party doctrine or overruled its 

conclusion that the Fourth 

Amendment does not protect 

telephone dialing records. Most 

courts continue to follow those 

precedents, and government 

lawyers are entitled to rely on 

them, including in their 
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formulation and defense of the 

Section 215 program.   

Furthermore, a reversal or 

narrowing of these principles 

would establish only that the 

NSA’s collection of telephone 

records is a “search” under the 

Fourth Amendment. Additional 

questions would then follow 

about whether this type of search 

required a warrant and whether it 

was reasonable within the 

meaning of the amendment.   

Notwithstanding the agreement of 

most federal courts that 

telephony metadata lacks Fourth 

Amendment protection … the 

collection of telephone calling 

records by the government 

clearly implicates considerable 

privacy interests. Those interests, 

accordingly, deserve significant 

weight when the value of the 

NSA’s telephone records 

program is balanced with its 

effects on privacy and civil 

liberties, an analysis we 

undertake in the next section of 

this Report. (102-103) * * * 

[First Amendment] 

…The Supreme Court has 

recognized that the freedom of 

association involves the rights of 

people to join together in support 

of their common beliefs on 

political, religious, cultural, 

economic and other matters. To 

the extent that the NSA’s 

telephone records program 

reveals the patterns of 

individuals’ connections and 

associations, this may implicate 

such First Amendment rights.  

The Supreme Court has ruled 

that government programs can 

violate the First Amendment 

freedom of association even if 

they are not directly aimed at 

limiting the ability of people to join 

together for a common purpose. 

Indirect actions that have the 

effect of “chilling” the right of 

association can also infringe this 

constitutional right. In other 

words, the government can 

interfere with this constitutional 

protection by making people 

afraid to exercise their freedom of 

association.   

The Supreme Court has explored 

the constitutional freedom of 

association in depth in 

connection with challenges to 

government actions that force 

disclosure of individuals’ 

associations to the government. 

In this context, the Court has 

recognized that the freedom of 

association includes protection 

for the privacy of associations, so 

that individuals will not be afraid 

to join together in exercising their 

rights. This right to privacy of 

association was grounded in the 

need to protect people who 

promote controversial or 

dissident beliefs, and has also 

been recognized where revealing 

associations to the government 

could subject an individual to 

adverse consequences. Courts 

have also found that surveillance 

programs can have a chilling 
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effect on the freedom of 

association. However, due to the 

doctrine of standing, the 

Supreme Court has never 

reached the question of whether 

a surveillance program can 

create a “chilling effect” sufficient 

to violate the First Amendment. * 

* * 

Just as with the Fourth 

Amendment, changes in 

technology have altered the 

analysis. There has never been a 

program of the scope of the one 

being conducted under Section 

215, and the government has 

never had at its disposal the 

analytic tools now available. Our 

analysis of the NSA telephone 

records program concludes that 

the collection of telephone 

metadata records for all 

Americans’ phone calls extending 

over a five year time period 

implicates the First Amendment 

freedom of association. Although 

the program is supported by a 

compelling government interest in 

combatting terrorism, which can 

justify some intrusions on First 

Amendment rights, it is not 

narrowly tailored. The 

extraordinary breadth of this 

collection program creates a 

chilling effect on the First 

Amendment rights of Americans, 

and we factor this concern into 

our policy analysis later in this 

Report. (104) *  *  * 

The 9/11 Commission, noting that 

the Patriot Act “vested substantial 

new powers in the investigative 

agencies of the government” and 

acknowledging “concerns 

regarding the shifting balance of 

power to the government,” made 

the following recommendation: 

“The burden of proof for retaining 

a particular governmental power 

should be on the executive, to 

explain,” among other things, 

“that the power actually materially 

enhances security.”593 Based on 

our study of the NSA’s bulk 

telephone records program, 

which has included access to 

classified material and numerous 

briefings with intelligence 

officials, we do not believe the 

government has demonstrated 

that the program materially 

enhances security to a degree 

that justifies its effects on privacy, 

free speech, and free 

association.  

If the program’s implications for 

privacy and civil liberties were 

minor, then the showing made by 

the government might perhaps 

warrant retention of the program 

on the chance that it may offer 

critical counterterrorism insights 

in the future, even if it has not yet 

done so. As we have explained 

above, however, in our view the 

daily governmental collection of 

the telephone calling records of 

nearly every American has deep 

privacy ramifications, 

fundamentally alters the 

relationship between citizens and 

the state, and threatens to 

substantially chill the speech and 

associational freedoms that are 

essential to our democracy. Any 
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governmental program that 

entails such costs requires a 

strong showing of efficacy. We do 

not believe the NSA’s telephone 

records program conducted 

under Section 215 meets that 

standard. (165) 

The PCJOB’s stunning statutory finding 

should not be overshadowed by the 

uncertainties acknowledged in the 

constitutional analysis. 

To reiterate: The PCJOB determined 

Section 215 of the Patriot Act does not 

authorize the bulk collection all 

Americans’ phone records and stated 

without reservation that “the program 

must be ended.” 
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According to a January, 2014, Report 

from the U.S. State Department, the 

Devastating Effects of Climate 

Change Are Evident Now, Are 

Caused by Greenhouse Gases, and 

Are Already Catastrophic 

In January, 2014, the US State 

Department released the 2014 US 

Climate Action Report to the UN 

Framework on Climate Change [“2014 

CAR”].  Chapter Six of the Report is 

entitled “Vulnerability, Assessment, 

Climate Change Impacts, and 

Adaptation Measures.” 

Chapter Six is striking, in this writer’s 

opinion, because the devastating effects 

of climate change are accepted as facts 

and described as having already begun. 

The following are excerpts from Chapter 

Six: 

Observations 

… Over the past 50 years, 

stronger evidence coming from 

the scientific community indicates 

that human activities—primarily 

the burning of fossil fuels—have 

affected climate in 

unprecedented ways. Most 

notably, average global 

temperature has increased over 

time.  

In the United States, average 

temperature has increased by 

about 1.5°F since 1900 (Karl et 

al. 2009). The most recent 

decade was the nation’s warmest 

on record, and 2012 was the 

warmest single year 

(NOAA/NCDC 2012b). Other 

observations of changes in global 

climate include the increase in 

extreme weather and climate 

events in recent decades 

(NOAA/NCDC 2012a). Over the 

past 50 years, much of the United 

States has seen an increase in 

prolonged stretches of 

excessively high temperatures, a 

greater number of heavy 

downpours, and in some regions 

more severe droughts. Heat-

trapping gases already in the 

atmosphere have committed 

us to a hotter future with more 

climate-related impacts over 

the next few decades. The 

magnitude of climate change 

beyond the next few decades 

depends primarily on the 

amount of heat-trapping gases 

emitted globally, now and in 

the future (Karl et al. 2009).  

[emphasis added] (153)  * * * 

Regional Observations of 

Climate Change 

Landscapes, ecosystems, 

communities, and economies 

vary dramatically across the 

United States, but they also 

share many common attributes 

and are all affected by a 

changing climate.  

Northeast 

Heat waves, coastal 

flooding due to sea level 

rise and storm surge, and 

river flooding due to more 

extreme precipitation 

events are increasingly 

affecting communities in 
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the region (Horton et al. 

2011). 

Southeast and the 

Caribbean 

Decreased water 

availability, exacerbated 

by population growth and 

land-use change, is 

causing increased 

competition for water; risks 

associated with extreme 

events, such as 

hurricanes, are increasing 

(Karl et al. 2009, Kunkel et 

al. 2013a). 

Midwest 

Longer growing seasons 

and rising carbon dioxide 

(CO2) levels are 

increasing yields of some 

crops, although these 

benefits have already 

been offset in some 

instances by occurrence of 

extreme events, such as 

heat waves, droughts, and 

floods (Karl et al. 2009, 

Kunkel et al. 2013b). 

Great Plains 

Rising temperatures are 

leading to increased 

demand for water and 

energy and impacts on 

agricultural practices (Karl 

et al. 2009, Kunkel et al. 

2013c).  

Southwest 

Drought and increased 

warming have fostered 

wildfires and increased 

competition for scarce 

water resources for people 

and ecosystems (Garfin et 

al. 2013). 

Northwest 

Changes in the timing of 

streamflow related to 

earlier snowmelt have 

already been observed 

and are reducing the 

supply of water in summer, 

causing far-reaching 

ecological and 

socioeconomic 

consequences (Karl et al. 

2009, Kunkel et al. 2013d).  

Alaska and the Arctic 

Summer sea ice is 

receding rapidly, glaciers 

are shrinking, and 

permafrost is thawing, 

causing damage to 

infrastructure and major 

changes to ecosystems; 

impacts on Alaska native 

communities are 

increasing (Markon et al. 

2012). 

Hawaii and U.S. 

Affiliated Pacific Islands 

Increasingly constrained 

freshwater supplies, 

coupled with rising 

temperatures, are 

stressing both people and 

ecosystems and 

decreasing food and water 

security (Keener et al. 

2012). 
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Coastal Zone  

Coastal lifelines, such as 

energy and water supply 

infrastructure and 

evacuation routes, are 

increasingly vulnerable to 

higher sea levels and 

storm surges, inland 

flooding, and other 

climate-related changes 

(Burkett and Davidson 

2013). 

Oceans 

The oceans are currently 

absorbing about a quarter 

of human-caused CO2 

emissions to the 

atmosphere and more 

than 90 percent of the heat 

associated with global 

warming, leading to ocean 

acidification and the 

alteration of marine 

ecosystems (Griffis and 

Howard 2012).  (Table 6-1; 

154-155)  * * * 

 

Water 

The water cycle sets the stage for 

all life to exist, and is a driver of 

climate-related change through 

changes in precipitation, runoff, 

and evaporation. Water supplies 

and water management are also 

strongly affected by changes in 

temperature and extreme events, 

such as droughts and floods. 

Some observed impacts of 

climate change on the water 

cycle include intensified floods in 

some regions, summer droughts 

in much of the United States, and 

changes in seasonality of runoff 

(Karl et al. 2009). Water 

supplies are being reduced by 

climate change and are 

affecting ecosystems and 

livelihoods in many regions 

across the nation (e.g., the 

Southwest, the Great Plains, the 

Southeast, and the islands of the 

Caribbean and the Pacific, 

including the state of Hawaii).  

With demand for water 

increasing, supplies of surface 

water and groundwater are 

already stressed. Water 

shortages increase the 

competition for water among 

agricultural, energy, municipal, 

and environmental users. Many 

of the expected effects of 

climate change on the water 

cycle affect human safety and 

health, property and 

infrastructure, and economy 

and ecology in basins across 

the country. Additionally, water 

resource managers and planners 

in most regions will encounter 

new risks, vulnerabilities, and 

opportunities in water 

management where existing 

practices may not be sufficient to 

ensure the future sustainability 

and safety of communities and 

industry (Karl et al. 2009).   

[emphasis added] *  *  * 
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Ocean Acidification 

Oceans regulate climate and 

weather, and cycle water, 

carbon, and nutrients. Human 

activities are causing oceans 

to absorb increasing amounts 

of carbon dioxide from the air, 

leading to lower pH and greater 

acidity. When carbon dioxide 

reacts with seawater, it forms 

carbonic acid. This in turn 

reduces the concentration of 

carbonate ion, which can affect 

the shell formation of corals, 

plankton, shellfish, and other 

marine organisms.  

Since the beginning of the 

Industrial Revolution, the average 

pH of ocean surface waters has 

fallen by about 0.1 units, from 

about 8.2 to 8.1 (total scale), 

resulting in an increase in acidity 

of approximately 30 percent (Orr 

et al. 2005, Feely et al. 2009). 

This change is at least 10 times 

faster than at any time over the 

past 50 million years.   

More acidic oceans will have 

broad and significant impacts on 

marine ecosystems, the services 

they provide, and the coastal 

economies that depend on them. 

This more acidic environment 

has a dramatic effect on the 

growth, behavior, and survival 

of numerous marine 

organisms, including oysters, 

clams, urchins, corals, and 

calcareous plankton, which 

may put the marine food web 

at risk. Significant impacts 

from ocean acidification on the 

U.S. shellfish industry are 

particularly evident in the 

Pacific Northwest (Orr et al. 

2005, Feely et al. 2009). … (Box 

6-1; 157) [emphasis added] 

 

In the words of the Report: “Heat-

trapping gases already in the 

atmosphere have committed us to a 

hotter future with more climate-

related impacts over the next few 

decades. The magnitude of climate 

change beyond the next few decades 

depends primarily on the amount of 

heat-trapping gases emitted globally, 

now and in the future.” 

In other words, the fossil fuels already 

burned are warming the planet now and 

will continue to warm the planet for 

decades to come, with devastating 

effects. 

We simply can’t burn the fuel which is 

still in the ground. 

The debate about fracking in New York 

should be over. 

[As this article was written on March 3, 

2014, Los Angeles banned fracking.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 


